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Abstract
A fundamental objective in power system operations is to ensure reliablity and quality sup-
ply, and one key action that aids the accomplishment of this objective is the load frequency
control (LFC). Primarily, LFC is an automatic action that aims to restore system frequency
and net tie line power between a control area (CA) and its neighbours to their scheduled val-
ues; these quantities deviate when there is an imbalance between active power demand and
supply in a synchrononus interconnection. This thesis aims to investigate a model predictive
control (MPC) technique for LFC problems in a deregulated power system environment which
has become a challenging task. In deregulated power interconnections, generation companies
(GenCos) and distribution companies (DisCos) exist in each CA, and a transmission system
operator (TSO) in each area is responsible for grid reliability. Each TSO handles LFC in its
CA and ensures that market participants (GenCos and DisCos) in other CAs have an unbiased
and open access to its network. As a result, there has been a rise in cross-border transac-
tions between GenCos and DisCos for bulk energy and load matching (LM) and consequently
large frequency fluctuations recently. DisCos can participate in LFC by making bilateral LM
contracts with GenCos. An extensive review of the LFC literature, in terms of strengths and
weaknesses of different control techniques, is presented to identify the key gaps. The review
reveals that MPC can bring some benefits in the deregulated environment but its strengths
are underexploited.
Beginning with a small-scale system to provide insights into deregulated system modelling and
predictive control design, a centralised MPC (CMPC)-based LFC scheme is proposed for a
2-area deregulated power system with measured (contracted) and unmeasured (uncontracted)
load changes, where the areas are assumed to equally rated. The 2-area deregulated system is
developed by incorporating bilateral LM contracts in the well known traditional LFC model
as a new set of information. It is assumed that DisCos handle contracted load changes via
bilateral LM contracts with GenCos and a TSO handles any variations outside the LM con-
tracts (uncontracted) via a supplementary control scheme which represents the CMPC. The
CMPC algorithm is developed as a tracking one, with an observer to provide estimates of the
system states and uncontracted load changes. Also, input and incremental state constraints,
which depict limits on LFC control efforts and generation rate constraints (GRC) respectively,
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are considered. A simulation comparison of the proposed CMPC solution and optimal linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) demonstrates the efficacy of CMPC. Developing deregulated LFC
models for larger systems with complex topologies and a large number of CAs/market partici-
pants could be laborious. Therefore, a novel generalised modelling framework for deregulated
LFC is further proposed. The key benefits of the generalised framework is that it provides
a relatively easy and systematic procedure to develop deregulated LFC benchmark systems
irrespective of the interconnection size, topology and number of market participants. It also
offers the flexibility of accommodating LFC studies where CAs have either equal (often as-
sumed) or unequal (more pragmatic) rated capacities. A 7-area deregulated benchmark model
is developed from the generalised framework to illustrate its usage and significance, and the
importance of incorporating area rated capacities is demonstrated via simulations. In addition,
a 4-area benchmark model is developed to provide a reader with more insight into how the
generalised formulation can be applied to develop LFC models for an arbitrary network.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the scalability of an MPC design procedure, the CMPC proposed
previously is extended to examine the LFC problem of the 7-area system. Key novelties here
are CAs are assumed to have unequal rated capacities, some GenCos do not participate in
supplementary control, and the control input to each GenCo is computed separately rather
than a single lumped input for each CA which is the norm in previous deregulated LFC studies.
The separate control inputs is to ensure that the input constraints of each GenCo is accounted
for in the CMPC in addition to their GRCs and this is achieved by incorporating the area
participation factors of the GenCos explicitly in the CMPC cost function. A test conducted on
the 7-area benchmark confirms the benefits of this new approach. CMPC shows great potential
for deregulated LFC in terms of multiple inputs coordination, effective disturbance rejection
and constraints handling; however it is unrealistic for practical interconnections were CAs are
operated by different organisations and have large geographical separations.
This limitation is addressed by investigating a distributed MPC (DMPC) technique for reject-
ing incremental load changes, convenient for a finite number of control areas (subsystems), and
therefore represents a more practical control architecture for LFC in multi-area systems. The
proposed DMPC is non-cooperative and developed to operate using output feedback, where
distributed observers using local measurements are developed to provide uncontracted load
changes and subsystem states’ estimates to local MPCs. Moreover, the DMPC, unlike other
non-cooperative schemes, is simple and devoid of extensive oﬄine parameter tuning. Using the
4-area and the 7-area benchmarks models developed as test systems for the proposed DMPC,
some comparisons of simulations results, regulation cost and discussions are provided between
the proposed DMPC and alternative MPC schemes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter prepares the ground for the work reported in this document which concerns load
frequency control (LFC) problems within a deregulated electricity environment. In the first
place, typical controls associated with power system operations will be briefly discussed. Next,
the concept of load frequency control in the power system environment will be introduced.
Furthermore, the motivation for the current work will be stated. Beyond these, the main
objectives of the current work will be presented, and finally the contents of the subsequent
chapters of this thesis will be outlined.
1.1 Power system Control
Electrical power interconnections comprise of a wide range of components systematically cou-
pled together to form a large-scale, complex and high-order multivariable dynamical system
that can generate, transmit and distribute electrical energy over a large geographical area [2].
Despite the compexity of interconnected power systems, reliability, economy and quality sup-
ply (stable voltage and frequency) are of utmost importance, and these make the operation
of power systems very challenging; reliability, economy and quality supply can be achieved
through strategic planning, modelling, analysis and design of suitable control systems. In
power system operations, load fluctuations and other forms of disturbance result in a number
of dynamic phenomena which present themselves at different timescales due to the difference
in characteristics of the components that made up the interconnection. Figure 1.1 shows typ-
ical dynamic phenomena exhibited by power networks and some important controls, adapted
from [1]. Lightning propagation in high voltage transmission lines as depicted in the schematic
diagram of Figure 1.1 is observable in the timescale of typically a fraction of a microsecond
to few milliseconds and exhibits the fastest dynamics. Moreover, overvoltages (surge) from
switching operations in transmission and distribution lines exhibits dynamics in the timescale
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of a fraction of tens of microseconds to tens of milliseconds. Much slower phenomena are boiler
actions and daily load cycles with dynamics spanning a few minutes to several hours, typically.
In terms of controls, flexible alternating current transmission system (FACTS) control schemes
are one of the fastest as they act in the timescales of a millisecond to less than a second, typ-
ically. FACTS controllers are mainly used to influence the electrical characteristics of power
transmission networks in order to improve power transfer capabilities [4].
Protection systems are also considered to be fast and their function is to isolate faulty compo-
nents from the network; their timescale of operation, typically, is few milliseconds to around
a second. Automatic voltage control (AVC) operates in a timescale of several milliseconds to
a few seconds. The role of the AVC is to maintain the terminal voltage of a generator at
the set value via the automatic control of the current fed to the generator field winding by
a field exciter, and this is one of the most important mechamism for voltage control in most
power networks [5]. Furthermore, frequency deviations in power systems, which occur when
there is an imbalance between the total active power generated across the network and power
consumed (including active power losses), is mainly addressed in three control levels, namely,
primary frequency control (PFC), secondary frequency control (SFC) and tertiary frequency
control (TFC) shown in Figure 1.1. A PFC scheme, which typically operates in a timescale of
a second to tens of seconds, is essentially the local action of turbine governing systems in power
plants and its function is to quickly, if it is within its ability, reject unacceptable disturbances
and keep the frequency close to the nominal value (e.g 50Hz in Europe). PFC is a proportional
control strategy and thus leaves some frequency offset behind. SFC which is the subject of
this report, operates in the timescale of few seconds to around ten minutes, and it plays the
important role of eliminating the frequency offset left behind by PFC schemes. It restores
system frequency to the nominal value by regularly adjusting load reference settings of the
turbine governing system of selected power plants, and therefore their output power. SFC is
traditionally an integral control scheme.
Unlike PFC which operates at a local level (installed in generating plants operating at different
locations), SFC operates at the control area (CA) level, i.e., a single SFC scheme operates
within a power system CA or territory; the other controls in Figure 1.1 that are relatively
faster than PFC also operates locally. In multi-area systems consisting of two or more CAs
interconnected via tie lines, generation-load imbalance results in changes in net tie line power
exchanges, and SFC also acts to restore net tie line flows to their scheduled values. TFC
is the slowest among the aforementioned frequency control levels, and it typically functions
to support PFC and SFC for disturbances beyond their capabilities. TFC action deploys a
replacement power reserve to compensate for disturbances and restore PFC and SFC reserves
to pre-disturbance values, making PFC and SFC reserves available for future contigencies.
TFC actions are mostly based on operator’s manual interventions and are system-wide with
respect to a control area. Much slower actions in power systems are economic operations, which
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could span from an hour to a day. Economic dispatch (ED) and unit commitments (UC) fall
under this category, with UC actions being relatively slower. ED operation involves allocating
the total power demand amongst a number of online power generating facilities to minimize
the cost of power production while satisfying operational and transmission constraints [5]. On
the other hand, UC operation determines the hourly operational schedule of generating units,
i.e., the order in which generating units are brought online or shutdown over a period of time,
typically a day [2], so that the total daily operational cost is minimized; UC is an extention of
the EC operation to generating units [5]. In addition to the timescales shown in Figure 1.1,
an important consideration in stability and control system design studies (to enhance stable
operation), especially with respect to modelling details, is the size of disturbance involved
[6]. Generally, disturbances (perturbations) affecting power systems are classified into small-
disturbance (small-signal) and large-disturbance (large-signal). In small-signal studies, the
magnitude of system perturbations considered is such that phenonema of interest can be studied
via a linearization of governing mathematical models, while in large-signal studies (mainly
severe system disturbance whose effect could trigger protections), the nonlinear characteristics
of the system must be considered in the system equations.
Another key aspect in power system studies is the overlap existing between different phenomena
and control hierarchies as seen from Figure 1.1. As an example, a dynamic perturbation in
the voltage control loop, depending on the magnitude, could impact on the frequency control
loop. However, automatic voltage control loop whose major time constant is contributed by
generator field is much faster than the frequency control loop whose time constant depends on
turbine actions and mechanical inertia constants1 of generating units [7, 8]. Hence, for small
system perturbations, transients associated with automatic voltage control disappear much
faster and have negligible impact on power system frequency control; this is principally true
for other control loops in power systems [9]. Thus, although successful operation and control
of power systems appear complicated at a glace, the various phenomena to be addressed occur
at a different time intervals. This timescale feature permits power system control engineers
to consider mainly the model of components relevant to a dynamic phenomenon of interest
in simulation studies and the design of the various power system control schemes [2, 10–
12]. Consequently, the control architecture for a power system is hierarchical, consisting of a
number of decoupled control loops operating at separate time frames [9]. The work in this
report is focused on secondary-level small-angle frequency control whose boundary of operation
is indicated by the grey bar in Figure 1.1, where linear models are used and coupling effects
of other controls (except PFC loop) are neglected.
1Time constant of turbines and generator inertia constant are much larger than that of generator field.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the time scale of some dynamic phenomena in power system
and controls. Adapted from [1].
1.2 Load Frequency Control
Most modern day national and regional electrical power supply systems comprise of control
areas (CA) interconnected via alternating current (AC) and/or high voltage direct current
(HVDC) tie lines. AC interconnections, also known as synchronous interconnections, require
that all CAs operate at a single frequency, and they are the most common type of intercon-
nections; discussions in this document are focused on AC interconnections. A control area
basically represents a territory where the strength of electrical interconnections within that
area is stronger than the tie-lines linking it to neighbouring CAs, and consequently such area
is characterized by a single frequency; a CA could be an entire country or a region within
a country. To stably and reliably operate a power system and supply electrical energy of a
good quality, a precise matching of total active power generation in the interconnection and
load (including active power losses) at every instant in time is required. In power system
operations, load variations occur throughout the day mostly due to errors in load forecast,
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and since electricity cannot easily and conveniently be stored in bulk quantities, an active and
continuous regulation scheme is required to constantly act to maintain system balance [2].
Power system studies have shown that an instantaneous imbalance between the total mechan-
ical input power and the overall electrical output power of generators synchronized to the grid
causes a speed-up/slow-down of their rotors and hence deviation in system frequency. This
happens because the various synchronous generators (and motor loads which are frequency
sensitive) in operation instantaneously compensate for the imbalance, using the stored inertia
of their rotors. Consequently, there is a decrease in their angular speed (deficiency in the
mechanical input power) or an increase (excess mechanical input power), and because of the
direct proportionality between angular speed and frequency, there is a corresponding decrease
or increase in frequency. Usually, the frequency settles at a new value, where the system finds
a balance. Here, the mechanical input power is related to active power generation and the
electrical output power is essentially what is consumed by system loads2. The instantaneous
response here represents an uncontrolled natural response of synchronous machines.
If the magnitude of the frequency deviation (the magnitude of the difference between the
nominal frequeny and the new value) exceeds a given thresold, PFC is activated. The thresold
for PFC activation is prescribed by coordinating authorities in various jurisdications, e.g., the
Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) system in Europe requires
PFC to be activated if frequency deviation exceeds ±20mHz [5]. PFC is the first line of defense
against further frequency rise or drop exceeding the set thresold. As mentioned in Section 1.1,
PFC is the local action of turbine governors in power plants synchronized to grids, which
senses a change in turbine speed (the turbine speed of an online generator is proportional
to grid frequency) and adjust the flow of steam (steam power plants) or water (hydro power
plants) to the turbine to regulate its speed, and hence network frequency.
The turbine governors of generators on PFC use a droop control mechanism, where for a
fixed load reference setting, active power demand and nominal frequency, generating plants
operate with some spinning reserve, i.e., they operate at levels between their upper and lower
power limits. This droop mechanism allows generators online to automatically adjust their
outputs (upward/downward) and collectively share the load increment/decrement at a unique
frequency. A limitation of PFC is that it is vanilla proportional control scheme and needs
some steady-state error to operate. Consequently, PFC keeps the system frequency at some
offset away from the nominal frequency and this is undesirable. Hence additional control
action is required to restore frequency to its nominal value and this is the function of the
secondary frequency control. In power system, secondary frequency control is also known as
load frequency control (LFC).
2When there are renewable energy sources (RES), the total active power generation includes power contri-
butions from RES
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Thus, LFC is a strategy used to re-establish PFC reserve3, and restore system frequency and the
net interchange power between a control area and adjacent neighbours their scheduled values.
In electrical power industries, within each CA, the weighted CA frequency error (product of the
frequency error and bias setting) is added to the net interchange error to obtain an area control
error (ACE). A nonzero ACE is indicates an active power imbalance and so ACE magnitude is
an index for evaluating frequency regulation performance of a CA, and traditionally, it is used
as a control reference for LFC [6, 13]. LFC schemes restore system balance by sending a raise
or lower signal to properly equipped online generators that are maintaining unloaded reserve
capacity, and operating at a level above their minimum outputs; this also means adjusting load
reference setpoints of turbine governors. Within an area, LFC is executed centrally through
automatic generation control (AGC), and it is traditionally an integral control scheme. While
PFC is the responsibility of every CA in a synchronous interconnection during active power
imbalances, the CA where the disturbance originated is responsible for load frequency control.
LFC in power systems is categorised as an operational reserved service, and power industries
place a high premium on LFC because of its technicality, cost relevance in relation to other
operational services, and also because of its relationship with power supply and demand. Unlike
other operational services, rules for LFC provision are well documented in national electricity
Acts [14].
1.2.1 Insight on frequency control based on speed-drop characteristic
One way of illustrating the concept of PFC and LFC is by considering the equivalent speed-
droop characteristic of synchronised generating units in a power network as shown in Figure
1.2. It is assumed that the equivalent speed-droop characteristic of generating units is linear
over the range of load and frequency variations considered. Note that the speed of synchronised
generating units is proportional to the grid frequency.
Assume that at a nominal operating condition, the equivalent speed-droop characteristic of
generating units online is given by the curve AA’ of Figure 1.2. This nominal condition
represents turbine governors operating at a fixed load reference setting. Thus every point on
the curve AA’ represents different frequency-load pair which is obtainable at the fixed load
reference setting. For the nominal case, when the total generation matches load, the grid
frequency is stabilised at its nominal value, which is shown in Figure 1.2 as the point ’a’ on
curve AA’ ; the coordinate of the point is (PD, f0), where f0 is the nominal (scheduled) grid
frequency and PD is the total load connected to the grid at the nominal frequency. Note that
PD = PM at the nominal frequency, where PM is the total power generated in the grid.
When an additional load is added to the network at the nominal operating condition, there
is a corresponding decrease in angular speed of synchronised generating units (and thus grid
3PFC spinning reserve is replaced to ensure its availability in the case of future disturbances.
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Figure 1.2: Idealised equivalent speed-droop characteristic illustrating PFC and LFC concepts
frequency). Consequently, via the droop mechanism in each generating unit, there is an increase
in turbine power output, preventing the grid frequency from declining further. Assume the
frequency settles at a new value f0−∆f , ∆f > 0 after the intervention of the droop mechanism;
this corresponds to a total generation PM = P+ and the point ’a+’ on the curve AA’. The
incremental power generation in the grid as a result of the action of droop mechanisms is∣∣∣P+ − PD∣∣∣. Similarly, when load is withdrawn from the network which is originally operating
at point ’a’ on the curve AA’, synchronised generating units speed-up and droop mechanisms
intercept further increase in frequency, steering the grid, for example, to the equilibrium point
’a−’ corresponding to a frequency f0 + ∆f and a total generation PM = P−. The decremental
power generation in this case is
∣∣∣PD − P−∣∣∣. This action of droop mechanisms whereby the the
total power generation is regulated along a fixed load reference setting speed-droop curve to
intercept a sudden rise or dip in grid frequency, and stabilise the frequency at a non-nominal
value, is termed primary frequency control. As stated earlier, PFC, and hence the droop
mechanism, is a proportional control scheme and thus stabilises the grid frequency at some
offset away from the nominal value f0; this is apparent in Figure 1.2.
For the increase in network load case (operating point ’a+’), in order to restore grid frequency
to the nominal value, the curve AA’ must be shifted to the position BB’ (blue curve) shown in
Figure 1.2. For the decrease in network load case (operating point ’a−’), the curve AA’ must
be shifted to the position CC’, corresponding to the red curve in Figure 1.2, to restore the
grid frequency to the nominal value. The shift in the curve AA’ (black), giving rise to either
curve BB’ (blue) or curve CC’ (red) can be achieved by changing the load reference setting of
a turbine governor. This action is what is known as LFC. Note that the three curves (AA’,
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BB’ and CC’) are parallel. From Figure 1.2, the LFC action resulting in a shift from AA’ to
BB’ corresponds to an incremental generation of
∣∣P++ − P+∣∣ while the action giving rise to
curve CC’ corresponds to a decremental generation of |P− − P−−|. It is vital to mention that
the slope of the speed-droop characteristic is the turbine-governor droop or simply droop; see
Section 2.1.1 for mathematical expressions.
1.3 Research Motivation
The motivation for this work stems from the major restructuring that electrical power supply
industries are experiencing globally [15], and associated technical issues [16]. In the past, power
supply industries were vertically integrated where, within a CA, a large central electric utility
has a monopoly franchise to own and operate the main parts of an electrical power system,
namely generation, transmission and distribution, and also operational support services (LFC,
voltage control, etc). Under this monopolistic and regulated framework, electric utilities were
obligated to serve local consumers only and tie-lines between neighbouring CAs were mainly
to provide mutual support in terms of reserve sharing and not for bulk inter-area trades [17].
Furthermore, the uncertainties in load variations and other disturbances were small, power
flow patterns were highly predictable and electric utilitities could satisfactorily control their
large power plants. Therefore, the simple classical proportional-integral (PI) controller used
by these utilities for load frequency control was adequate.
The ongoing deregulation and restructuring of power supply industries has altered the mode
of planning and operation of interconnected power systems and created numerous challenges
[2]. The main parts of an electricity supply system - generation, transmission and distribution
- and also operational support services have been unbundled and new business entities (also
known as market participants) have been created. Typically within a CA, the generation part
is decomposed into a number of private generation companies (GenCos) each operating its own
power station, and competing with each other and with GenCos in neighbouring CAs to sell
power; distribution is divided into a number of distribution companies (DisCos) each owning
and operating the different sections of the distribution network, and competing to sell power
to consumers. A DisCo can purchase electrical power from any GenCo in its area and across
CA boundaries. The transmission layer within a CA or service territory remains a natural
monopoly and owned by a transmission company (TranCo). An independent entity known as
a transmission system operator (TSO) has emerged in each CA territory to ensure a reliable
transmission system operation. The TSO, in the new framework, handles operational support
services (including LFC) which are now commonly known as ancillary services, ensures that
market participants (GenCos and DisCos) in neighbouring CAs have open and an unbiased
access to its transmission facilities and also coordinates power transactions. The TSO does
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not own a generating plant and must procure LFC reserve capacity from its local GenCos
competing/bidding to sell incremental (or decremental) power. DisCos can also contribute to
LFC by making load matching (LM) contracts with GenCos in any area.
The advent of deregulation and open transmission access has not only led to an explosion in
the volume of inter-area (cross-border) power transactions, it has created a degree of freedom
for GenCos and DisCos in any area to bypass grid operators (TSO in this case) and make
power contracts. The large number of inter-area power contracts have resulted in a reduced
predictability in load variations and other grid distrurbance, and a highly uncertain and non-
repetitive power flow patterns. Electrical energy flows in interconnected networks are guided
by physical network laws (ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s law) and may not flow according to agreed
“contract paths”, hence in the deregulated environment, disturbances of irregular patterns
intermittently propagate to TSOs’ networks, with the TSOs having no advance knowledge
of such grid disturbances. Currently, power grids are being operated with reduced security
margins due to economic pressures in the power market; the strong overlap between power
market4, the physical network and system control is creating large frequency oscillations in the
new (deregulated) environment [17–21]. These technical issues, created by deregulation, as well
as the poor coordination existing between control areas in power networks, present a greater
challenge for a secure and reliable grid operation [11, 22]. Therefore obtaining satisfactory
control performance with classical PI controllers, whose gains obtained heuristically through
lengthy tuning and field testing are fixed, is difficult.
This challenge is evident in the number of major electric grid blackouts experienced in recent
times; for example, the Northeast blackout (August 14, 2003); the Sweden-Denmark blackout
(September 23, 2003); the Italy blackout (September 28, 2003) and the biggest in history,
the Indian blackout (July 30 & 31, 2012); the blackout in Turkey (March 31, 2015) [23–25].
These blackouts indicate the need for a thorough review of all problems associated with power
system control, coordination, real-time information exchange between CAs and instability. The
blackouts have shown that a novel system modelling incorporating power contract data and
more efficient control strategies are required to ensure improved system security, reliability
and power quality in the new environment. Power system experts have recommended a review
of LFC strategies in most post-blackout [26]; large frequency deviations resulting from poor
coordination and information exchange between control areas has also been reported as part
of the root cause of the recent blackouts [27]. The LFC problem in today’s power system
has further been reinforced by the high penetration of renewable energy resources (RES) with
no inertial support, and whose contribution to power demands cannot be precisely predicted;
smaller power plants with low inertias are being introduced by some GenCos. Hence, there
has been a reduction in the inertia per unit generation available in most power networks.
4Market participants are inclined towards maximising profits.
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Significant frequency deviations can damage turbine blades due to vibratory stress, degrade
the performance of power plant auxiliaries and overload tie lines. This can lead to a cascaded
tripping of frequency relays and subsequently an unstable condition for the power grid [18].
Frequency deviations could make power plants work inefficiently, hence resulting in higher
emissions which can have a negative impact on the environment [19]. Moreover, most faulty
conditions in power networks present themselves as frequency deviations; by reducing typical
frequency fluctuations to very small ripples, frequency deviations resulting from a fault can be
detected early [7].
Several works have been published on the LFC issue. These works have adopted control
strategies ranging from standard classical control techniques to modern control strategies such
as optimal linear quadratic regulator (LQR), robust control and intelligent control methods.
Nonetheless, the majority of the works were focused on vertically integrated power system
structure. Some publications have considered LFC in a deregulated environment, but the
strategies have either yielded a very high order controller and/or neglect practical system con-
straints, as the strategies lack constraints handling capabilities. In view of the above mentioned
challenges in the deregulated environment, the current work considers the development of novel
centralised and distributed model predictive control (MPC) based LFC schemes that possess
some qualities specified by the IEEE system control subcommittee [12]:
• Simple structure: A straightforward and systematic procedure is followed in the design
of the MPC based LFC schemes to ensure easy understandability, maintainability and
reliability, and ultimately making the schemes attractive to electric power industries.
Naturally, the underlying concept of MPC schemes is simple, and it has found extensive
applications in petrochemical, food, and other related industries. It has also been used
in the past to meet specialised control needs of electric power plants [28].
• Constraints handling: Important practical system limits such as generation rate con-
straints (GRC) and constraints on power plant inputs will be considered. One of the
strongest points of MPC strategies, which industrial practioners found attractive, is its
ability to dynamically enforce constraints, and this capability will be be deployed in this
work.
• Scalable and adaptable to structural change: With minor modifications, the predictive
control scheme should be able to cope with the removal or addition of a subsystem (CA)
within the large interconnected power system. Furthermore, it should be flexible enough
to cope with various types of power transactions in the deregulated environment.
• Non-centralised and coordinated: One of the contributions of this work will be to develop
a distributed MPC (DMPC) scheme for LFC. This quality is important because today’s
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power system consists of a number of CAs having large geographical separations, and it
is pragmatic to control such power interconnections in a non-centralised fashion.
• Meet basic LFC objectives: The control schemes should be able to restore system fre-
quency and net tie line flows to their scheduled values, cope with a wide range of load
fluctuations and make control decisions that are economical and optimal in some sense.
Note that MPC algorithms take control decisions at every sampling instant by optimising
predicted future behaviour of the system involved.
1.4 Aims and objectives
The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the use of an advanced process control method in
power systems load frequency control problem, specifically a predictive control technique, to
effectively coordinate the rising number of local and cross-border load matching (LM) power
contracts amongst power system business entities and reject the various unmeasured distur-
bances in currently expanding deregulated power system interconnections. Furthermore, by
considering the realistic control architecture where each CA has its own locally operating LFC
scheme (a predictive controller in this case), this thesis will also examine the possibility of
obtaining an improved system-wide control performance through a coordination and exchange
of information between CAs. A new modelling framework will be developed through a mod-
ification of the traditional LFC models to incorporate power contract data between GenCos
and DisCos. The contract data are modelled by extending the concept of a disco participa-
tion matrix (DPM) which was proposed for a 2-area deregulated system in [29]. In addition,
deregulated LFC benchmark models of different sizes will be developed, and predictive control
frameworks using area control error (ACE) measurements only will be proposed and imple-
mented on the deregulated LFC benchmark systems.
LFC schemes currently in use in power industries use ACE measurements, and using a sim-
ilar information in the predictive control schemes will aid practical implementability. The
hypothesis here is that this aim can be achieved via predictive control for the following reason.
Power system LFC is a multivariable control problem and predictive control technology has
distinguished itself in various fields of application (oil refineries, petrochemicals, food process-
ing, etc.) as an effective means of handling multivariable control problems [28]. Furthermore,
practically important constraints/nonlinearities such as generation rate constraints (GRC) and
control input limits [6, 12, 30], can easily and systematically be incorporated into MPC frame-
work. It has been shown that the conventional PI based LFC and linear optimal control LFC
strategy could result in oscillatory responses, and an unstable condition in some cases, in the
presence of GRC [31, 32]. Control signals from predictive control regulators are typically ob-
tained from an optimisation and hence are economically optimal in some sense; this property
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could lead to some cost reduction in LFC. One limitation that has been identified in predictive
control schemes is the computational time involved in the optimisation steps. However, LFC
is a relatively slow process and there is no peculiar control or ecomonic purpose served by
hastening the LFC action [12].
Key objectives
The key objectives to achieving the aim of this thesis are as follows:
1. Highlight the key strengths and weaknesses of current load frequency control methods
and thus provide a platform for future studies.
2. Propose, for the 2-area deregulated LFC model developed in [29], a centralised
MPC based load frequency control scheme which incorporate physical system lim-
its/nonlinearites such as GRC and power plants’ input constraints, and demonstrating
the efficacy of the centralised MPC in constraints handling through simulations.
3. Propose a novel generalised LFC modelling framework that effectively captures the vari-
ous power transactions in the deregulated environment, by modifying the traditional LFC
modelling framework. The generalised formulation can be easily used to develop bench-
mark models for multi-area power networks irrespective of their topologies, and having
an arbitrary number of interconnected CAs, GenCos and DisCos, for LFC simulation
and control design studies in the deregulated environment. Also, studies where inter-
connected CAs either have equal (often assumed in the literature) or unequal capacity
ratings can be accommodated.
4. Illustrate how one can utilised the generalised framework by developing a 7-area deregu-
lated benchmark system from the framework and also providing simulation evidence to
demonstrate the significance and effectiveness of the generalised framework.
5. Demonstrate scalability of MPC algorithms by extending the proposed centralised MPC
algorithm to the developed 7-area deregulated benchmark systems and considers a more
logical scenario where GenCos and DisCos have their private choices. The MPC problem
is modified such that the control input of each GenCo is considered rather than a lumped
control input for each CA which is the common practice in the deregulated LFC literature.
With this approach, the input constraints of each GenCo can be accounted for.
6. Propose a practically implementable non-cooperative distributed model predictive control
scheme for LFC and compare its performance with centralised and decentralised MPC
schemes, on a developed 4-area benchmark system and also on the 7-area system to
demonstrate scalability. GRC and input constraints are taken into consideration.
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The proposed control schemes (centralised, distributed, etc) are developed to operate using
output feedback, where a central observer (the centralised MPC studies) and distributed ob-
servers (the distributed MPC studies), using area control error measurements, provide MPC
controllers with state and unmeasured disturbance estimations.
1.5 Supporting publications
This thesis is supported by the following publications
Conference papers
1. E.E. Ejegi, J.A. Rossiter, and P. Trodden (2014). A survey of techniques and opportu-
nities in power system automatic generation control. United Kingdom Automatic Control
Conference - UKACC, Loughborough, UK
2. E.E. Ejegi, J.A. Rossiter, and P. Trodden (2015). Model predictive load frequency
control of a two-area deregulated power system. European Control Conference - ECC,
Linz, Austria.
3. E.E. Ejegi, J.A. Rossiter, and P. Trodden (2016). Generalized model for load frequency
control studies in a deregulated environment. European Control Conference - ECC,
Aalborg, Denmark.
4. E.E. Ejegi, J.A. Rossiter, and P. Trodden (2016). Distributed model predictive load
frequency control of a deregulated power system. United Kingdom Automatic Control
Conference - UKACC, Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK.
Journal papers to be submitted
1. E.E. Ejegi, J.A. Rossiter, and P. Trodden (xxxx). Predictive load frequency control of
an interconnected power system after deregulation.
2. E.E. Ejegi, J.A. Rossiter, and P. Trodden (xxxx). Distributed predictive control for
power system load frequency control after deregulation.
1.6 Outine of the thesis
The work presented in this document comprises of 8 chapters. A summary of each of them
and key contributions is presented here.
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Chapter 2 The fundamentals of load frequency control, including definitions, structures and
key concepts, are presented. The framework of LFC reported in this chapter is based on
the traditional vertically integrated utilities (VIUs) where a large central utility owns and
operates the generation, transmission and distribution facilities within its own service area
(control area). Furthermore, a discussion of power system deregulation and restructuring, and
the main market structures for the provision of LFC in the deregulated paradigm, is provided.
Finally, a survey of the control techniques which have been suggested for power system load
frequency controls is given. Different control schemes have been grouped and a summary of
their strengths and weaknesses, in the context of applications, is provided. The summary is
a useful starting point for determining where future control research is likely to bring great
benefits to the structurally changing large scale interconnected power systems. A portion of
this chapter appear in [33] and its a key contribution in this thesis.
Chapter 3 A theoretical background on the different predictive control architectures, namely,
centralised, decentralised and distributed predictive control architectures, is presented. The
basic attributes of the different predictive control architectures are emphasised. The chapter
concludes with a summary of the key points to note about predictive control and its suitability
to power system LFC problem.
Chapter 4 This chapter proposes a centralised model predictive control based LFC scheme for
a 2-area deregulated power system with measured (contracted) and unmeasured (uncontracted)
load variations. The contracted load changes (with values agreed in advance) represent bilateral
LM contracts between GenCos and DisCos, while the uncontracted changes represent real time
load variations resulting from DisCos that have not procured an LM contract and variations
from unavoidable LM contract violations. The proposed MPC design problem is formulated
as a tracking one where state and input constraints, representing GRC and input constraints
respectively, are systematically included. Furthermore, the scheme is developed to work as
output feedback, where an observer is designed to estimate system states and uncontracted
load variations from ACE measurements. Simulations are provided, based on comparisons with
optimal linear quadratic regulator (LQR), to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed MPC
based LFC scheme. This chapter is based on the work in [34] and its a key contribution in
this thesis.
Chapter 5 In Chapter 4, a 2-area deregulated benchmark model is utilised in the studies to
emphasise clarity in terms of the key steps in developing LFC models which incorporate power
transactions; the procedure could become burdensome as the number of control areas, market
participants and complexity of a network’s topology increase. Hence, this chapter proposes
a novel generalised modelling framework for LFC simulations and control design studies in a
deregulated environment. The key advantage of this formulation is that it can accommodate
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LFC studies in a realistic environment, where interconnected control areas (CAs) have different
rated capacities. In addition, it can be used to develop benchmark LFC models for muti-area
networks of an arbitrary size, topology, having any number of GenCos and DisCos. The
significance and effectiveness of this formulation is demonstrated using a 7-area deregulated
benchmark model developed from the generalised framework, which is a modification of the
CIGRE-7 machine test system. A 4-area deregulated model is also developed to provide more
insight into how one can use the generalised framework, and to use as a case study model in
Chapter 7. A portion of this chapter is appears in [35, 36] and its a key contribution in this
thesis.
Chapter 6 In this chapter, we propose a more generic centralised MPC based supplementary
control (LFC) scheme for the 7-area deregulated benchmark model developed in Chapter 5.
The proposed scheme is developed to coordinate measured (contracted) load variations and
rejected unmeasured (uncontracted) load variations. The predictive control scheme receives
state and unmeasured disturbance estimates from an observer using ACE measurements, and
steady state target information from a target calculator. In the scheme presented in Chapter
4 and other LFC schemes in the literature, a single (lumped) supplementary control signal
is generated for each CA of the system when there is an active power imbalance, and the
lumped signal is spit up according to the different participation factors of committed GenCos
in the CA and each strand of the splitted signal serves as the control input to their speed
governors5. This approach may result in violations of generator’s input constraints, especially
during transients. Here, we absorbed the participation factors into the MPC optimisation and
send separate control signals to each GenCo and thus, accounting for their individual input
constraints. Furthermore, GRC of each GenCo on supplementary control is included in the
MPC design. A more logical scenario where interconnected CAs have unequal capacity ratings
and some GenCos opting out of supplementary control is considered, and simulation results
are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. This chapter is based
on the work in [36] and its a key contribution in this thesis.
Chapter 7 This chapter focuses on developing a new distributed control scheme for LFC
problems in deregulated power systems, capable of providing acceptable dynamic performance
and good constraint handling capabilities. To this end, a non-cooperative distributed model
predictive control (DMPC) algorithm is developed and tested on the 4-area and the 7-area
deregulated benchmark models developed in Chapter 5; two different benchmark models are
utilised here to show scalability. The DMPC scheme is developed to operate using output
feedback, where distributed observers using local area control error measurements supply each
5In this thesis, a GenCo is represented by a single generator model consisting of a governor and turbine
model connected
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local MPC scheme with state and unmeasured disturbance estimations. The DMPC here, un-
like other non-cooperative schemes, is simple and devoid of extensive oﬄine parameter tuning.
Some comparisons and discussions are provided between the DMPC and alternative model
predictive control schemes. This chapter is based on the work in [37, 38] and its a key contri-
bution in this thesis.
Chapter 8 A summary of the original contribution of this thesis, and some concluding remarks,
are presented. Finally, possible directions for future work are stated.
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Chapter 2
Background to frequency control
and literature review
In Chapter 1, it was stated that electric power systems exhibit a wide range of dynamic
phenomena occurring at different time scales (ranging from very fast to very slow dynamics)
when perturbed, and various fast and slow acting controls have been developed to control
these phenomena and ensure satisfactory operations. It was also emphasised that the time
scale feature of power systems means that one can focus on components closely associated
with a phenomenon when developing models for control system studies, and that this thesis
is focused on small-angle load frequency control (LFC). As stated in Section 1.4, an aim of
this thesis is to investigate the efficacy of predictive control schemes as a LFC strategy in a
deregulated power system environment, where a key objective is to propose a novel generalised
deregulated LFC modelling framework via the modification of the age-long traditional LFC
model1.
Consequently, this chapter, firstly, provides the mathematical fundamentals of the traditional
LFC modelling framework; Chapter 3 is dedicated to providing the mathematical fundamentals
of predictive control. Also in this chapter, important definitions and key concepts in this
subject are highlighted and some previously explained concepts in Chapter 1 are reiterated
for completeness. Moreover, the ongoing deregulation and operational restructuring in power
industries globally and the main market structures that have emerged for energy and frequency
regulation are discussed. A detailed survey of the control techniques which have been applied
to load frequency control of power systems is presented. Based on objective 1 in Section
1.4, different control approaches have been categorised and a summary has been given of the
context of application and strengths and weaknesses. Such a summary is an effective starting
point for determining where future control research is likely to bring the most benefit to the
1The traditional framework here also means the vertically integrated utility structure.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the main control stages in frequency control
emerging large scale and interconnected structures in the power supply market. A portion of
this chapter appears in [33] and it is a key contribution in this thesis.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 gives an overview of frequency control and
develops the mathemical model for LFC studies in the VIU (traditional) environment; Section
2.2 discusses power system deregulation and the market structures for LFC that have emerged;
Section 2.3 presents a summary of issues that have been studied in LFC to date; Section 2.4
presents an extensive survey of LFC design, groups them into different control techniques and
summarises their main strengths and weaknesses in a tabular form; Section 2.5 reports other
LFC studies which do not exactly fall into control techniques discussed in Section 2.4, and are
mainly focused on analysis.
Section 2.6, concludes this chapter by briefly stating the key message in each section (Sections
2.1-2.5), their importance to this thesis, and how they relate to the aims and objectives of this
thesis.
2.1 Traditional LFC scheme
In synchronous power networks, frequency is a common denominator, and as stated in Section
1.2, a secure and reliable operation requires that frequency should remain fairly constant across
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the network. The constancy of frequency is dependent on the balance between net active power
supplied by generators in the interconnection and the overall system load (including losses) [6].
If the total load (demand) connected to the network exceeds the active power supply, kinetic
energy is extracted from the inertial storage of synchronized generators and frequency sensitive
loads (e.g AC motors) to compensate for the excess load. Consequently, the machines decelerate
and hence the system frequency declines. Conversely, if the net active power supply exceeds
consumer demands, the excess electrical power is taken up by online generators and frequency
sensitive loads. This speeds up the machines and results in a frequency rise. The main control
stages for addressing frequency deviations - primary frequency control (PFC), load frequency
control (LFC) and tertiary frequency control (TFC) - are in general dimensioned according
to the time of action (rapidity), volume of active power reserve they deploy and duration of
deloyment of the power reserve [39]. For example, in the continental European synchronous
interconnection, a total of 3000 MW (volume) of active power is reserved for PFC; this must be
activated within few seconds (rapidity) following an active power imbalance, and PFC reserve
must be emptied in the duration of a few seconds to a maximum of 30 seconds [40].
Furthermore, PFC is the joint responsibility of the different control areas that are part of
an interconnection, that is, irrespective of the control area where a disturbance occurred,
primary control reserves are activated in every location to minimize the risk of overloading
some transmission corridors [2]. Load frequency control which acts to eliminate the frequency
offset left after the proportional control action of PFC and restores an area net tie line flow to
its scheduled value, is the responsibility of the CA where a disturbance had occurred; this is to
ensure that the steady state net power interchanges between neighbouring CAs are maintained
at their scheduled values. TFC reserves are only activated (often manually) to support and
replace LFC in the case of major disturbances. The TFC reserves are left running until
generating units are re-scheduled to accommodate the new situation [41]. Tertiary reserves
are provided by large generating units in the area where the disturbance had occurred. The
frequency control stages are illustrated in Figure 2.1, where the network is partitioned into
six control areas; the blue lines indicate CA boundaries and the red circles indicate generators
providing various reserves.
In power system LFC via automatic generation control (AGC), the slow manual TFC actions
are often not considered; this is because, TFC reserve utilisation is complementary to electrical
energy production scheduling which is done based on oﬄine economic optimisations [9]. The
basic structure of a traditional LFC scheme is shown in Figure 2.2. The structure consists of a
PFC loop, a LFC loop and the main elements/components whose characteristics effect power
system frequency control. The various frequency control loops as well as the other components
shown in Figure 2.2 are discussed in detail in the following subsections, with some definitions
re-emphasised for completeness.
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Figure 2.2: The basic schematic of frequency control in power system. Normal system operation
is assumed and hence the tertiary frequency control loop is not included.
This section is organised as follows: Section 2.1.1 develops the dynamic model of the PFC
loop; Section 2.1.2 presents the dynamic model of the turbine system; Section 2.1.3 presents
the network dynamic model of a control area (CA) which incorporate the equivalent inertia
of generating units in the CA, equivalent damping of frequency sensitive loads, total area
generation and load increments. The resulting model is also known as the CA swing equation;
Section 2.1.4 presents mathematical expressions of the LFC loop; Section 2.1.5 presents a
complete LFC block for a typical VIU area, by combining the models presented in the Sections
2.1.1-2.1.4; Section 2.1.6 presents simulation examples to demonstrate the concept of frequency
control in the VIU environment; Section 2.1.8 summarises what has been presented in this
section. Note that with every LFC framework, the primary frequency control loop (PFC)
is embedded as a static feedback loop. However, as will be demonstrated in the simulation
example presented in Section 2.1.6, the PFC loop alone cannot restore frequency and tie line
flows to their scheduled value, as emphasised in Sections 1.2 and 2.1.
2.1.1 Primary frequency control loop
A PFC loop is important to enable turbines to operate in a stable manner; it is the speed
governing system of a turbine. For a fixed governor load reference setpoint, the PFC loop
continuously compares the turbine actual speed with its scheduled speed (proportional to the
nominal frequency) and using the speed error (proportional to frequency error) to adjust the
governor valve position and hence steam flow into steam turbines (or gate position and hence
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water flow into hydroturbines); the speed error will only exist when there is a generation-load
mismatch. This action, also known as droop control, regulates the turbine output power in
the direction of the system disturbance. The PFC loop intercepts frequency drifts as quickly
as possible when a disturbance exceeding a given thresold occurs. A schematic of the turbine
governing system is shown in Figure 2.3, and resulting block representation is shown in Figure
2.4.
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Valve Servomotor Valve
Change in Load 
reference setpoint 
Scheduled 
speed
Actual speed
sch

CP
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Change in 
valve Position 
VP
Feedback
Figure 2.3: Schematic of a steam turbine speed governing system. Adapted from [2], with
steam flow feedback neglected.
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Figure 2.4: Transfer function representation of the turbine governing system.
The turbine governing system model presented here is of the General Electric electro-hydraulic
without steam feedback type and this is adequate for most large scale analysis [42] . In addition,
turbine governors have dead bands, which allows them to be insensitive to frequency deviations
below a set threshold deadbands. The dead band is also not considered in the model and this
is usually not an issue in large-scale system studies [42]. In studies where the prime concern
is the performance of the turbine governor itself, it may be necessary to consider dead bands
[42]. Furthermore, because frequency control reserves are either incremental or decremental
power/energy, variables in Figure 2.3 and 2.4 have been expressed as deviations centred around
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their nominal values. For small disturbances, the mathematical model of the turbine speed
governing system shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.4 is:
˙∆PV = 1
TG
(
∆PC −∆PV − 1
R
∆f
)
(2.1)
where TG =
1
KGRw
in seconds is the time constant of the speed governing system; Rw in
Hz/pu MW is the droop; R = Rw2pi in Hz/pu MW is the scaled droop; KG is the amplification
gain of the servomotor. The droop Rw is the percentage change in angular speed required
to cause a 100% valve movement (from fully open to fully closed) when the load reference
setpoint is fixed. It is important to note that turbine valve position, ideally, has the unit of
displacement; however, the ultimate interest here is the resulting change in electrical power
generation. Therefore, ∆Pv which corresponds to the change in the governor valve position
is expressed in pu MW. Also, the change in load reference setpoint ∆PC is also expressed in
pu MW; ∆PC is zero for PFC since the load reference setpoint is fixed. The power quantities
are measured in per-unit as this is the practice in power system analysis; it helps to bring
generating plants’ quantities such as current, voltage, power, etc, of different ratings to within
the same range, and this helps to simplify calculations and provide an intuitive perception
of the performance of generating units [2]. For frequency control studies, power quantities
(generation and loads) are divided by the total megawatt rating of a CA to obtain their per-
unit (pu) equivalents [7, 43].
2.1.2 Turbine dynamic model
The turbine dynamics are crucial in frequency control studies. The turbine converts changes
in steam flow (water flow), due to a change in valve position (gate position), to a mechanical
power/torque that drives generating units and change their outputs. Depending on the type
of turbine considered, its characteristics, as well as model representation, are different. The
various types of turbines and their models as suggested by an IEEE committee can be found
in [42]. In this report, we consider the non-reheat steam turbine; its configuration as well as
the transfer function block is shown in Figure 2.5.
Generation rate constraint (GRC) nonlinearity is included in Figure 2.5 as this is very impor-
tant in LFC studies [5, 12, 30, 42]. GRC imposes a limit on the speed at which a thermal
generating unit can change its output power. A thermal unit changing its output too rapidly
would encounter thermal and mechanical stresses which could reduce its lifespan. From the
transfer function block representation in Figure 2.5, the turbine dynamics, assuming small
perturbation is given as:
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a non-reheat steam turbine [3]. The transfer function block includes
a GRC nonlinearity
˙∆PM = sat ˙∆PM
{ 1
TT
(
∆PV −∆PM)} (2.2)
In (2.2), sat ˙∆PM denotes the generation rate constraint. ∆P
M represents the change in mechan-
ical output power of the turbine. Note that this thesis considers only steam turbines. Again,
the primary concern is the resulting change in the electrical power output of the generating
units, hence ∆PM is expressed in pu MW.
2.1.3 System network representation
To obtain the dynamic representation of the system network, the transmission network in
Figure 2.2 is considered as that of the ith control area (CA). Furthermore, it is assumed
that the different generators synchronized to the network within a CA form a coherent group,
that is, the generators will swing in unison in response to a disturbance; this assumption is
commonplace in frequency control studies. Consequently, a single frequency can be defined
for a control area. Now, consider the scenario when there is an increase in the total real load
connected to the Area i network, ∆PDi , MW. As a result of the load increase, generating
units on LFC, synchronized to Area i network, will receive a raise signal from the area control
centre and thus increment their electrical output power. Let ∆PGi MW denote the total
generation change in the ith CA; assuming the losses in generating units are negligible [8],
then ∆PGi = ∆PMi , where ∆PMi , MW denotes the total change in mechanical output power of
the turbines. Henceforth, ∆PMi MW will represent the total generation change in the ith CA.
The total generation change ∆PMi , assuming an increase, will be consumed in four ways:
1. To reject the total load change (load increase) ∆PDi MW
2. Restore the area kinetic energy WEi that was “borrowed” instantaneously to compensate
for ∆PDi .
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3. For multi-area system, ∆PDi results in a drift in net tie line power flow of a CA from its
scheduled value. Hence, part of the total generation change is consumed via a change
(an increase) in the net tie line power flow ∆P tiei of the ith CA; the convention here is
that ∆P tiei MW is positive for power flow out of a CA.
4. Frequency sensitive loads (e.g synchronous motors) reduce their active power consump-
tions when frequency declines due to a load increase, ∆PDi . Hence, there is an increase
in the power consumed by these loads when there is a total generation increase.
Points 2 and 4 in Section 2.1.3 will be briefly discussed in Sections 2.1.3.1 and 2.1.3.2; a power
balance expression based on incremental changes for the ith CA will be stated in Section 2.1.3.3
and the incremental tie line dynamics will be developed in Section 2.1.3.4.
2.1.3.1 Area kinetic energy
When there is a sudden increase in load in a network, a corresponding increase in the output
power of the turbines, and hence power output of generating units cannot happen instanta-
neously. Therefore, there is an instantaneous extraction of kinetic energy from the rotors of
generating units. When the generating units eventually respond to the LFC signal and change
their power outputs, the area kinetic energy is restored at a rate2 expressed as
∆PEi =
d
dt
{
WEi
}
= d
dt
{
W 0i
(
f0 + ∆fi
f0
)2}
(2.3)
where ∆PEi is the incremental kinetic power; f0 is the nominal speed/frequency; W 0i , MWsec,
is the area kinetic energy at the nominal frequency; ∆fi is the frequency deviation in the ith
CA. The squared term (2.3) indicates that the area kinetic energy is proportional to the square
of the instantaneous speed of machines and hence frequency. For small disturbance, ∆fi  f0
and (2.3) can be stated as
∆PEi ≈
2W 0i
f0
d
dt
{
∆fi
}
(2.4)
2.1.3.2 Frequency sensitivity of loads
As frequency increases due to ∆PMi , motor loads increase their power consumptions by an
amount given as:
∆P ?i =
∂PDi
∂f0
∆fi = Di∆fi (2.5)
2Power is the rate of change of energy.
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Here, constant Di MW/Hz, is the rate at which area i load changes with frequency. For small
frequency deviations it is assumed that the load frequency characteristic , ∂P
D
i
∂f0
= Di is linear
and can be considered to be approximately constant [7, 8]. Di is also known as the equivalent
damping of the ith CA.
2.1.3.3 Control area power balance
The incremental power balance expression of the ith CA based on the total generation change
in the ith CA can be stated by collecting (2.4), (2.5) and points 1 and 3 of Section 2.1.3:
∆PMi = ∆PDi +
2W 0i
f0
d
dt
{
∆fi
}
+ ∆P tiei +Di∆fi (2.6)
The expression in (2.6) is in the megawatt (MW) unit. Dividing through (2.6) by the rated
capacity (total megawatt rating) of the ith CA, Pri MW gives:
∆PMi = ∆PDi +Hi∆˙fi + ∆P tiei +Di∆fi (2.7)
Terms ∆PMi , ∆P tiei and ∆PDi are now pu MW and Hi =
2W 0i
f0Pri
. The term Hi, pu sec, is the
equivalent intertia constant of the ith CA. For a single area system, ∆P tiei is excluded from
(2.7). The expression (2.7) is also known as the swing equation of the ith CA. Taking the
laplace transform of (2.7) and rearranging gives:
∆fi =
1
sHi +Di
(
∆PMi −∆PDi −∆P tiei
)
(2.8)
2.1.3.4 Net tie line deviation dynamics
Before deriving the dynamic equation governing the active power flow across a tie line, we
state, clearly, the following assumptions which are implicit in most LFC literature [7]:
1. The tie line between any two CA is assumed to be purely inductive, that is, the tie line
power flow is lossless.
2. In the frequency control timescales, it is assumed that the voltage control loops (faster)
are able to maintain node voltages at their nominal values, which is unity in per-unit
representation.
3. Finally, small angle disturbance is assumed (this permits linearisation).
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These assumptions hold throughout the thesis and one or more of them may be repeated
subsequently for convenience. The dynamics of the net incremental tie line power flow of the
ith CA are:
˙∆P tiei =
∑
j∈ANei
˙∆P tieij (2.9)
where ∆P tieij is the incremental tie line power flow from area i to a neigbouring area j; ANei is
an index set of the neighbours of the ith CA. Note that net tie line flows are assumed to be
out of a CA. At nominal frequency, the tie line flow from area i to j is:
P tie,0ij =
|Vi| |Vj |
Xij
sin(δ0i − δ0j ) (2.10)
P tie,0ij is the nominal tie flow from area i to j; Vi and Vj are respectively the equivalent terminal
bus voltages3 of area i and j; δ0i and δ0j are the equivalent nominal swing angle of area i and j
respectively, and are measured in radians (rad). As stated in Section 1.1, this thesis is focused
on small disturbance analysis, for which the interaction between voltage control loops and the
frequency control loop is negligible. Moreover, it is assumed in this work that the voltage
control loops are effective enough to keep the bus voltages at their nominal values. Hence, the
nomalised values of |Vi| and |Vj | are unity. Xij is the reactance of the line linking area i and j.
Assume the disturbance, ∆PDi , causes the tie flow to deviate by a small amount, ∆P tieij , from
its nominal value, then (2.10) can be written as:
P tie,0ij + ∆P tieij =
1
Xij
sin
(
(δ0i + ∆δi)− (δ0j + ∆δj)
)
(2.11)
∆δi and ∆δj are incremental swing angles of the ith and the jth CAs respectively, and are also
measured in radians. Note that ∆δi and ∆δj are small because we are concerned with small-
angle frequency control. Assuming the following holds for small angles in radians: ∆δi∆δj ≈ 0;
sin(∆δi) ≈ 0; cos(∆δi) ≈ 1; sin(∆δj) ≈ 0; cos(∆δj) ≈ 1, then (2.11) becomes:
∆P tieij = Yij(∆δi −∆δj) (2.12)
where Yij =
1
Xij
cos(δ0i − δ0j ). Similarly, the power flow from area j to i can be written as:
∆P tieji = Yji(∆δj −∆δi) = −Yij(∆δi −∆δj) (2.13)
3The coherency assumption implicitly implies that generating units within a control area are connected to a
single bus for which a single bus voltage, Vi, swing angle, δi and frequency, fi, can be defined.
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Here, Yji = Yij since the line reactance is constant in both directions and cosine is an even
function, i.e., cos(δ0i − δ0j ) = cos(δ0j − δ0i ). From (2.12) and (2.13), the following relationship
exists:
∆P tieji = −
Pri
Prj
∆P tieij = −αij∆P tieij (2.14)
The term αij is the rated capacity ratio between area i and j. Taking the time derivative of
2.12 and substituting the resulting expression into 2.9 gives:
˙∆P tiei =
∑
j∈ANei
Tij(∆fi −∆fj) (2.15)
The expression in (2.15) represents the incremental net tie line dynamics of the ith CA. Tij =
2piYij is the synchronizing coefficient between area i and j. Taking the laplace transform of
(2.15) gives:
∆P tiei =
∑
j∈ANei
Tij
s
(∆fi −∆fj) (2.16)
From (2.8) and (2.16), a transfer function block can be obtained for the network, and this
is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Transfer function block representation of area i network
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2.1.4 Load frequency control loop
The PFC loop is a mere proportional controller whose control action is proportional to the
turbine speed error and hence network frequency deviation. Therefore, the PFC loop only
rejects grid disturbances and keeps system frequency close to the nominal value. PFC actions
and the active power imbalance in the interconnection also induce changes in load flows on tie
lines, i.e., there is a deviation in the net interchange power between control areas from sched-
uled values. Since an active power imbalance is a perpetual and unavoidable phenomenon in
power systems, the LFC loop works continuously via automatic generation control to elimi-
nate imbalances, and restore the frequency and net tie line power in its CA to their scheduled
values. The LFC loop within a control area (the ith control area for example) utilises a linear
combination of the frequency deviation, ∆fi and the deviation in the net tie line power flow,
∆P tiei measurements to estimate the value of the active power imbalance (either suplus or
deficit), and in turn sends a control signal (a raise or lower command) to generating units on
LFC within its own area; this translates to changing the load reference setpoint of a turbine
governor via the speed changer as shown in Figure 2.2. The linear combination of the pair
(∆fi, ∆P tiei ), known as the area control error (ACE), is:
ACEi = βi∆fi + ∆P tiei (2.17)
where βi pu/Hz, is the frequency bias setting of the ith CA. As the LFC action involves
changing the load reference setpoints of turbine governors, the signal from the LFC loop in the
ith CA can be expressed as:
∆PCi = Ωi(ACEi) (2.18)
where the Ωi(•) is a function which represents the load frequency or secondary level controller.
Traditionally, Ωi(•) is an integral control scheme. The LFC signal ∆PCi is distributed to
generating units on LFC according to participation factors, γ, which are obtained via an
economic dispatch (ED) process4 . As an example, the LFC signal to a given generating unit
k, in area i , ∆PCi,k, whose participation factor is γi,k, can be expressed as:
∆PCi,k = γi,k∆PCi (2.19)
where
∑
k ∈ Si
γi,k = 1 must hold for each area executing LFC since the total disturbance in
a control area must be rejected. Si is the index set of generating units equipped with LFC
4The ED for LFC may be performed on an hourly basis or less.
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Figure 2.7: A complete transfer function representation for LFC in the ith CA
facilities in the ith CA; 0 ≤ γi,k ≤ 1. For generating units equipped with LFC facilities but
not participating in LFC at a given instant, γi,k = 0.
2.1.5 Complete frequency control block in the ith area
Sections 2.1.1-2.1.4 presented the mathematical equations required for a typical LFC study in
the VIU framework. The important equations needed to model a typical control area in the
VIU framework are: (2.1) turbine governing system dynamics; (2.2) turbine dynamic model;
(2.8) incremental power balance of the ith CA; (2.16) incremental net tie line dynamics; (2.17)
area control error; (2.18) load frequency controller. In a VIU framework, a single electric utility
owns and operates generation, transmission and distribution facilities within a control area.
As a result, the utility can provide a LFC service by activating the LFC reserve of any power
plant of its choice, and what matters is that an incremental/decremental power is experienced
by the network. Therefore, looking at a control area from the system level (a system-wide
view) appears as though a single large generating unit is serving energy and providing the
LFC service. Consequently, in the VIU framework, we may represent a control area by an
equivalent generating unit connected to a single bus; such a representation is acceptable since
we are not interested in the intermachine oscillations within each CA [6, 44]. A complete
transfer function block representation for the ith control area is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.8: A single line diagram of 2-area power system
Table 2.1: Parameter of a 2-area traditional LFC framework
Area, i Hi (pu s) Di (pu/Hz) TGi (s) TTi(s) Ri (Hz/pu) βi (pu/Hz) Tij (pu/Hz)
1 0.1667 0.015 0.07 0.4 2.73 0.36 T12 = 0.25
2 0.1247 0.016 0.08 0.3 3 0.42 T21 = 0.25
2.1.6 Simulation example
Hence forth, power quantities such as load change and generation unit outputs use the unit
“pu (per-unit)” rather than “MW pu (megawatt per-unit)”.
2.1.6.1 2-area traditional LFC scheme
To make the concept of LFC in the traditional power system environment completely trans-
parent, a simulation study of a 2-area LFC problem using the traditional integral controller
is carried out. For clarity’s sake, equal area rated capacities are assumed for the 2-area tra-
ditional system, i.e., αij in (2.14) is equal to one, where i = 1 and j = 2 for the 2-area
example. Furthermore, because we are considering a 2-area system, each area has only one
neighbour, i.e., ANe1 = {2} and ANe2 = {1}. It can also be seen from (2.9) that ∆P tie1 = ∆P tie12
and ∆P tie2 = ∆P tie21 ; since α12 = 1, from (2.14), ∆P tie1 = −∆P tie2 . A single line diagram of a
2-area system is shown in Figure 2.8, and the transfer fuunction representation of LFC in the
traditional power system environment is shown in Figure 2.9; the turbine GRC nonlinearity
has been dropped. The system parameters are shown in Table 2.1 and are obtained from [22].
For the simulation, the following integral controllers are used for each area: Ω1(•) = −0.18
s
;
Ω2(•) = −0.15
s
. The integral gains were obtained by trial and error method. It is assumed
that a step disturbance of 0.05pu occurred in area 1 after 10s, i.e., ∆PD1 = 0.05pu. Figures 2.10-
2.13 show the responses obtained with primary frequency control (PFC) only and PFC with a
load frequency controller (secondary-level frequency control). For the PFC only scenario, the
integral gains were set to zero.
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could not eliminate the frequency deviations due to the disturbance in area 1
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Figure 2.11: Deviation in the net tie line power flow from area 1. As seen, without LFC, ∆P tie12
settled at a nonzero value.
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Figure 2.12: Incremental power output of Area 1 and 2. As seen, PFC only cannot activate
sufficient power to completely reject the load disturbance.
2.1.6.2 Discussion
Simulation was carried for two scenarios - PFC only and then PFC with an integral load
frequency controller. Figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 are the frequency deviation, net in-
cremental tie line power, incremental power generation and area control error, respectively,
in area 1 and 2; the red dotted lines in the figures indicate PFC only while the black lines
are the responses of PFC and LFC working together. Recall from Sections 1.2 and 2.1 that
the traditional aim of LFC is to drive frequency deviations, net incremental tie line powers
and thus area control errors to zero. As seen from Figures 2.10 and 2.11, there was an in-
stantaneous drop in frequency in both areas and a deviation in the tie line flow when a load
disturbance occurred after 10s in area 1. Also, it can be observed that PFC only could not
restore frequency and net tie line flows to their scheduled value. This is because, PFC loops in
both areas, being a mere proportional control scheme, could not control the generating units
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Figure 2.13: Area control error in Area 1 and 2. With PFC only, the ACEs are nonzero and
this is undesirable.
to track the change in demand, as demonstrated in Figure 2.12. The ACEs of both areas under
PFC only also settle at a nonzero value, as seen in Figure 2.13.
On the other hand, with a secondary-level controller, that is the LFC loop, the frequency and
tie line errors are eliminated, as shown by the black lines in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 respectively.
Also, the ACE of both areas were driven to zero by the LFC loop, see Figure 2.13. This was
possible because the LFC loop in area 1, at steady state, regulated area 1 output power to
track the load change as illustrated in Figure 2.12; it was emphasised in Section 2.1 that it is
the responsibility of the CA where a disturbance occurred to provide LFC reserve at steady
state. During transient, there was a power flow from area 2 to 1 as seen in Figure 2.11; the
response in Figure 2.11 is the incremental flow from area 1 to 2, and thus the negative tie flow
during transient indicates that there was a power transfer from area 2 to 1. This flow from
area 2 to 1 can also be observed from the behaviour of ∆PM2 in Figure 2.12 during transient,
where there was a sudden increase in power output after 10s, which then gradually converged
to zero as area 1 ramped up its power output to track the load change.
2.1.7 Incorporating renewables into LFC models
This thesis assumes that each control area consists of only conventional generation sources
(steam generating plants considered) supplying energy and reserves. However, renewables are
increasingly being introduced in power generation mix globally primarily due to environmental
concerns, and their impacts on frequency control have received keen attention recently [45].
The existence of renewables such as wind and solar generation systems create an extra source
of variability to the power networks which are traditionally variable in nature [22]. This is
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because their power outputs mainly depends on weather conditions and seasons which are
completely uncontrollable.
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Figure 2.14: LFC model accounting for RES power fluctuation.
The frequency fluctuations created by renewables depend on the level of penetration of re-
newables with regards to the total electrical power production of the interconnection. Power
grids with large inertia (energy largely supplied by conventional sources) relative to the level of
penetration of renewables can absorb the power variability due to the existence of renewables
and the impact of renewables on the LFC strategy may be negligible. However, for high pen-
etration of renewables, LFC structure must be modified to account for the power fluctuation
dynamics of renewable energy sources (RES).
The power fluctuations resulting from renewables in a control area usually comprise of fast
components from individual renewable generation sources and a slow component resulting from
the collective fluctuations of all renewables within a control area . It has been shown that the
operational impacts of fast components of power fluctuations of renewables are mostly absorbed
by large thermal and mechanical time constants of thermal generating units synchronised to
the network [46]. On the other hand, the slow components contribute, negatively, to power
imbalance and thus unacceptable frequency fluctuations, and therefore must be considered in
the LFC scheme. One approach of taking into account the existence of renewables in LFC
studies is to introduce additional signals into the conventional LFC model as shown by the
blue lines of Figure 2.14, where ∆PRESi represents the total power fluctuations due to RES in
the ith CA and ∆P tie,RESi is the deviation in net tie line power due to RES in the ith area.
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Hence, the modified net tie line flow deviation in the ith area ∆P tie,COMi as well as the ACE
in the presence of renewables are:
∆P tie,COMi = ∆P
tie,RES
i + ∆P tiei (2.20)
ACEi = βi∆fi + ∆P tie,COMi (2.21)
Note that in Figure 2.14, the turbine GRC has been omitted and it is assumed that renewables
are not participating in LFC. A number of modern wind turbine generators, which are the
most utilised renewables, are being equipped with active power control capabilities to enable
them provide inertial support, primary frequency control and LFC in power networks [47].
The inertial support and primary frequency control are achieved typically using wind turbine
generator torque control while LFC is achieved using pitch angle control. For more details on
the participation of wind turbines in power system LFC, see [47, 48].
2.1.8 Summary
In summary, this section has provided the mathematical background/definitions for the LFC
problem in the traditional power system environment. Simulation evidence were provided to
demonstrate that PFC loops alone are incapable of restoring grid frequency and net tie line
power to their scheduled value when a disturbance occurs in the network, and that an LFC
loop (also known as secondary level frequency control loop) is required to restore active power
balance in an interconnected network. Since the main focus of this thesis is the LFC problem
in the deregulated environment, the following section will discuss the ongoing deregulation in
power industries, the market structures for LFC and energy that have emerged, and the overall
effect on load frequency control services.
2.2 Power system deregulation
This section provides a background of the framework of LFC services as electric industries
transit from a monopolistic and regulated structure towards a competitive and deregulated
structure. Power industries, during the early days, operated a vertically integrated utility
(VIU) structure where a utility held a monopoly franchise granted by the government, giving it
the exclusive rights to perform the key power system functions such as generation, transmission
and distribution within its CA. In exchange for lack of competition, a VIU had to provide
electricity to all consumers within its CA, and not just to those that it may perceived to
be financially rewarding. Under this regime, price for power/energy was regulated by the
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government. The LFC within a CA, as well as other operational reserved services, was provided
by the VIU since it owns and controls all of the generating equipment and system infrastructure
within its territory [13, 49]. Figure 2.15 depicts the structure of the VIU, where everything
within a rectangular box represents a single company. LFC studies in the VIU framework have
appeared in numerous conference proceedings and technical journals and a comprehensive
summary is available in [12, 13, 50] and their references.
In the period from mid-1980s onward, many countries decided to deregulate and restructure
their power industries [2, 15]; the central notion was to provide a more effecient framework to
deliver cheap and reliable power to customers. The key steps in the process is the unbundling
of the functions performed by VIUs, and the allocation of these functions to private business
entities/separate companies. Thus in a typical CA, business entities such as Generation Com-
panies (GenCos), a Transmission Company (TranCo) and Distribution Companies (DisCos)
have been created. This has given birth to a competition in power generation, an open access
policy on transmission, and a competition at the distribution level. The several GenCos in
a CA may compete/bid to sell power/energy to DisCos within and across CA boundaries,
and each DisCo has the liberty to contract with GenCos within and outside its CA to meet
its loads. Figure 2.16 shows a typical deregulated structure, where each rectangular box de-
notes a private entity; the dash-dot curved lines represent CA boundaries. In most regions, the
TranCo is natural monopoly due to the cost and importance of the transmission infrastructure;
TranCo owns and maintains transmission facilities, but may not be involved in transmission
grid operations.
Furthermore, an independent entity known as a transmission system operator (TSO) has
emerged in each CA, and its functions among others are to ensure a non-discriminatory access
to the transmission grid by all GenCos, guarantee the reliability and security of its CA, man-
ages transmission congestion, and coordinate power transactions/contracts between GenCos
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(seller) and DisCos (buyer); a TSO essentially operates the transmission grid of its CA. In
some jurisdictions, a TranCo performs the duties of a TSO in its CA, and an example is the
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc in England and Wales [51]. Note that the term
TSO is used mainly in the European power industries; in the United States, a TSO’s equiv-
alent is known as an Independent System Operator (ISO), hence TSO and ISO will be used
interchangeably in this chapter. In the new environment, the TSO provides LFC and other
operational reserved services which are on the whole referred to as ancillary services [52]. Un-
like the VIU that owns and controls generation resources, and provides LFC services from its
unloaded reserved capacity, the TSO providing LFC in the new environment does not own any
generating unit. Hence, TSOs rendering LFC services have to procure/purchase reserved ca-
pacity from a GenCo/GenCos, and a GenCo is not obligated to sell LFC capacity to the TSO.
This new paradigm is expected to change the LFC framework used in the VIU environment,
since LFC reserves are now procured through bidding/contract from a competitive electricity
market. Since incremental energy reserves are required to provide LFC services, the competi-
tive market structure for energy within a given jurisdiction is also binding on the procurement
of LFC reserves [53]. Issues bordering on LFC framework in the deregulated environment have
been discussed in [13, 54–56].
In general, a number of market structures exist around the globe for the provision of energy
and hence LFC services. Nonetheless, three primary market structures can be identified, and
these structures are briefly discussed in the Section 2.2.1-2.2.3:
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2.2.1 Poolco-based LFC market
In the poolco-based LFC market, GenCos that have the willingness and capability to quickly
adjust their power outputs, submit incremental (and also decremental) bids to the TSO, indi-
cating how much upward (and downward) regulation they can provide at a given price. The
poolco structure can be one-sided or two-sided [57]. In the one-sided structure, the TSO,
based on demand forecasts, dispatches the GenCos that have indicated interest in LFC with-
out considering bids from DisCos. In the two-sided structure, the TSO takes bids from GenCos
(incremental/decremental generation) and DisCos (amount of load following needed and the
price they are willing to pay), and matches the bids based on some market rules. An example
of the one-sided structure is the England-Wales system while the two-sided is practiced in Cal-
ifornia and New York State [49]. From a control system point to view, both poolco structures
are similar as the TSO, only, controls the participating GenCos from a central location to
ensure that active power balance is maintained. The poolco-based LFC is also equivalent to
the traditional LFC framework since generators are controlled by a single entity, the TSO [55].
2.2.2 Bilateral-based LFC market
In the bilateral-based LFC, a DisCo in any control area goes into bilateral contracts in advance
with Gencos within or across its CA boundaries for load matching (LM)5, based on the DisCos’
anticipated demand variation pattern, and then supply their contractual obligations to the
TSO for coordination in real time operations. In this structure, it is the responsibility of the
GenCos and DisCos to provide a communication path to exchange contract data along with
measurements to perform LM functions. In the bilateral LFC, a GenCo changes its power
output to closely match a DisCo’s load change provided it does not exceed the contracted
value, and a DisCo is obligated to monitor its load to avoid contract violations. Hence, the
TSO has no obligation to provide LFC. Bilateral transactions are allowed in California [49].
2.2.3 Mixed LFC market
In practice, it may be impossible to provide LFC through bilateral transactions only as a gen-
erating unit providing LM service could malfunction or a DisCo load could exceed contracted
values. Therefore, a mixed LFC market, incorporating poolco and bilateral structures, could
be made to work [49, 54]. In such an arrangement, GenCos and DisCos within and across CA
boundaries negotiate a bilateeral LM contract, while the TSO secure LFC reserve commitments
from GenCos (Poolco structure) to cater for load variations occurring in real-time operation,
either due to GenCos and DisCos violating contracts, power losses or variations from DisCos
that have not purchased an LM contract. In this work, the load variations handled by a TSO
5LM can be understood from the perspective of load following.
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in the mixed framework is denoted as uncontracted load changes. The TSO must secure the
reserve for the uncontracted load change from GenCos in its own area [55]; the reason is to
maintain steady state net incremental tie line flows, based on cross-border LM contracts, at
contractual (scheduled) value.
In summary, this section discussed the ongoing structural changes occuring in power industries,
from the VIU structure to the deregulated structure, and the resulting market structures for
LFC services. Note that the deregulation picture painted here may not be applicable to all
countries/regions.
2.3 A summary of the evolution of LFC studies
This section provides a snapshot of key issues that have been considered in LFC studies to date;
a detailed review of the LFC literature is presented in Section 2.4. To avoid misconception,
note this: some publications use the term automatic generation control (AGC) to refer to LFC
action since it is a supplementary control action that automatically regulates active power
output levels of generating units within a control area (CA). The inclusion of other components
such as economic dispatch control, environmental dispatch control, security dispatch control,
etc., as part of an AGC scheme and its definition has also been recommended [58], with LFC
being the main component of any AGC system. However, most publications that used the
term AGC essentially carried out studies on LFC and did not include the other recommended
components. Studies that attempt to incorporate, for example, economic dispatch into the
main component of AGC [59, 60] mostly emphasised the term economic dispatch as part of
the publication title. For this reason, and for the purpose of uniformity, this thesis will mostly
use the term LFC to report publications that have used either the LFC or AGC nomenclature,
and the term AGC will only be used when it is absolutely necessary.
For over six decades, LFC of an interconnected power system has been studied, and a mountain
of research papers and books exist on the subject; an exhaustive review has been reported in
[50, 61, 62]. One of the earliest issues considered in LFC was about providing a theoretical
dynamic analysis of LFC performance which had hitherto been static [63], and the study utilised
the conventional integral controller. As the demand for power increases, more efficient use of
generation facilities became important; there was the need to expand power system facilities
and intall larger power plants. Researchers within the power system community raised the
issue of reduced stability margins with the increasing load and the size of power generating
infrastucture.
Consequently, a number of LFC studies based on optimal control theory to improve stability
margins and system reliability were suggested [43, 64–66]. Some early studies on LFC also
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considered the effect of practical nonlinearities in power plants such as generation rate con-
straints (GRC) [31, 32, 67] and governor dead band (GDB) [68–70]; discrete variable structure
based LFC studies, accounting for the simultaneous effect of GRC and GDB, was reported in
[71]. LFC studies devoted to the issue of variation in system parameters/changes in system
operating conditions have also been reported; sensitivity studies on the effect of variations in
system parameters such as turbine and governor time constants, droop, control area capacity
ratio, equivalent area damping and inertia constants on LFC performance was reported in
[67]. Furthermore, LFC schemes based on variable structure control technique [32], adaptive
control and self tuning methods [72, 73], robust method [74] and intelligent schemes [75, 76]
to cope with parameter uncertainties and power plant nonlinearities have been proposed. The
IEEE standard definitions of terminologies specific to automatic generation control and revised
versions of the definitions were reported in [58, 77, 78], while comprehensive transfer function
models of various types of speed governors and turbines of power generating units were pro-
vided in [42] . The LFC studies reported above are based on the vertically integrated utility
structure (VIU).
With the deregulation and restructuring in power industries that commenced in the middle
of 1980s, starting from Chile and the UK, and spreading to other parts of the world [15, 51],
more attention has been focused on reformulating and implementing LFC in the deregulated
enviroment. The modifications required in the well tested VIU LFC dynamic framework to
account for various types of power procurement contracts within the deregulated environment,
were suggested in [29, 55, 56]; the concept of a DisCo participation matrix (DPM) was proposed
in [29] to aid the visualization and implementation of bilateral contracts among GenCos and
DisCos in a two area power system. The DPM has since formed the nucleus of most LFC work
in the deregulated environment, and some deregulated LFC studies based on robust control
techniques [79, 80], optimal control [81, 82], internal model control (IMC) based PID [83],
linear active disturbance rejection method [84] and intelligent control techniques [85–87] have
been reported.
Furthermore, power system deregulation has necessitated the need for an open communication
infrastucture, as opposed to the dedicated communication channels used in VIU, to support
the bilateral contracts and the growing array of ancillary services, including third party LFC;
open communication causes random delays/data losses, and the need to include their effects
in deregulated LFC studies was demonstrated in [88]. Also, a number of robust LFC schemes
accounting for communication delays have been proposed [89, 90]. Recently, the increase
in penetration of renewable energy sources such as wind and photovoltaic systems in power
systems, driven by environment concerns, has had detrimental impacts on network frequency
globally [91]. The is mainly due to the variability of renewable energy sources and the lack
of inertial support from them. Consequently LFC design accounting for uncertainties in wind
generation have been reported in [92–96].
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Another important issue that has been considered in both VIU and the deregulated power
system LFC studies is the architecture of the control system. Traditionally, LFC in multi-area
networks is based on a decentralised architecture where integral based LFC loop in each area
controls the frequency and net interchange power of that area without communicating with
LFC loops in neighbouring control areas [97]. A number of advanced control methods pro-
posed for multi-area LFC to obtain improved performance and security margins over traditional
integral schemes were based on a centralised control architecture [43, 82, 98–101]. These cen-
tralised schemes provided satisfactory LFC performance; however, it has been argued that the
centralised LFC schemes for multi-area network are impracticable due to the large geographical
separations in power networks, organisational constraints, and issues associated to centralised
computation, actuation, modelling and collection of data [102, 103]. Hence centralised LFC
schemes for multi-area systems may be used as control benchmarks.
To emulate the traditional LFC architecture, decentralised LFC schemes based on advanced
control strategies have been reported [72, 83, 104–111]. Depending on the strength of couplings
between each subsystem representing a control area, some form of coordination and exchange
of information between the LFC loop in each area may be necessary. It has been demonstrated
that decentralised control designs may result in highly sub-optimal performance/ unstable
conditions in a strongly coupled interconnection [112]. A typical example is the synchronous
nordic multi-area power system where, in recent years, increasing incidents of frequency vi-
olations have been observed [113]; each area TSO in the nordic multi-area system uses a PI
based LFC scheme that operate independently of each other. To address the issue of lack of
coordination and communication between CAs, a number of distributed LFC designs, mainly
based on model predictive control strategies, have been proposed [102, 112, 114–116]. These
distributed model predictive control (DPMC) LFC schemes utilised local MPC in each con-
trol area that solves a system-wide optimisation (cooperative DMPC) or an area-wide/local
optimisation (noncooperative DMPC), and exchange relevant information with neigbouring
control areas to improve system-wide performance.
In summary, this section provided a concise overview of the main issues that are considered in
LFC studies and highlights control methods/technique that have been applied to power system
LFC problems.
2.4 Extensive survey of the LFC literature
In this section, an up-to-date and a thorough review of the LFC literature is presented, and
an attempt is made to categorise LFC studies based on control design techniques. LFC works
are reviewed under the following design techniques: Section 2.4.1 focuses on conventional tech-
nique; Section 2.4.2 focuses on linear optimal control and related techniques; Section 2.4.3
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focuses on internal model control (IMC) LFC technique; Section 2.4.4 focuses on adaptive
control and self-tuning techniques; Section 2.4.5 discusses model predictive control LFC tech-
nique; Section 2.4.6 discusses robust LFC technique; Section 2.4.7 focuses on intelligent control
techniques. It is important to state that such a categorisation of LFC design techniques is not
always an easy task in reality as some LFC studies in the literature combine more than one con-
trol technique in their proposed LFC design. A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses
of each of the techniques is presented in Tables 2.2-2.8.
2.4.1 Conventional LFC scheme
Conventional PID control are mostly based on graphical design methods which are developed in
the frequency domain. These are the simplest, and well understood, controller design methods
and are very easy to implement on practical systems, especially for single loops. The earliest
LFC studies/implementations were based on this method. Numerical studies on the effect of
large disturbances on LFC performance considering nonlinear tie line flows have been reported
in [117, 118], while [97, 119] investigated the effect of different frequency bias settings on LFC
performance. The studies [97, 117–119] were based on conventional integral control based LFC.
However, despite or because of their simplicity, conventional methods are not well suited to
multivariable systems. Furthermore, they are mainly designed for nominal operations with no
constraint violations and thus could become ineffective during a change in operating point.
It has also been shown that conventional integral controllers may result in a degraded LFC
performance in the presence of power plant nonlinearities [31, 32]. To improve the performance
of conventional LFC schemes, an extended PI based LFC scheme was proposed in [120]; the
scheme substituted the conventional integral term with a convolution integral which contains
an exponential decay function. The superiority of the extended PI scheme over conventional
PI, in the presence of GRC nonlinearity, was demonstrated on a single machine system. A
summary of the key strengths and weaknesses of the conventional LFC schemes is provided in
Table 2.2.
2.4.2 Linear optimal control and related LFC techniques
An optimal control technique is a control design framework whose primary philosophy is to
determine a control policy that can steer a dynamical system at the lowest possible cost. The
most common problem considered in optimal control is the linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
problem. Optimal control uses a cost function to specify plant control objectives, and the cost
function is optimised assuming a known dynamical model of the plant. The solution is a set of
controller gains suitable to achieve the defined objectives. The LQR technique has been applied
to LFC problems both in the traditional (VIU) framework [65, 121] and the deregulated power
system environment [81, 82].
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Table 2.2: A summary of the strengths and weaknesses of conventional LFC schemes
Technique Strengths Weaknesses
Conventional
LFC
[97, 117–120]
They are
simple, and
hence very
easy to
understand
and maintain.
They are SISO based, and hence could perform
poorly in the multivariable power system
environment. Also, its capability to cope with GRC
and other constraints is poor [31, 32]. The control
architecture is mainly decentralised, and hence could
result in a poor performance/unstable conditions in a
strongly coupled multi-area network [112]. They
mainly considered VIU and may be difficult to
implement in the deregulated environment. System
uncertainty not considered.
The work [65] formulated the LFC problem as a load tracking rather than a regulation problem,
where the controller was designed to track predicted load variations. Simulation results, using
a 2-area traditional test system, show that the LFC requirements were met. Practical power
systems have control areas with a mix of different types of turbine. Recently, the LFC problem
of a single-area traditional power system, with a mix of thermal, hydro and gas turbines was
reported [121]. An optimal output feedback controller was designed for the LFC problem and
the simulation conducted shows that the controller offers a satisfactory dynamic performance;
the effect of GRC nonlinearity on controller performance, as well as parameter variations, was
also studied.
A reduced order observer based LQR scheme for LFC in the deregulated environment was
reported in [81], while [82] proposed an LQR scheme in the deregulated environment where
a mix of hydro, thermal and gas generating units in each CA was considered. In [104], a
decentralised state feedback LFC scheme, based on eigenstructure assignment, was proposed
in a deregulated electricity environment, and tested on a 2-area and 4-area power system. The
compliance of the proposed scheme to CPS1 and CPS2 NERC performance standards was
also established. Functional observers (FOs) are known to possess a much simpler structure
(and lower order) than full state or reduced state observers [122], though at the expense of
estimation performance. Recently, linear state feedback LFC schemes based on FOs have been
reported [123–125]. A 2-area traditional LFC based on quasi-decentralised FOs was proposed
in [123]; the scheme uses a local FO, and each FO uses some output information from its
neighbour to estimate a state feedback law. Simulation results were provided to demonstrate
its efficacy.
Moreover, a quasi-decentralised traditional LFC scheme based on a FO approach was proposed
in [124], where it was demonstrated, in the presence of GRC and GDB nonlinearities, that a
FO based LFC scheme possesses a comparable performance with full order state observer
based LFC. A multi-area LFC scheme using electric vehicles to support thermal generating
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Table 2.3: The strengths and weaknesses of Linear optimal control and related LFC schemes
Technique Strengths Weaknesses
LFC based on
Linear optimal
and control
related
method
[65, 81, 82,
104, 121, 123–
125]
These schemes are
simple and systematic.
They can cope with the
multivariable nature of
power systems, and
have also been
considered in the
deregulated
environment.
They lack constraints handling
capabilities and therefore may give poor
performance in the presence of
generation rate constraints [32]. Also, the
schemes do not consider system
uncertainty explicitly. Mainly centralised
and decentralised and could result in a
poor performace/instability in strongly
interactive networks [112]
units in providing LFC power was proposed in [125]. The scheme uses distributed FOs to
reconstruct the control input signal in each local area. The efficacy of the proposed scheme
was demonstrated on a 3-area, 4-area and 6-area network where the areas are interconnected
via a mix of AC / HVDC lines and thyristor controlled phase shifters.
The LFC schemes reported here generally have a simple structure and the methodology is
systematic. Also, it is cost and computationally efficient, from a practical implementation point
of view. However, the schemes also have several weaknesses. The emphasis is on optimality
for the given linear model and thus it may not cope well with unmodelled dynamics and
parameter variations. Moreover there is no explicit constraint handling incorporated and thus
this capability is poor. The key strengths and weaknesses of the schemes discussed here is
summarised in Table 2.3.
2.4.3 Internal model control (IMC) based LFC technique
The IMC principle relies on the fact that if a control system encapsulates the model of the pro-
cess to be controlled (implicitly or explicitly), then a better control can be achieved. Recently,
LFC schemes based on the IMC principle have been proposed [106, 126, 127]. A PID based
LFC, synthesised from a two-degree-of freedom IMC scheme, was proposed in [126] for a single
and multi-area network. The author utilised two controllers, one for setpoint tracking and
the other for disturbance rejection, to obtain an overall controller, which was subsequently
approximated with a PID controller. A decentralised PID-based LFC for a multi-area sys-
tem was proposed in [106], where the controller gains were tuned via an IMC strategy. A
two-degree-of-freedom IMC scheme for the LFC of a single area-single machine network, con-
sidering uncertainties in system parameters, was reported in [127]. The scheme used a reduced
order model as the internal model, and similar to the scheme reported in [126], introduced two
controllers in the IMC scheme, one for disturbance rejection and the other for setpoint tracking.
The IMC schemes reported here provided good LFC performance; however, these schemes are
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Table 2.4: A summary of the strengths and weaknesses of IMC-based LFC
Technique Strengths Weaknesses
IMC-based
LFC [106,
126, 127]
These schemes are
simple, systematic,
and can be cope
with the
multivariable
characteristics of
power systems.
The schemes lack constraints handling
capability, and therefore cannot handle
generation rate constraints and constraints on
inputs to the speed governor. Their
performance is strongly linked to the accuracy
of the internal model. Also, the IMC-based
schemes were foused on VIU power systems.
The schemes are largely single area [126, 127],
and the only mult-area scheme [106] ignores
interactions/coupling between CAs.
based on the traditional power system. Furthermore, their performance rely strongly on the
accuracy of the internal model. They also lack explicit constraints handling capabilites, e.g.
the schemes may not be able to handle generation rate constraints and constraints on inputs
to the speed governor. A summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the IMC-based schemes
is provided in Table 2.4.
2.4.4 Adaptive control and self-tuning LFC techniques
Adaptive control is one of the methods for handling parametric uncertainties in engineering
systems. Many nonlinear systems can be modelled effectively by a number of linear systems
whose parameters change from one operating point to another. Adaptive control takes advan-
tage of a posteriori estimates of parameter values and adapts the control law for each operat-
ing condition. Numerous LFC solutions based on model reference adaptive control (MRAC)
[72, 128] and self-tuning (STC) adaptive control [73, 129–131] methods have been presented in
the literature.
A decentralised robust output feedback, based on a reference model, for a 3-area power system
LFC has been presented in [72]. For each control area, an adaptive observer is designed to
estimate the states and parameters of the plant using local input-output data; these estimates
are combined linearly with states of a reference model to construct a local robust feedback
adaptive control law for each area. Simulation results reveal that the proposed strategy is
suitable for LFC under system parameter variations. Also, a decentralised model reference
adaptive control for the LFC of a multi-area power system was proposed in [128]. The scheme
was designed to ensure the frequency fluctuation, under the combined effect of load change,
parameter variations and GRC, converges to a small range within the target frequency. The
results obtained reveal that the controller works well under those conditions. Furthermore, the
development of a self tuning adaptive LFC for the Hungarian power system was described in
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Table 2.5: A summary of the strengths and weakensses of adpative and self-tuning schemes
Technique Strength Weakness
LFC based on
MRAC [72, 128]
and STC
[73, 129–131].
These schemes work well for
some limited conditions in
terms of coping with
parameter uncertainties
Online parameter estimation could
be computationally time
consuming, hence unlikely to be
practical for large dimension
systems. Also, a biased parameter
estimate could be detrimental to
system control.
[131]. It was reported that the controller has been in use in the Hungarian power system since
June 1981.
The adaptive schemes proposed so far have performed well in meeting the LFC requirements,
under the given simulation environments. An attribute of the adaptive schemes above is the
fact that they perform well under parametric uncertainties. However, a common feature of
the scheme above is the online parameter estimation, which could be computationally time
consuming, and hence slow for large scale power systems control. Also, a failure in the param-
eter estimation module or a biased parameter estimate can be detrimental to a power system
operations and control, especially in this stringent new power system environment. Also, most
of the schemes rely on driving the steady state error between the reference plant and the ac-
tual plant to zero without considering transient performance, during which large frequency
deviations can occur. The key strengths and weaknesses of the schemes presented here are
summarised in Table 2.5.
2.4.5 LFC based on model predictive control technique
Model predictive control are a family of computer control algorithms which utilise an internal
dynamic model of the plant, similar to the IMC philosophy, to optimise the predicted future
behaviour [132]. MPC schemes are formulated as a constrained optimisation problem which is
solved online for system control. The attraction towards MPC stems from its systematic and
explicit constraints handling capability, the simplicity of the underlying concept, and its ability
to make decisions that are economical and optimal in some sense. A survey on its industrial
acceptance can be found in [28]. Several authors have applied MPC to various aspects of
power system [133, 134]. Unsurprisingly therefore, LFC schemes, based on a centralised MPC
(CeMPC) architecture [96, 100, 101, 113, 135, 136], decentralised MPC (DeMPC) [108, 137,
138], distributed MPC (DMPC) architecture [102, 112, 115, 116, 139] and hierarchical [140, 141]
have been proposed.
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In the CeMPC schemes [96, 100, 101, 113, 135, 136], there was an implicit assumption that
power system data from the different CAs, that is required for LFC, can be telemetered to a
single location. From an organisational viewpont, it means that an entire interconnection is
managed by a single TSO. This is not realistic as in most power systems, different sections
(CAs) of the interconnection are managed by separate TSOs. The European network con-
trolled by 41 TSOs from 34 countries across Europe is a typical example [142]. Apart from the
organisational obstacle to implementing centralised MPC in a multi-area system, the commu-
nication requirements/cost of data telemetering from different CAs having large geographical
separations to a central location, and the associated computational load may be relatively high.
Hence, centralised schemes [96, 100, 101, 113, 135, 136, 143] may largely serve as a performance
benchmark. A scheme combining CeMPC and sliding mode control for the LFC of a 3-area
network is also available in the literature [99], where it was shown that the scheme can provide
acceptable LFC performance in the presence of random time delays between the controller and
generator governor.
The DeMPC schemes reported [108, 137, 138] assume that the separate CAs of the grid can
be controlled independently of the others, i.e. each TSO uses local information in its MPC
algorithm to maintain system balance within its territory. Decentralised strategies for LFC
mostly translate to high savings in communication infrastructure and a reduced computational
load, and this is the practice in most interconnected networks, e.g. the European grid [144].
Nonetheless, it has been shown that in highly interconnected systems, a decentralised control
can be overly sub-optimal or sometimes lead to unstable conditions [112]. This is because, the
coupling effect between each subsystem is neglected. A typical example is the synchronous
nordic power system where, in recent years, increasing incidents of frequency deviations have
been observed [113]. Note that there has been a high penetration of renewable energy sources
in the nordic power system, and each TSO in the synchronous nordic system operates its own
PI based LFC using local data only.
DeMPC based LFC schemes with compliance to CPS1 and CPS2 NERC standards have also
been reported [145, 146]. In [145], a decentralised MPC based LFC which comply to CPS1
and CPS2 operating standards was proposed. To prevent the unncessary maneuvering of
generating units, the predictive control scheme was designed to take control actions when
the level of compliance to NERC standards was low to prevent violation of the standards.
Simulation was performed on a 3-area system to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme. A wedge-shape MPC based LFC that complies to NERC CPS1 and CPS2 control
performance standard was proposed in [146]. The wedge control philosophy incorporated in
the MPC scheme was to reduce the number of generating units’ reversal and hence wear and
tear. The wedge control concept involves varying the settings of constraints on control input
changes in real time, such that generating units’ power remain unchanged in some instances.
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The superiority of the proposed scheme over conventional PI control was demonstrated on a
3-area network.
In DMPC based LFC schemes [102, 112, 114–116], each local MPC based LFC scheme commu-
nicates, interatively [102, 112] or non-iteratively [114–116], with the MPC controller of dynamic
neighbour. This information shared between dynamic neighbours is incorporated in each area
based MPC optimization to achieve an overall systemwide performance close to a centralised
MPC. DMPC has also been applied in frequency regulation problems in a mult-terminal HVDC
grid [147], and a comparative study of non-centralised MPC schemes for LFC was reported in
[139].
In the hierarchical scheme [140], MPC is utilised as an upper layer scheme which provides an
optimal correction to the ACE signal received by a traditional PI controller. The use of energy
units such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) in V2G mode, a combined-heat-and-
power generation (CHP) unit and controllable loads to provide LFC services was investigated
in [141]. The scheme uses a hierarchical framework where an aggregator, utilising an MPC
strategy, receives an LFC setpoint from a TSO, and in turn splits the signal amongst units
(PHEVs, CHP and controllable loads) while honouring their constraints.
However, as the application of MPC in the LFC problem is relatively new, the majority of
these schemes [96, 101, 102, 108, 112–116, 135–139, 147] explored the capabilities of MPC
in the traditional VIU framework. They represented the generating units within a CA with
a lumped model as described in Section 2.1.5 (which is reasonable when a single company
owns and operates all the generation facilities within a CA). This was the practice of LFC
studies reported before deregulation [63]; in the new environment, each GenCo is represented
by a single generating unit. Also in the VIU environment, load disturbances in a CA affect
other CAs through the tie-lines only, while in the deregulated environment, they affect not
only through the tie-lines, but also through various possible inter-area bilateral load matching
(LM) contracts, making the disturbance rejection problem more challenging [84]. The other
work [100, 143] studied LFC in a 2-area deregulated network using centralised MPC. As would
been seen later, the definition of area control error in the deregulated environment is modified
to account for bilateral LM contracts. Also, with the exception of the CeMPC studies [96,
101, 113, 136], GRC nonlinearity has often been ignored in the predictive control based LFC
design. Therefore, more work on LFC in the deregulated environment, accounting for GRC
nonlinearity, as well as constraints on control inputs, is required. A summary of the main
strengths and weaknesses of the predictive control based LFC schemes is provided in Table
2.6.
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Table 2.6: The key strengths and weaknesses of current predictive control based LFC sum-
marised
Technique Strengths Weaknesses
LFC based on
Predictive control
[96, 101, 102, 108,
112–116, 135–
141, 145–147]
Work well under
multivariable
conditions, systematic
and good constraints
handling.
Existing proposals not exploit
potential of MPC or up to date
power system structure
(deregulated power system
structure). Most of the schemes
often ignore generation rate
constraints.
2.4.6 LFC based on robust technique
Robust control methods are techniques that focus on how best to handle uncertainties. The
philosophy is based on designing a controller to be able to deal with not only the nominal plant
(imperfect model), but a family of plants in the neighbourhood (uncertainties) of the nominal
plant and also, to reject unknown disturbances and cope with time delays. A number of robust
schemes, largely focused on parameter uncertainty and time delays, have been reported in the
literature [74, 79, 80, 84, 89, 90, 109–111, 148–155]. The decentralised LFC of a four-area
system using µ−synthesis and analysis was described by [74]. A sequential design approach
was adopted where the controllers are designed in steps, from one area to the another. At each
step, the information of the previous controller(s) are incorporated in the design of the next
controller. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. A H∞ control
design for LFC of a four-area deregulated system was described by [110], and the controller
was synthesised using LMI technique. The results obtained, under some variation in system
parameters, show that the proposed method outperforms a PI based LFC.
Furthermore, in [79, 80], decentralised robust LFC schemes were proposed; the study [79], used
a mixed H2/H∞ control strategy, while [80] combined a mixed H2/H∞ with neural networks.
In both schemes, simulations were conducted on a three-area deregulated framework, under
parameter uncertainties and GRC conditions, to demonstrate their effectiveness. An LFC
scheme based on the concept of active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) was proposed
by [148]. A three-area test system, consisting of a reheat, non-reheat and hydraulic turbine
units, was considered. The ADRC technique is based on designing an extended observer to
estimate (online) uncertainties that are inherent in power system operations. This estimation is
embedded in the control law to decouple the system from the actual uncertainties. Simulation
results show that the proposed strategy met the LFC requirements. A linear active disturbance
rejection control scheme for LFC, with an anti-GRC feedback loop was proposed in [84] and
its efficacy was demonstrated on a 4-area deregulated system. A two-layer active disturbance
rejection control LFC scheme was proposed in [149] and tested on a 2-area system; the first layer
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comprises of a generalised state observer and an equivalent input disturbance compensator to
handle disturbances and uncertainties, and the second layer uses a state-feedback scheme to
ensure system stability and reference tracking.
In [109], a robust decentralised PID controller was proposed for LFC of a multi-area system in
the presence of parameter uncertainties, where Kharitonov’s method was utilised to identify a
family of plants and stability boundary locus method was used to obtain stabilising gains for
the plants, while [150] presented a fractional order PID-based LFC scheme for a single area
interval system and applied Kharitonov’s method to obtain controller gains that ensure system
stability within the parameter interval considered. In [111], a decentralized PI-based LFC based
on sliding mode control strategy was presented, and tested on a 3-area system with matched
and unmatched parameter uncertainties. A Robust LFC scheme based on H∞ technique, to
minimise frequency and tie line flow deviations, was reported in [151]. In the work, unmodelled
dynamics, system nonlinearities and undesirable tieline flows were represented as a bounded
sector of uncertainties. The superiority of the scheme over a traditional PI based LFC was
demonstrated on a 2-area system. In [152], robustness analysis on a single generating unit
supplying power in a single area network, based on a number of existing robust techniques,
was used to show that unmodelled dynamics could have a more negative impact on LFC
performance than parameter variations. A configuration to overcome the effect of GRC was
also presented.
For the LFC problem considering communication delays, [153] considered an LMI approach
to design an LFC scheme to achieve robustness against delays in ACE signal, where the ef-
fectiveness of the scheme was tested on a 3-area system. The work [154, 155] investigated
the delay-dependent stability of PI-based LFC scheme; [154] focused on a traditional LFC
model with delays, and calculated the delay margin using a Lyapunov stability criterion for
time delays and LMI methods, and also showed the relationship between the delay margin and
controller gains; [155] considered a deregulated LFC model, and provided an improved and
a more computational efficient stability criterion for calculating delay margin, revealed the
interactions between delay margins of different CAs, and demonstrated how the delay margin
could be used as additional performance index for controller tuning. Also, a delay-dependent
robust method was presented in [89] for the analysis/synthesis of a PID-based LFC scheme,
where the delay margin was obtained by minimising a robust performance index. Also in [89],
consideration was given to the impact of both delays and disturbances, and the robustness
against delays below the delay margin was demonstrated on a 3-area system under traditional
and deregulated scenarios. In [90], a delay-distribution-dependent H∞ LFC was proposed,
where the probability distribution characteristic of the communication delay was considered
in a single area LFC problem.
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Table 2.7: A summary of the key strengths and weaknesses of robust-based LFC designs
Technique Strengths Weaknesses
Robust LFC
considering either
parameter
uncertainty or
time delays
[74, 79, 80, 84,
89, 90, 109–
111, 148–155].
Works well under
multivariable conditions and
handles uncertainties within
the design bounds.
Some lead to high order fixed gain
controller, hence may be
impractical for large dimensions.
Generally, they are highly
conservative and therefore control
performance may be less than what
is achievable. Also, they lack
constraint handling capabilities
and are not distributed.
A unique feature of the above techniques is their ability to cope with MIMO systems. Also, they
work well under the bounds of uncertainty considered, e.g., the range of parameter variations
for which the controller was designed or the delay margin for work focused on robustness
against time delays. However, some of the strategies above mainly yield high order controllers,
which may preclude practical implementability in the rapidly expanding deregulated power
environment. Furthermore, the proposed methods do not demonstrate systematic constraint
handling capabilities. In general, robust schemes are highly conservative and therefore may
suffer performance degradation for uncertainties not captured. A summary of the strengths
and weaknesses of robust based methods is given in Table 2.7.
2.4.7 Intelligent control based LFC techniques
Under the intelligent control techniques, discussions are focused on fuzzy based LFC in Section
2.4.7.1, neural network based LFC in Section 2.4.7.2 and neuro-fuzzy LFC schemes in Section
2.4.7.3. A summary of their strengths and weaknesses is provided in Table 2.8
2.4.7.1 Fuzzy logic based LFC
Fuzzy logic strategies have gained considerable attention in the control system community.
A literature survey on fuzzy logic controller can be found in [156]. Fuzzy controllers execute
control based on the degree of “True or False” selected from a membership function rather
than the crisp value of “True or False”. It is commonly applied in the control of ill-defined,
nonlinear and hard to model systems [157]. Fuzzy control schemes have been considered
for LFC [75, 87, 94, 158–163]. In [158], a fuzzy gain scheduling PI controller for LFC of
a 4-area system, with GRC and GDB nonlinearities, was presented. The areas consist of
three reheat turbine thermal units and one hydro unit. This controller uses fuzzy logic to
effectively change the controller gains as the system parameters change. Simulation results
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showed that the proposed controller achieved the main LFC objectives. A Takagi-Sugeno (T-
S) type fuzzy inference system approach was considered in [75] to design an adaptive gain
scheduling scheme for conventional PI and a linear optimal controller in a two area LFC. The
gains of the controllers were adjusted online by the fuzzy system. Simulation results reveal
that the controllers can achieve LFC requirements, under nominal and off-nominal conditions.
Furthermore, [159] proposed a version of fuzzy gain proportional and integral (FGPI) controller
for the LFC of a 2-area system. A higher number of membership functions (MFs) were chosen
as compared to [158] and universe of discourse used to represent the PI gains were also chosen
to be different. Simulation results show an improved performance as compared to [158]. In
the deregulated power system, large system disturbances will be common due to the increased
number of power transactions, competition and open transmission access. This, if not suitably
controlled, can cause cause the governor valve to saturate and create large overshoots and
sustained oscillations in nominal frequency and tie line power interchange. The design of a
robust LFC to handle such disturbances, using T-S fuzzy logic and LMIs, has been described
by [160]. The method considered both the governor valve position nonlinearity and plant
parametric uncertainty, and incorporated both into the design procedure. Simulation results,
using a 2-area test system, show that the proposed controller achieved its objectives.
In [94], a fuzzy logic control based LFC was proposed for a power network with high penetration
of wind energy; the fuzzy controller parameters were tuned using a particle swarm optimisation
(PSO) technique, and its effectiveness was demonstrated on a 3-area system, while a PI-
based LFC, tuned online by a combination fuzzy logic and PSO was proposed in [161], and
efficacy demonstrated using an experimental setup. In [164], a multi-area LFC scheme based
on direct-indirect adaptive fuzzy control technique was proposed. The adaptive fuzzy control
law consists of three parts: a primary control term, a term that uses fuzzy logic to approximate
unknown parameters and nonlinearities such as GRC and GDB, and an auxiliary control part
to attenuate errors due to fuzzy approximation and to attain H∞ tracking performance. The
superiority of the proposed scheme over a traditional LFC scheme was demonstrated on a
3-area system. A 2-area LFC scheme, based on a type-2 fuzzy logic, was proposed in [87], and
its effectiveness was demonstrated in the presence of GRC and model parameter uncertainty.
Recently, a quasi-oppositional harmony search-based fuzzy logic LFC was proposed in [162],
and tested on a 4-area deregulated power system, while a type-2 fuzzy logic scheme combined
with a classical PD controller was reported in [163] for a 2-area system, taking into account
nonlinear communication delays.
The above fuzzy schemes proved to be suitable for power system nonlinearity and plant pa-
rameter uncertainties. However, the rules used by the proposed methods for obtaining the
knowledge FLCs are not systematic. Furthermore, structural properties of a control system
such as stability, controllability, sensitivity analysis and robustness cannot be systematically
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studied in the proposed FLCs system. For instance, the author in [160] demonstrated ro-
bustness by using Lyapunov’s theory in conjunction with a LMI but the approach was highly
conservative, complex and supported by “sufficient rather than necessary conditions” which
makes it lack flexibility to control complicated and large systems like the power grid. Other
weaknesses with fuzzy logic approaches are the lack of a standardised methodology for deciding
on the membership functions. As an example, [159] used seven triangular membership func-
tions for the PI gains while [158] used two exponential-type curves for the same gains. Finally,
most of the fuzzy methods proposed were completely centralised and could only be used as
benchmarks.
2.4.7.2 Neural network based LFC
Artificial neural network (ANN) schemes mimic the human brain, which has the ability to
learn certain patterns, store them and use them to make deductions when a similar pattern
is presented. It is capable of handling nonlinearities and parametric uncertainties, and has
been used in LFC [76, 95, 165–167]. In [165] a neural network (NN) scheme was presented to
monitor the operation of an adaptive LFC scheme The NN, which operates in parallel with
the adaptive scheme, was trained oﬄine. Simulations were conducted to show the superiority
of the proposed framework over a purely adaptive control based LFC. The application of a
centralised multi-layer perceptron ANN scheme to the LFC of a 4-area system with three
reheat steam turbines and one hydro turbine was described by [76]. Simulation results, under
load perturbations and GRC, reveal that the ANN scheme outperforms a conventional integral
controller.
A PID based LFC scheme, tuned by an ANN framework was proposed in [166]. The neural
network scheme was trained under different load pertubations to obtain a set of PID gains.
Simulation results indicate that the proposed controller possesses a better transient perfor-
mance than a conventional PID scheme. A multilayer perceptron neural network based LFC
for a 3-area system was reported in [167]. The inputs to the neural network are the area load
perturbations, tie-line and frequency deviations. Simulation results, with GRC considered, also
reveal its superiority over a conventional integral controller. A neural network based integral
sliding mode control scheme was proposed in [95] for LFC, where uncertainty due to the wind
energy penetration was considered; GRC nonlinearity was also considered and represented as
part of system uncertainties. The total system uncertainty was captured by a radial basis
function network, and simulation was performed on a 2-area system.
A common feature in the neural network schemes proposed above is their ability to provide
good dynamic performance in the face of parametric uncertainties and nonlinearities. However,
these nice properties of the neural network schemes must be acquired through some learning
process. The performance of the ANN scheme is a function of the amount of labelled pattern
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in its memory base. To obtain an acceptable performance, a large data base of examples,
reflecting all possible system operating conditions, must be used for training. Potentially
unrealistic amounts of data, computer memory and disk space will be required to achieve this
for a large interconnected system. During training, a large amount of CPU processing power
and time must also be sacrificed.
This is a general limitation of ANN technique for control of large scale power interconnections.
Also, a neural network operates as a black-box and analyzing its functionality and what has
been learned is difficult. The large number of neurones in the hidden layers needed to capture
system complexity is also an issue. Most of the ANN scheme proposed used a centralised
control which assumes the information from different areas, such as the frequency deviation,
can be collected to one location. This is impractical for current geographically expansive power
systems.
2.4.7.3 LFC based on hybrid intelligent scheme (neuro-fuzzy)
The neuro-fuzzy technique combines the learning ability of the neural network strategy and
human-mimicry feature of the fuzzy logic strategy to synthesise controllers. Some AGC prob-
lems using the hybrid controller have been reported in the literature. A fairly recent work on
LFC of a 2-area deregulated power system using hybrid intelligent controller was presented in
[168]. The scheme, based on an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, was trained oﬄine un-
der various load conditions, using PSO optimal gain scheduling, to obtain an array of integral
gains for the two control areas. Simulation results show that the proposed controller achieves
faster response to load disturbances than a PSO adaptive integral controller.
A hybrid LFC which combines fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm (GA) and ANN was reported in
[169]. The scheme utilised GA to determine the FLC parameters and the parameters were
in turn used to train an ANN controller. Simulation results, using a single-area test system,
show a superior dynamic performance over a coventional PI scheme. A hybrid neuro-fuzzy
LFC scheme was presented in [170] and tested on a 3-area system in the presence of GRC
nonlinearity.
Peculiar to the hybrid schemes discussed here is their insensitivity to changing loads, hence,
they provide a robust LFC performance. Also, they worked well with limited a priori knowledge
of the test system used. However, selecting the optimal number of neurones needed in the
ANN schemes is unresolved. The verification of structural properties of a control system such
as stability, controllability, sensitivity analysis and robustness is difficult with these hybrid
controllers. The issue of how to extract knowledge from a fuzzy method, is also transfered to
the neuro-fuzzy methods.
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Table 2.8: A summary of the strengths and weaknesses of Intelligent control based LFC
Technique Strengths Weaknesses
Intelligent LFC
(fuzzy
[75, 87, 94, 158–
163], neural
network
[76, 95, 165–167]
and neuro-fuzzy
[168–170]).
Handles uncertainties and
nonlinearity. Intelligent
techniques work well for
small scale systems
The construction of rules and
tuning is impractical/not
systematic for large scale
interconnected networks. Analysis
such as stability, controllability,
controller robustness, etc., is
difficult. Also, constraints handling
capability is weak.
2.5 Other LFC studies
This section reports other work on LFC which do not exactly fall under the LFC design
techniques discussed in Section 2.4; some work reported here are more focused on LFC system
analysis rather than controller design. Designing and implementing a frequency control scheme
in practice is challenging as a number of design issues such as tolerable bounds of frequency
fluctuations and ACE, impact of restructuring and deregulation, penetration of renewable
energy, indices for frequency control performance measures, etc. must be considered, and this
will vary from one jurisdiction to another. Furthermore, achieving a compromise between
frequency regulation cost, reliability, power consumers’ satisfaction, etc. has to be considered.
In [171], a methodology for re-designing frequency control in AC networks was proposed. The
work described a number of steps to achieve an optimal strategy in terms of cost of control,
network security, reliability and markets, and it was stated that the proposed strategy resulted
in over an 80% reduction in generator movements in the South African network without a
serious impact on custumers or network reliability. For the first time, an analytic framework
for the formulation and evaluation of frequency control performance in LFC was developed in
[172] using concepts from probability and random processes. The framework developed was
considered as a generalisation of the NERC CPS1 and CPS2 frequency performance measures,
which had hitherto lacked an analytical basis. In [173], it was shown, using a 4-area network
implemented with a virtual power system, that frequency fluctuations during transients in-
crease and last longer as the number of generating units on LFC decreases. A framework to
quantify the impact of uncertainties arising from renewable generation, load variations, and
noise in communication channels on AGC systems was developed in [92], where approximate
probability expressions were obtained for system frequency and ACE.
The feasibility of procuring load following services through a bilateral contract between gen-
erating units and customers in a deregulated power environment was reported in [174]. The
authors suggested a decentralised framework for load following by considering a local PI control
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loop on each generator on bilateral load following contract, and provided a model description.
Two frameworks for load following in a deregulated energy market were reported in [175]. The
first considered a self-providing mechanism where DisCos negotiate bilateral contracts with
GenCos for load following, and actual power imbalances are telemetered to a control cen-
tre for the independent system operator (ISO) to dispatch generators according to contracts;
the second focused on the pool model where the ISO procures load following services from a
competitive market. The efficacy of both schemes, implemented using reset controllers, were
demonstrated using IEEE-30 bus test system. A tool to enable a generator to optimally allocate
its resources to energy market, LFC market and market for reserves, and maximise profit while
satisfying its technical constraints was presented in [176]. The tool utilised a mixed-integer
mathematical programming technique.
The increasing integration of wind power into existing power system [177] has raised interests
in the consideration of wind systems in LFC studies. A flatness-based approach was proposed
in [93], for the LFC of a multi-machine system with high penetration of wind energy. The
approach splits an n machine system into n linear controllable systems, equipped local con-
trollers that track system operating points using reference reference information determined
by a global level economic dispatch scheme. A strategy to enable a wind farm connected to
AC network via HVDC line to participate in LFC was reported in [178]. A droop control loop
was introduced in the HVDC rectifier which senses deviations in grid frequency, and regulates
the flow on the HVDC line via the HVDC control of the power delivered by the wind farm.
In [179], MPC was suggested for LFC of microgrids through the coordinated control of blade
pitch angle of wind turbine generators and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), where it
was shown that such coordinated control reduces the number of PHEVs participating in LFC.
As described in Section 2.3, communication delay is an important issue that should be con-
sidered in practical LFC studies as large delays can result in poor control performance. An
LFC scheme capable of thwarting time delays injected by a hacker into the LFC system was
reported in [180]. It was stated that such time delays could result in an unstable condition.
The reported scheme was designed by augumenting a state feedback controller with an online
time delay estimator to obtain a modified controller that can handle injected time delays. A
graphical method for determining stabilising PI gains for a single area LFC with a time delay
was reported in [181]. The work utilised a stability boundary locus technique to display con-
troller parameters in a two dimensional PI-parameter space, and hence obtained the region of
stabilisation via simulations. An event-triggered LFC scheme for a multi-area system, account-
ing for communication delay, is presented in [182], to obtain reduced communication between
sensors and controller, and stability conditions under event-triggering were established. Mod-
elling and stability analysis of the AGC system of a smart grids using cognitive radio (CR)
network as the networking and communication infrastructure was reported in [183]. The key
challenge here is the data loss, delays and hence instability that could arise when a primary
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user of the CR network randomly interrupts a secondary user, and this work provided sufficient
conditions for the stability of AGC when an interruption occurs.
In any control design, such as the design of an LFC scheme, it is important that Engineers
utilise a suitable simplified system model as this would result in significant savings in hard-
wares/computer memory used in processing control actions. In [184], a simulation scheme
relevant to AGC studies was developed. The key objective was to achieve high computational
efficiency in AGC simulations, by representing the AGC model using algebraic equations as
opposed to traditional dynamic models. A two-stage procedure for the identification of transfer
function models for LFC purposes was reported in [185]. The first stage utilises a bandwidth
limited frequency response (FR) identification procedure to obtain a FR with reduced noise
level and hence reduce model order, and the second stage computes the transfer function from
the filtered FR obtained in the first stage.
Recently, nature inspired/intelligent optimisation techniques have been considered in tuning
controller gains in LFC schemes. In [186], a three-degree-of-freedom integral derivative based
LFC was proposed for a two-area deregulated power system, where the parameters of the three
controllers were optimised using biogeography-based optimisation strategy. The superiority of
the scheme over a two-degree-of-freedom and a single-degree-of-freedom integral derivative
schemes was also shown. A PID based LFC scheme was proposed for a 2-area network in [187],
where the controller gains were optimized to obtain improved performance using lozi map-
based chaotic optimization method. Moreover, a PID based LFC whose gains were tuned using
particle swarm optimisation method was proposed in [85], and tested on a four-area deregulated
system. A fractional order PID LFC scheme, tuned by a bacterial foraging technique, was
reported in [86], and tested under GRC condition.
In [188], a quasi-decentralised unscented transform-based LFC scheme was reported. The work
included excitation systems to the conventional LFC model, avoided aggregation assumptions,
and utilised magnitude and phase measurements of system variables. A cooperative control
scheme based on differental games was reported in [189] for a multi-area LFC problem, and its
superiority over the traditional PI control and linear quadratic regulator (LQR) was demon-
strated. The authors in [190] proposed a distributed LFC framework for a 4-area network,
consisting of battery storage systems, heat pumps and traditional power plants. The work
used state feedback regulators whose gains were determined in real time using an iterative
gradient method; some comparison results between the proposed scheme, a centralised and a
decentralised LFC were provided. A PI-based LFC scheme based on the method of inequal-
ities and principle of matching, and taking GRC into account, was proposed in [191] for a
single area system. In a letter presented in [192], critical load level information was used to
provide adaptive LFC participation factors under rapid demand fluctuations to prevent vi-
olating transmission line load limits. In [193], a stability-equation method, accounting for
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governor backlash nonlinearities, was reported for the analysis and design of LFC of a 2-area
network. The scheme uses harmonic-balance equations and a characteristic equation to obtain
a parameter plane where stable integral gains are obtained.
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter provided a large amount of fine detailed information on power system frequency
control, and therefore, summarising the key message in this chapter, and how it leads/relates to
the main aim and objectives of this thesis is important. Recall from Section 1.4 that this thesis
aims to investigate the use of predictive control technique in the LFC problem of deregulated
(new) multi-area power interconnections, and two of the key objectives stated to achieving the
aim of this thesis are:
• To highlight the key strengths and weaknesses of existing LFC techniques and hence
where new work is required.
• Develop a generalised LFC modelling framework that incorporate the various power
transactions (market structures for LFC), by modifying the traditional LFC modelling
framework.
To present the key message of this chapter and reconcile it with the main aim of the thesis
and the two objectives itemised above in this section, the following three questions are posed:
(i) What are the major themes covered in this chapter? (ii) Why are the themes important?
(iii) How does the thesis use the themes? These three questions are discussed in detail in
Sections 2.6.1-2.6.3.
2.6.1 What are the major themes covered in this chapter?
The main part of this chapter (Sections 2.1-2.5) covered three major themes enumerated next:
1. Section 2.1 focused on developing LFC mathematical modelling framework in the tradi-
tional (VIU) environment and also presented simulations to illustrate frequency control
concepts in the VIU environment. This will be referred to as theme 1.
2. Section 2.2 discussed power system deregulation and restructuring, and described the
three main market structure (poolco, bilateral and mixed market structures) for procur-
ing LFC services in the new environment. This will be referred to as theme 2.
3. Sections 2.3-2.5 focused on discussing existing research work on LFC. This will be referred
to as theme 3.
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2.6.2 Why are the themes important?
Themes 1 and 2 (Traditional LFC modelling and market structures for LFC)
Theme 1 and theme 2 are important in developing the generalised LFC model which is a key
objective and one of the contributions in this thesis. Since the generalised deregulated LFC
model will be developed via the modification of the traditional LFC modelling framework,
it was important to describe in detail the LFC model in the traditional environment, and
that was what Section 2.1 served. The main equations from Section 2.1 that will be utilised
are: (2.1) turbine governing system dynamics; (2.2) turbine dynamic model; (2.8) incremental
power balance of the ith CA; (2.16) incremental net tie line dynamics; (2.17) area control error;
(2.18) load frequency controller.
Furthermore, since the modification must reflect the various market structures (power trans-
actions) in the new environment, it was also important to understand the LFC procurement
mechanisms in each of the market structures (Section 2.2.1 poolco, Section 2.2.2 bilateral and
Section 2.2.3 mixed market structures), and hence the purpose of Section 2.2.
Theme 3 (Existing research work on LFC)
As stated in Section 2.6.1, theme 3 covers Sections 2.3-2.5 which are focused on existing work
on LFC. The importance of Section 2.3 was to provide a snapshot of the different issues/studies
that have been considered in LFC studies from the early days to this day. The earliest amongst
the studies concentrated on understanding LFC performance from a theoretical and dynamic
viewpoint as previously LFC utilisation in the industry lacked good theoretical basis and
analysis had been static [63]. Other issues are consideration of GRC and GDB, parameter un-
certainties, obtaining unified terminologies specific to automatic generation control, the effect
of deregulation, uncertainties resulting high penetration of renewable sources and from commu-
nication delays, and control system architectures (centralised, decentralised and distributed).
Control techniques that have been considered in LFC were also highlighted.
Section 2.4 focused on control design and provided a detailed and up-to-date survey of LFC
designs in the literature, grouped them according to different control techniques (Sections 2.4.1-
2.4.7) and summarised the key strengths and weaknesses of each of the control techniques; the
summary of their strengths and weaknesses can be found in Tables 2.2-2.8. Section 2.4 is very
important as it serves the purpose of revealing where new work is required, and that is another
key objective of this thesis.
Section 2.5 discussed existing contributions in LFC studies which are mainly analysis rather
than controller design, and this is important to provide a complete picture of LFC works rather
than providing discussions from a control design perspective only.
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2.6.3 How does the thesis use the themes?
Themes 1 and 2 (Traditional LFC modelling and market structures for LFC)
Although already obvious from Section 2.6.2, the deregulated LFC benchmark models which
will be developed and used in later chapters are based on incorporating the market structures
for LFC procurements (theme 2) into the traditional LFC model (theme 1). These models
include the 2-area model in Chapter 4 and the generalised LFC model proposed in Chapter 5
(from which a 7-area benchmark model will be developed). The 7-area deregulated LFC model
will be used in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 while a new 4-area model will be developed and also used
in Chapter 7 only. These are in line with key objectives 2-6 stated in Section 1.4.
Theme 3 (Existing research work on LFC)
Here, we drop further discussions of Sections 2.3 and 2.5 and focused on the detailed LFC
review provided in Section 2.4 as it provided the roadmap (revealed the gaps) leading to
the main aim and key objectives, and hence contributions of the thesis. To identify the
key gaps, some of which form the basis of this thesis, the existing studies in LFC under a
number of control techniques were discussed in Section 2.4, and as stated before, the strengths
and weaknesses were identified. The strengths and weaknesses were examined based on the
following minimum specifications of a good LFC design in today’s power systems:
Minimum specifications of a good LFC design
• C1: Simple, reliable and systematic design.
• C2: Systematic and effective constraints handling capability.
• C3: Distributed control architecture.
• C4: Multivariable capability (MIMO).
• C5: Robust against system uncertainties.
To reveal at a glance the strengths and weaknesses of the different techniques, a simplified
comparison of the techniques based on the minimum specifications (C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5)
has been presented in Table 2.9, where the checkmark ( X) indicates a strength, the xmark
(×) indicate a weakness and the double dagger (‡) indicates a technique whose strength and
weakness with respect to a given LFC specification is subjective. Further comments on each
technique have also been provided in Table 2.9.
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Table 2.9: LFC techniques comparison based on specifications of a good design
Techniques Specifications of a good LFC Further comments
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
Conventional X × × × ×
Has not been investigated in the
deregulated environment. Schemes
mainly decentralised and may result in
poor performance in highly interactive
networks.
Linear
optimal X × × X ×
Has been considered in the deregulated
environment. Existing designs are
mainly centralised and
quasi-decentralised.
IMC X × × X ×
Has not been investigated in the
deregulated environment. Mostly
centralised and considered for single
area system.
MRAC and
STC × × × X X
Mainly investigated in the VIU
environment. Online parameter
estimation could be a challenge for
large scale applications.
Predictive
control ‡ X X X ‡
Simplicity and robustness are
subjective. Existing MPC based LFC
that were designed to be robust
[96, 138] are not simple and may be
impracticable on large scale systems,
while those that rely on the inherent
robustness of nominal MPC are
simple, reliable and systematic.
Existing schemes have mainly
investigated LFC in the VIU
environment. No distributed scheme
for deregulated system exists. Schemes
mostly ignores GRC nonlinearity.
Robust × × × X X Generally conservative. Most schemesresult in high order controllers.
Intelligent × × × X X
Neural network LFC designs lacks
transparency. Training/rule
constructions could be impracticable
for large scale systems. Not easily
scalable and structurally adaptable.
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From Table 2.9, it can be seen that no single control technique/existing studies meet the
minimum specification for today’s LFC. For example, apart from predictive control based
schemes, others lack a systematic and effective constraints handling capability. Furthermore,
schemes that are effective in handling uncertainties (MRAC and STC, robust based LFC
and intelligent LFC schemes) could be too complex for large scale networks. Moreover, with
the exception of some predictive control based LFC [102, 112, 114–116], other techniques
considered a centralised or decentralised control architecture. However, the majority of the
predictive control schemes are focused on the traditional power system, and hence more work
is needed in predictive control application (distributed) in the deregulated power environment.
Exploiting the constraint handling capability of predictive control scheme by considering both
GRC and input constraints in the deregulated environment is also important. Note that a few
predictive control based LFC schemes developed to be robust are in the literature; however
they could be too complex for large scale networks.
Therefore, from a control design perspective, none of the existing studies/techniques meet the
minimum specifications of a good LFC design in a present day power system such as robustness
to system uncertainties, simple/systematic design, effective and systematic handling of various
constraints, distributed architecture and MIMO capability, and as stated in [12], a continuous
enhancement of LFC schemes is expected as progress is made in process control technology.
However, a logical objective of any LFC scheme should be to find a method which enables an
effective compromise.
Furthermore, simplicity (for computational efficiency), constraint handling (for economic and
physical safety reasons) and distributed control architecture (for practical implementability and
handling of interactions between area) should be key in any future LFC design. The effects of
deregulation should also be adequately captured in any proposed LFC scheme. Finally, LFC
schemes should regulate the power output of a generating unit in a manner that minimises cost
in terms of wear and tear, suggesting an advantage to use optimal or optimisation based control
technique such as predictive control, which this current work intends to utilise. Specifically it
is noted that a key obstacle going forward is the potentially large scale nature of the problem
and thus research is required to determine the best way of creating a simple, distributed, and
hence practical, control strategy.
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Chapter 3
Background on model predictive
control
In Section 1.4 of Chapter 1, it was established that the main aim of this thesis is to investigate
the efficacy of predictive control techniques (also known as model predictive control) in the load
frequency control (LFC) problem of power systems in the deregulated environment. One of the
relevant technical backgrounds needed to comprehend the deregulated LFC studies presented
in Chapters 4-6, which include having an understanding of the basic concept of LFC in the
traditional power system environment, has been presented in Chapter 2, where a comprehensive
discussion of existing works on LFC to justify the aim of this thesis was also provided. Since
predictive control is the technique considered in this thesis, it will be useful from a reader’s
viewpoint to also provide some technical background on predictive control.
Thus, the goal of this chapter is to present the basic concept of the model predictive control
(MPC) technique, and discuss the main components of a typical MPC. The discussion of
the main components of the MPC, which includes a mathematical description of each of the
components, is initially focused on a centralised MPC (CMPC) architecture. Thereafter, the
discussion of MPC is extended to a decentralised MPC (DeMPC) and a distributed MPC
(DMPC) architecture, where their (DeMPC and DMPC) main attributes are emphasised.
Some concluding remarks on the MPC architectures as well as a discussion of the suitability
of predictive control schemes to the power system LFC problem is provided.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 provides a brief discussion of the underly-
ing concept of any MPC scheme; Section 3.2 focuses on the CMPC architecture and its key
attributes, and provides a mathematical description of the main components of a CMPC al-
gorithm; Section 3.3 discusses DeMPC, where a mathematical descriptions of the basics of
DeMPC is provided and its key attributes are highlighted; Section 3.4 focuses on DMPC, pro-
vides its mathematical descriptions and discusses its key attributes; Section 3.5 provides some
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concluding remarks on the different MPC architectures by summarising their advantages and
drawbacks in Table 3.1, and briefly discusses the suitability of MPC to the LFC problem.
3.1 The basic concept of MPC
Model predictive control (MPC) is a model based process control technology that has been
successfully employed in industrial settings; a description of some industrial MPC packages
in existence during the last decades, and the features that reconcile them with important
industrial process control issues is available in [28, 194, 195]. Within the context of power
system, MPC has been applied to control the boiler system of a fossil-fired power station
[196, 197], coordinated control of voltage in power networks [133, 198], dynamic load balancing
of a power system portfolio and wind turbine applications and its coordination with plug-in
electric vehicles [199–201].
The attraction towards MPC, particularly in the industrial settings, stems from simultane-
ously offering the following vital advantages [202]: (i) effective in controlling multivariable
systems where interactions between output variables, disturbance and input variables could
exist, (ii) explicit and systematic handling of constraints on system input, states and outputs,
(iii) MPC schemes can be designed and coordinated with an upper layer that calculates opti-
mal operating setpoints and (iv) the predictive property of MPC could help anticipate a future
potential problem in a system.
The basic concept behind any MPC scheme is the same and this is stated in the following. At
a given sampling instant, a model of the process/system is used to predict its future behaviour,
based on the availability of estimates or measurements of the current state of the process and
assuming the existence of a finite sequence of future control moves or policy. Then, given a
desired behaviour (target) of the process and limits (constraints), and a sequence of control
moves that causes the predicted behaviour to approach the desired behaviour in an optimal
manner are determined such that the system constraints are not violated; this is done via
an optimisation of a predicted cost. Only the first (current) control move of the optimised
sequence of control moves is applied to the process, and to embed feedback in the MPC
strategy, the entire process (prediction of future behaviour and calculation of optimal control
moves based on a desired behaviour) is repeated at subsequent sampling instants when new
state measurements/estimates are available.
The principle of repitition in MPC where a new sequence of control/policy is recalculated as
new information becomes available is termed as receding horizon, and this can help reduce
the mismatch between the predicted and desired process behaviour, and offers the MPC some
degree of inherent robustness against model uncertainty [203]. It is important to emphasise
that every MPC scheme requires a model of a process, and in many cases, a perfect model
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of the process may not be required to achieve an acceptable control performance, as the re-
ceding horizon principle will handle some process-model mismatch (uncertainty). Hence a
control designer should aim at using the simplest model that provides accurate enough system
predictions [132].
3.2 Centralised MPC
This section discusses the main components of a typical MPC problem and provides key math-
ematical descriptions of the components. The discussions here are focused on a centralised
MPC problem. Furthermore, the presentation here is restricted to a nominal MPC, where the
control problem is based on a linear time invariant (LTI) system with no form uncertainty
[203]. Typically, MPC algorithms have three major components, namely a model to predict
future system behaviour, a set of system constraints and a cost function which provides a mea-
sure of predicted performance. Each of these components are discussed in detail in Sections
3.2.1-3.2.3.
3.2.1 Prediction model
Here, a discrete time (DT) LTI state space model representation is considered, as it is in line
with the power system models used in this thesis, and this can be expressed as:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk
yk = Cxk
(3.1)
where k ∈ Z≥0 is a non-negative integer which indicates the sampling number and Z≥0 denotes
the set of non-negative integer. xk ∈ Rnx is a vector of system’s states, uk ∈ Rnu is a vector of
control inputs and yk ∈ Rny is a vector of system outputs. Unless otherwise stated, the model
of (3.1) represents information in the current sampling time, that is, xk/k = xk. For clarity
of presentation, this chapter assumes that the state variables are measurable. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the system (A,B) is controllable and (A,C) is observable. Note that it is
implicitly assumed here that the model of a given system represented in a continuous time
format can be discretised and utilised for the MPC design.
3.2.2 Constraints
As previously mentioned, a key strength of the MPC technique is that system constraints can be
explicitly considered during the design phase, and through the repetitive online optimisation,
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constraint violation can be prevented. Here it is assumed that the system is subjected to linear
constraints on the input and states. The input constraints can be expressed as:
umin ≤ uk ≤ umax k ∈ Z≥0 (3.2)
where umin and umax denote the lower and upper limits of the input constraints respectively.
The expression in (3.2) can be further written as a single inequality:
 I
−I
uk ≤
 umax
−umin
 k ∈ Z≥0 (3.3)
Similarly, constraints on the state variable can be expressed as:
xmin ≤ xk+1 ≤ xmax k ∈ Z≥0 (3.4)
where xmin and xmax denote the lower and upper limits of the state constraints respectively.
State constraints can be further written as a single inequality:
 I
−I
 xk+1 ≤
 xmax
−xmin
 k ∈ Z≥0 (3.5)
The input and state constraints of (3.3) and (3.5) respectively can be combined to obtain a
more compact inequality representation given as:
Gxxk+1 + Fuuk ≤ h k ∈ Z≥0 (3.6)
Gx =

0
0
I
−1
 ;Fu =

I
−I
0
0
 ; h =

umax
−umin
xmax
−xmin
 (3.7)
The matrixGx ∈ R2(nu+nx)×nx , Fu ∈ R2(nu+nx)×nu and h ∈ R2(nu+nx). Note that the dimension
of I (identity matrix) and 0 (zero matrix) in (3.3), (3.5) and (3.7) depend on the context of
usage. Also, there could also be a constraint on the rate of change of the input (uk+1−uk) and
the system output yk, and these constraints could be easily incorporated into (3.6); however
they are not considered here. A description of how to represent output and rate of change of
input constraints can be found in the MPC textbooks [132, 204]. Some literature represents
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(3.2) and (3.4) in the generalised set membership form uk ∈ U and xk ∈ X respectively where U
(assumed to be a convex and compact set) and X (assumed to be a closed and convex set) are
input and state constraint sets. For a regulation MPC problem, it is commonplace to assume
that U and X contain the origin in their interior.
3.2.3 Cost function
For a regulation MPC problem, where the objective is to steer the system states to the origin
while maintaining a tolerable control effort, an open loop quadratic cost is minimised at each
sampling instant and this can be written as:
J(xk, uk) =
∞∑
t=0
1
2 {x
T
k+t+1Q xk+t+1 + uTk+tR uk+t} (3.8)
where Q = QT  0 (positive semidefinite and symmetric) and R = RT  0 ( positive defi-
nite and symmetric) are the weighting matrices on the states and inputs in the MPC cost.
The cost function of (3.8) has an infinite horizon which implies that the model of (3.1)
must be simulated forward over an infinite time steps, that is, an infinite prediction hori-
zon must be considered {xk+1/k, xk+2/k, xk+3/k, . . . , x∞/k}. In addition, the cost function of
(3.8) must be minimised over an infinite sequence decision variables which are the control
inputs {uk/k,uk+1/k,uk+2/k, . . .u∞/k}. However, in the absence of the constraints of (3.6), it
has been shown [204] that the cost function (3.8) can be minimised in a finite number of steps
by an optimal linear state feedback law given as:
uk = −Kxk (3.9)
The control law of (3.9) is known as a linear quadratic regulator (LQR). However, when the
constraints (3.6) are present, an explicit optimal state feedback law of the form (3.9) does
not exist. Thus, under the constraints scenario, MPC computes a feedback control law, by
minimising the cost (3.8) based on system predictions, subject to system constraints (3.7),
where the constraint minimisation problem is solved online at each sample instant when new
state estimates/measurements are available, and after each minimisation, the first control
action in the sequence is injected into the plant. The MPC law in the constraint case is
nonlinear.
As the cost function (3.8) to be optimised employs an infinite horizon, the optimisation problem
encountered by the MPC scheme is, in general, intractable. However, it has been shown that the
infinite horizon cost (3.8) to be minimised can be reduced to a finite-dimensional optimisation
problem by utilising the dual mode control concept [205].
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3.2.3.1 Dual mode concept
In the context of MPC, dual mode control entails splitting the infinite horizon minimisation
problem into two parts or modes, namely a finite horizon constrained optimisation problem
(stage cost mode / mode 1) and an infinite horizon unconstrained optimisation problem (ter-
minal cost mode / mode 2). Hence in dual mode, (3.8) can be expressed as
J(xk,uk) =
JS( stage cost, constrained)︷ ︸︸ ︷
nc − 1∑
t = 0
1
2 {x
T
k+t+1Q xk+t+1 + uTk+tR uk+t}
+
∞∑
t = 0
1
2 {x
T
k+nc+t+1Q xk+nc+t+1 + u
T
k+nc+tR uk+nc+t}︸ ︷︷ ︸
JT (Terminal cost, unconstrained)
(3.10)
where nc is the number of degrees of freedom in the input; it is also the prediction horizon
in this case. Since the terminal cost is unconstrained, there is no guarantee that the system
predictions will satisfy constraints beyond nc. Using very large nc might be beneficial but this
could lead to a computationally expensive optimisation. However, it has been shown that if a
terminal constraint is imposed on the state at the end of mode 1 xk+nc , which requires that
it lies in a maximal admissible set (MAS) Smax that is positive invariant, then the system
evolution in mode 2 under the feedback law uk = −Kxk would guarantee the satisfaction of
system constraints. In this context, a positive invariant set, in simple terms, is one that has
a property such that when a state xk/k enters the set, it subsequent evolution xk+i/k ∀i > 1
remains in the set. A more detailed treatment on this can be found in [132, 203]. Thus with
the set Smax constructed, an optimal unconstrained state feedback control law such as (3.9) is
valid under the mode 2. In the following section, the complete MPC problem is developed.
Remark 3.2.1. The cost function (3.8) represents the case where the state vector xk is to be
driven to zero. For the case where the output yk is to be driven to the origin, the weighting
matrix on the state Q can be replaced with CTQC, and the formulation presented in Section
3.2 remains valid.
3.2.4 Complete MPC problem
In this section, open loop predictions based on stage cost and terminal cost are presented.
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Stage cost
To develop the complete MPC problem, firstly, state predictions are generated by evolving the
prediction model of (3.1) nc steps into the future based on the cost JS in (3.10):
1. At t = 0 in mode 1 of (3.10), the prediction is the same as the state expression (3.1).
2. At t = 1, the state expression is
xk+2 = Axk+1 + Buk+1
= A2xk + ABuk + Buk+1 (3.11)
3. At t = 2, the prediction is
xk+3 = A2xk+1 + ABuk+1 + Buk+2
= A3xk + A2Buk + ABuk+1 + Buk+2 (3.12)
4. At t = nc − 1, following the previous trends, the prediction is
xk+nc = Ancxk + Anc−1Buk + Anc−2B2uk+1 + Anc−3Buk+2
+ · · ·+ ABuk+nc−2 + Buk+nc−1 (3.13)
Therefore, the vector of predictions up to nc can expressed as

xk+1
xk+2
xk+3
...
xk+nc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
→k
=

A
A2
A3
...
Anc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Px
xk +

B 0 0 0 · · · 0
AB B 0 0 · · · 0
A2B AB B 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
Anc−1B Anc−2B Anc−3B Anc−4B · · · B

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hu

uk
uk+1
uk+2
...
uk+nc−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
u
→k−1
(3.14)
and a compact representation of the state prediction is:
x
→k
= Pxxk + Hu u→k−1 (3.15)
In (3.15), x
→k
is the vector of state prediction; u
→k−1
is the input sequence of control moves
which is also known as the degrees of freedom in predictions. Note the following convention
used throughout the thesis: u
→k−1
indicates that the prediction starts from the current sampling
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instant uk; u→k means that the prediction would start from the next sampling instant uk+1.
This convention is applicable to the system states and output predictions. The ouput prediction
y
→k
can be generated by multiplying each block element of the matrix Px ∈ Rnxnc×nx and
Hu ∈ Rnxnc×nunc by the model output matrix C in (3.1). Substituting (3.15) into JS and
performing a series of algebra, yields the stage predicted cost:
JS =
1
2 u
T
→k−1
(H Tu QHu + R) u→k−1 + (H
T
u QPxxk)T u→k−1 +
1
2 x
T
k PTx QPxxk︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν1
(3.16)
where Q and R are block diagonal matrices of Q and R respectively. The system constraints
in the first nc steps based on (3.6) are:

Gx 0 · · · 0
0 Gx · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · Gx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gd

xk+1
xk+2
xk+3
...
xk+nc

+

Fu 0 · · · 0
0 Fu · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · Fu

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fd

uk
uk+1
uk+2
...
uk+nc−1

≤

h
h
h
...
h

︸ ︷︷ ︸
hd
(3.17)
Gd x→k + Fd u→k−1 ≤ hd (3.18)
Substituting the prediction of (3.15) into (3.18) gives:
FS u→k−1 ≤ hS (3.19)
where FS = GdHu + Fd and hS = hd −GdPxxk.
Terminal cost
As stated in Section (3.2.3.1), the evolution of the model (3.1) in mode 2 is governed by an
optimal unconstrained state feedback control law; thus from the cost function JT in (3.10),
1. At t = 0, the following expressions exist
uk+nc = −Kxk+nc (3.20)
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xk+nc+1 = (A− BK)xk+nc = Φxk+nc (3.21)
2. At t = 1, the input and state predictions are
uk+nc+1 = −Kxk+nc+1 = −KΦxk+nc (3.22)
xk+nc+2 = Φ2xk+nc (3.23)
3. At t = 2, the expressions for the input and state are
uk+nc+2 = −Kxk+nc+2 = −KΦ2xk+nc (3.24)
xk+nc+3 = Φ3xk+nc (3.25)
The mode 2 predictions extends to infinity; by substituting these predictions into JT in (3.10)
JT =
∞∑
t = 0
1
2 {x
T
k+nc+t+1Q xk+nc+t+1 + u
T
k+nc+tR uk+nc+t} (3.26)
= 12 x
T
k+nc
[(
ΦTQΦ+ (ΦT)2QΦ2 + · · ·
)
+
(
KTRK + ΦTKTRKΦ+ · · ·
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pf
xk+nc
where Pf  0 (symmetric) is the terminal weight and represents the solution of the Lyapunov
equation:
ΦTPfΦ = Pf − ΦTQΦ−KTRK (3.27)
Thus, the terminal cost function can be expressed as:
JT =
1
2 x
T
k+ncPfxk+nc (3.28)
Note that xk+nc is the ncth block row of the state prediction (3.15) and can be expressed as:
xk+nc = Pncxk + Hnc u→k−1 (3.29)
Substituting (3.29) into (3.28) yields the predicted terminal cost:
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JT =
1
2 u
T
→k−1
HTncPfHnc u→k−1 + (H
T
ncPfPncxk)
T u
→k−1
+ 12 x
T
k PTncPfPncxk︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν2
(3.30)
Terminal constraints
Although the terminal cost suggests that the terminal constraints should be infinite dimen-
sional, it has been shown [132] that Smax and hence the terminal constraints can be represented
by a number of inequalities which is finite. Assume that Smax defined as:
Smax = {x : Fmaxx ≤ dmax} (3.31)
Since the requirement for satisfaction of constraints in mode 2 is that xk+nc must lie in Smax,
the terminal constraints can be expressed as:
Fmax
[
Pncxk + Hnc u→k−1
]
≤ dmax (3.32)
Here, (3.29) was substituted for xk+nc . Moreover, (3.32) can be expressed in the form:
FT u→k−1 ≤ hT (3.33)
where FT = FmaxHnc and hT = dmax − FmaxPncxk.
Combine the stage and terminal predicted costs
The MPC infinite horizon predicted cost is obtained by combining the stage and terminal mode
predicted cost (3.16) and (3.30) respectively:
J(xk, u→k−1) =
1
2 u
T
→k−1
Sf u→k−1 +H
T
f u→k−1 (3.34)
Here, Sf = (H Tu QHu + R) + HTncPfHnc and Hf = H Tu QPxxk + H
T
ncPfPncxk. The terms ν1
and ν2 in (3.16) and (3.30) respectively are dropped because they are not a function of the
degrees of freedom u
→k−1
. Thus, the centralised MPC problem PCMPC can be formally stated
as follows
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PCMPC : minu
→k−1
{12 u
T
→k−1
Sf u→k−1+H
T
f u→k−1}
(3.35)
Subject to
FD u→k−1 ≤ hD
where
FD =
 FS
FT
 , hD =
 hS
hT

Note that in some MPC literature, the terminal constraints (3.33) in the MPC problem is
expressed in the form xk+nc ∈ Smax. It is important to emphasise that for the nominal case
considered here, the use of an infinite horizon makes the cost J(xk, u→k−1) a Lyapunov function
and this property, together with a well-designed Smax, is used to guarantee closed-loop stability
and recursive feasibility a priori [132].
Remark 3.2.2. The dual mode formulation presented here is an open loop paradigm and
other variants are available. Another formulation, which uses closed loop predictions utilises a
perturbed control law uk+i = Kxk+i+ck+i ∀i = 0, · · · , nc−1 in mode 1 and retains the feedback
law (3.20) in mode 2. Under this closed loop paradigm (CLP), ck+i ∀i = 0, · · · , nc − 1 replaces
u
→k−1
as the degree of freedom in prediction to handle constraints. Further discussions are
available in [132]. With regard to a different approach that has also been adopted to guarantee
stability and controller feasibility in centralised MPC problems, see [206].
Remark 3.2.3. The discussion presented in this chapter concentrates on a regulation problem
where the MPC objective is to drive system states or outputs to zero. To address nonzero target
tracking problems, the model of (3.1) is expressed as a deviation from state-state values, i.e,
xk is replaced by xk − xss, uk is replaced by uk − uss and yk is replaced by yk − yss, where yss
is usually known and the pair (xss, uss) are supplied in real-time by a target calculator. Having
made these adjustments, the procedure presented in Section 3.2 remains valid.
3.2.5 Typical atttributes of a CMPC scheme
In general, centralised MPC schemes provide the best closed loop control performance in
relation to other MPC architectures such as decentralised and distributed MPC which are
discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. This is because, a CMPC scheme has a global vision of the
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controlled system. However, CMPC has several drawbacks when implemented on large scale
systems [207], e.g. a large interconnected power network. Firstly, communicating systemwide
information to a central location places a serious emphasis on speed of communication and
network safety. Also, as online optimisation is associated with constrained MPC schemes, the
computational/memory requirements are high for large scale operations.
In scenarios where high computational requirements are addressed through faster optimisation
software [208], there could also be organisational obstacles in implementing CMPC if the
different subsystems of the larger system are owned and operated by different entities; one
example being the control areas within a large interconnected power system which are managed
by different transmission system operators. Furthermore, CMPC schemes have low flexibility,
as if a portion of a large scale system develops a fault or requires some form of maintenance,
it may be necessary to halt the CMPC scheme for the entire system.
The CMPC scheme has a low fault tolerance capacity as it may lose its efficacy if any component
of the control system (sensors, actuators, computer, communication system, etc) develops a
fault. Finally, major modification of a CMPC scheme may be required if a new subsystem is
introduced to the existing system, hence CMPC schemes are not easily adaptable to structural
changes. Consequently, CMPC is often used as a control performance benchmark for other
MPC architectures.
3.3 Decentralised MPC
In most control design problems involving large scale systems, it may be appropriate to par-
tition the systemwide control task into a number of smaller local controls. In this situation,
each local control scheme focuses on a subsystem (a section of the larger system), and the
overall systemwide control is achieved by the aggregate control action of the local control
schemes [204]. Therefore for DeMPC, a subsystem model of a lower-order is utilised for the
MPC design, and it is assumed that the subsystem model, which represents the dynamics of a
subsystem within the larger system, can be obtained by decomposing the model of the larger
system.
3.3.1 Subsystem model
To obtain a subsystem model, assume that the model of (3.1) can be represented as:
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
x[1]k+1
x[2]k+1
...
x[i]k+1
...
x[N]k+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk+1
=

A11 A12 · · · A1i · · · A1N
A21 A22 · · · A2i · · · A2N
...
...
...
...
...
...
Ai1 Ai2 · · · Aii · · · AiN
...
...
...
...
...
...
AN1 AN2 · · · ANi · · · ANN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

x[1]k
x[2]k
...
x[i]k
...
x[N]k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk
+

B11 B12 · · · B1i · · · B1N
B21 B22 · · · B2i · · · B2N
...
...
...
...
...
...
Bi1 Bi2 · · · Bii · · · BiN
...
...
...
...
...
...
BN1 BN2 · · · BNi · · · BNN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

u[1]k
u[2]k
...
u[i]k
...
u[N]k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
uk
(3.36)

y[1]k
y[2]k
...
y[i]k
...
y[N]k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
yk
=

C11 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
0 C22 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · Cii · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · 0 · · · CNN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

x[1]k
x[2]k
...
x[i]k
...
x[N]k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk
(3.37)
where N is the number of subsystems model that make up the system model (3.1), and it is
assumed to be equivalent to the number of subsystems obtained by partitioning a large scale
system. The variables x[i]k , u
[i]
k and y
[i]
k denote the state, input and output vector of an ith
subsystem model. In (3.37), it assumed that the each subsystem output is decoupled, and the
dimension of the matrix elements with the symbol 0 are context dependent. From (3.36) and
(3.37), the ith subsystem model (lower-order) is:
x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k +
N∑
j=1
j 6=i
{Aijx[j]k + Biju[j]k }, y[i]k = Ciix[i]k (3.38)
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where x[i]k ∈ Rn
i
x , u[i]k ∈ Rn
i
u and y[i]k ∈ Rn
i
y are vectors of subsystem states, inputs and outputs
respectively. The terms Aij and Bij are the state and input coupling/interaction matrix with
dynamic neighbours j.
3.3.2 The DeMPC problem
In DeMPC, a local MPC problem is considered and in the local controller design phase, model
predictions are made with a subsystem model in which the coupling terms are neglected.
Thus, even though subsystems may be coupled via a network of energy, flow of materials or
streams of information [209], the local MPC is designed to work independently, that is, it
does not communicate with other local MPC schemes assigned to neighbouring subsystems.
This is typically how load frequency control (LFC) is implemented in most interconnected
power systems globally [210], although with a classical proportional-integral regulator. With a
noninteracting subsystem model available, the design of each local MPC follows the philosophy
of the CMPC design described in Section 3.2. Thus, the ith DeMPC problem Pi−DeMPC can
be stated for k ≥ 0 as follows
Pi−DeMPC : min
{u[i]
k/k
,··· ,u[i]
k+nc−1/k}
Ji(x[i]k/k,u
[i]
t/k) (3.39)
Subject to, ∀t = {k, k + 1, · · · , k + nc − 1}, k ≥ 0
x[i]t+1/k = Aiix
[i]
t/k + Biiu
[i]
t/k (3.40)
x[i]t+1/k ∈ X[i] ⊂ Rn
i
x , x[i]k+nc ∈ S [i]max
u[i]t/k ∈ U[i] ⊂ Rn
i
u
In the minimisation problem Pi−DeMPC, the local cost Ji(x[i]k/k, u
[i]
t/k) is defined as the standard
quadratic MPC cost:
Ji(x[i]k/k, u
[i]
t/k) =
1
2
∞∑
t=k
{x[i]t+1
T
Qii x[i]t+1 + u
[i]
t
T
Rii u[i]t }
= 12
nc−1∑
t=k
{x[i]t+1
T
Qii x[i]t+1 + u
[i]
t
T
Rii u[i]t }+
1
2 x
[i]
k+nc
T
Pf ii x
[i]
k+nc
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where Pf ii = Pf
T
ii  0. Here, it is assumed that the state at k = 0, that is x
[i]
0/0 is also contained
in the set X[i]. Note that X[i] and U[i] are respectively the state and input constraints sets
of the ith subsystem. x[i]t/k denotes the state vector of the ith subsystem at sample time t
measured at the kth sampling time; this definition is the same throughout the thesis where
this representation is used. The prediction of (3.14) is equivalent to the expression in (3.40)
for the ith subsystem.
3.3.3 Typical atttributes of a DeMPC scheme
The DeMPC scheme improves on some of the disadvantages of CMPC discussed in Section
3.2.5. Typically, issues associated with communication network such as speed and network
security are almost insignificant since communication between subsystems is not required.
Moreover, computational/memory requirements are relatively low since each local subsystem
MPC optimises over local inputs only. The DeMPC architecture also offers improved flexibility
as compared to CMPC as its inherent modular structure allows the maintenance of a subsystem
and interruption of its local MPC only, while other local MPC schemes continue to operate.
Furthermore, DeMPC has better fault tolerance capability; the failure of a component in a
local control system does not drastically affect overall system performance [103, 211]. Also,
DeMPC schemes have good structural adaptability properties as they can cope, better, with
the removal or addition of a new subsystem [138, 211] .
However, these schemes have drawbacks. Firstly, extending the analyses employed in guar-
anteeing constraint satisfaction, recursive feasibility and stability in the centralised MPC to
the DeMPC scheme, such as the careful design of MAS, terminal cost and the Lyapunov
property of the centralised MPC cost, is difficult [212]. Hence, constraint satisfaction, recur-
sive feasibility and stability cannot be guaranteed in the DeMPC scheme, although it may
be retained in practice. Furthermore, since the coupling between subsystems are ignored in
each local MPC design, there may be a systemwide performance degradation if the interac-
tions/couplings between subsystems are strong. Hence DeMPC algorithms are best suitable
for large scale systems in which the building blocks (subsystems) are weakly coupled. A work
on DeMPC [213] considered the design of a decentralised MPC scheme using state feedback for
nonlinear DT systems subject to asymptotically decaying disturbances. In the work, closed-
loop stability was realised by including a contractive constraint in each local MPC optimisation
problem. The contractive constraints ensure that the state trajectories associated with each
subsystem are steered, forcefully, towards the origin in the face of disturbances and mutual
interactions. For a discussion of other DeMPC schemes in the literature, please see [206, 212].
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3.4 Distributed MPC
To improve the control performance of the DeMPC strategy when the coupling between sub-
systems are strong, each local MPC may need to communicate to achieve some coordinations
amongst themselves. The resulting strategy, which now considers the coupling terms in (3.38),
is called a distributed MPC (DMPC). It is important to note that a wide range of problems
have been considered by researchers in the DMPC community, and a myriad of approaches
with distinct properties, depending on the intended control goal, have reported in the litera-
ture. Consequently, categorising DMPC schemes in the literature, clearly, is a difficult task
[212]. As an example, the couplings considered in DPMC problems are not restricted to states
and inputs as (3.38) portrayed. Typically, couplings considered in DMPC problems could arise
from five basic sources [103]. Firstly, there are dynamical systems whose subsystems are cou-
pled via states only; in such a scenario, Bij in (3.38) would be a null matrix. A natural example
would be a multi-area power network where the main objective is to regulate frequency in each
area and net tie line power using a distributed control strategy; the work in [114] is a typical
example.
Furthermore, there are scenarios where only input couplings exit and Aij in (3.38) would be
a null matrix. Problems relating to input couplings are commonly encountered in chemical
plants where changes in a manipulated variable (input) affects several controlled variables
(output) or states; an example is the work reported in [209], where the efficacy of its DMPC
proposal was demonstrated on a chemical process consisting of two continuous stirred tank
reactors and a separator. Moreover, there are DMPC schemes developed for subsystems having
decoupled dynamics but with coupled constraints; one work that considered this paradigm is
[214]. A practical scenario is the multi-vehicle guidance and control problem where collision
avoidance could be enforced through coupled constraints. One could also encounter a DMPC
problem were the source of the coupling is the output of each subsystem. There are also
situations where couplings originate from the objective function, that is, the subsystems are
dynamically decoupled but are required to work together to achieve a common objective. A
practical example could be a group of autonomous cars that are expected to follow a prespecified
trajectory.
A more interesting example is the control of a group of autonomous cars that are expected to
follow a prespecified trajectory while preserving a particular spatial pattern; this falls under
what is known as formation control problems [215]. In this case, the requirement of preserv-
ing the spatial pattern can be implemented as coupled constraints and therefore, the DMPC
problem will involve subsystems with decoupled dynamics, a coupled objective function and
coupled constraints; the DMPC proposal in [216] considered this kind of problem. This shows
that some DMPC schemes are designed to handle more than a single coupling source. It is worth
mentioning that this section focuses on the basic philosophy of a typical DMPC scheme only
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and deliberately avoid the finer details of DMPC algorithms. For a comprehensive overview
of DMPC algorithms and applications, please see [103]. Another set of properties that can
be used to describe and categorise DMPC algorithms are: (i) the protocol for information
exchange between local MPC (ii) the cost function optimised by each local MPC. These prop-
erties are very important when the benefits of a proposed DMPC scheme are examined from
a practical viewpoint1, and they are described in the following sections.
3.4.1 DMPC algorithms based on information exchange protocols
Concerning information exchange protocols, DMPC algorithms can be categorised into two
basic types.
3.4.1.1 Non-interative DMPC
In non-iterative DMPC algorithms, each local MPC scheme exchanges information with other
local MPC schemes once within a control cycle/sample time to generate a local control law
that is fed to the subsystem. This paradigm is common in practical systems where a controller
performs a single calculation at a given time instant to obtain a control signal that is injected
into the system. There are several DMPC proposals in the literature that are of the non-
iterative type. For example, a pioneering work in the DMPC field [114] (see also [217]) proposed
a non-iterative DMPC algorithm for a class of DT LTI unconstrained systems where subsystems
are coupled via their states. The work uses state feedback and also falls under the non-
cooperative DMPC category described in Section 3.4.2.1. A fairly recent work [218] proposed
a non-iterative DMPC algorithm for DT LTI systems, where subsystems can be coupled via
their states and inputs, and also considered state and input constraints; the scheme is of the
non-cooperative DMPC type. For more examples on non-iterative schemes, please see [103].
3.4.1.2 Iterative DMPC
In iterative DMPC algorithms, each local MPC scheme exchanges information with other
local MPC schemes multiple times within a control cycle to obtain a local control law for its
subsystem; the communication between local MPC schemes within a sample time is terminated
when some convergence conditions are met. Iterative approaches to DMPC designs come with
an assumption that the sampling interval of the system is greater than the computational
time needed to meet the converge condition. In situations when the system sampling interval
does not allow for convergence, an iterative scheme has to be terminated prior to convergence
of input and state trajectories. Typical papers on DMPC based on an iterative strategy are
1As an example, communicational constraints might prevent a proposal from being applied in practice.
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[102, 219]. The iterative DMPC scheme proposed in [102] considered a DT LTI system where
subsystems are coupled via inputs and subjected to input constraints only. Furthermore, the
scheme falls under the cooperative DMPC category described in Section 3.4.2.2. In [219],
the iterative DMPC scheme proposed considered a DT unconstrained LTI system described
by an input-output model, where subsystems are coupled via inputs; the scheme can also be
categorised under the non-cooperative DMPC type described in Section 3.4.2.1.
In general, iterative DMPC schemes tend to provide better systemwide performance compared
to the noniteractive schemes. However, the communication and computation overheads in
iterative DMPC schemes are higher compared to their non-iterative counterparts and this
could be a drawback [207].
3.4.2 DMPC algorithms based on cost function type
Regarding the type of cost function used, DMPC algorithms can be categorised into non-
cooperative DMPC and cooperative DMPC. These are explained in the sequel.
3.4.2.1 Non-cooperative DMPC
In non-cooperative DMPC, each local MPC optimises a local cost or objective function, similar
to the DeMPC scheme. Thus each local MPC considers the state and input trajectories of
neigbouring subsystems as known disturbances affecting its output via the subsystem model,
and one of the control responsibility of a local MPC is compensate of these disturbances
with its optimal input sequence [204]. Some of the DMPC proposals mentioned in Section
3.4.1 are of the non-cooperative type. A key issue with a non-cooperative DMPC approach
is that since the local MPCs have no idea of each other’s objective function, there could
be a conflict/competition between the local MPCs. From the perspective of game theory,
the solution from non-cooperative strategies typically converges to a Nash equilibrium (NE).
Depending on the system/process to be controlled, the NE may be unstable, thus resulting
in systemwide instability. Furthermore, the NE may be stable but the resulting closed loop
not stable. It could happen that the NE is stable and the system is also stable in closed loop.
Please see [204, 220] for more details on non-cooperative approach and NE.
Thus, because of the tendency for a non-cooperative scheme to destabilise a system, additional
constraints are usually incorporated in each local MPC problem to guarantee system stability
and recursive feasibility [212]. Note that the analyses used in guaranteeing stability in CMPC
are not directly applicable here in DMPC. In [114] (and also [217]), a non-cooperative, non-
iterative DMPC scheme was proposed for DT LTI systems with state coupling. Stability was
obtained in the scheme via the inclusion of a contractive constraint in each local MPC problem
which prevents the Euclidean norm of the successor state of each subsystem from diverging;
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the scheme does not guarantee stability a priori. Also, [218] presented a non-cooperative,
non-iterative DMPC scheme for DT LTI constrained systems with state and input couplings;
the work is based on the tube-based robust MPC strategy reported in [204]. Stability and
convergence properties of the scheme are guaranteed by careful off-line design of weightings in
each local cost, decentralised gains, terminal set and other tuning parameters which introduces
some complexity.
One attractive feature of non-cooperative schemes is that each local MPC does not necessarily
needs to know the dynamic models of neighbouring susbystems. A basic non-cooperative
DMPC problem for the ith subsystem Pi−nDMPC of (3.38) at k ≥ 0 is stated as follows:
Pi−nDMPC : min
{u[i]
k/k
,··· ,u[i]
k+nc−1/k}
Ji(x[i]k/k,u
[i]
t/k) (3.41)
Subject to, ∀t = {k, k + 1, · · · , k + nc − 1}, k ≥ 0
x[i]t+1/k = Aiix
[i]
t/k + Biiu
[i]
t/k +
N∑
j=1
j 6=i
{Aijx[j]t/k + Biju
[j]
t/k}
x[i]t+1/k ∈ X[i] ⊂ Rn
i
x , x[i]k+nc ∈ S [i]max
u[i]t/k ∈ U[i] ⊂ Rn
i
u
The pair (x[j]t/k, u
[j]
t/k) ∀t = {k, k + 1, · · · , k + nc − 1} k ≥ 0, are the state and input trajectory
of the jth neigbouring subsystems respectively.
3.4.2.2 Cooperative DMPC
In cooperative DMPC, each local MPC minimises a common cost function, which is essentially
the systemwide cost (3.8). Consequently, each local MPC monitors the effect of its states and
inputs on its own output as well as the outputs of other local MPC schemes. Since each local
MPC minimises a systemwide cost, the control decision made by the local controllers represents
an optimal compromise between the need of each subsystem. It has been shown that in an
iterative-cooperative DMPC scheme, the MPC solutions can converge to a Pareto optimum if
the sampling time of the system permits convergence of the iterative, cooperative algorithm,
and thus providing a CMPC-like performance [209].
It is worthwhile to state that non-iterative, cooperative DMPC is not available since cooper-
ation would require some negotiations between local controllers [212]. Examples of iterative,
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cooperative DMPC schemes are the works presented in [102, 209] for DT LTI systems with
input couplings and input constraints. It was shown that as the number of iteration within
a sampling interval increases, the aggregate control actions of the local MPCs converge to a
CMPC solution. Feasibility and stability guarantees, hinged on convexity properties, were
demonstrated. The scenario where coupled input constraints are present was also considered
in [209].
Typically, the systemwide cost considered in cooperative DMPC is taken as the convex com-
bination of the local cost used in the non-cooperative DMPC case. Thus, a basic cooperative
DMPC problem for the ith subsystem Pi−cDMPC (3.38) can be stated, at k ≥ 0, as follows:
Pi−cDMPC : min
{u[i]
k/k
,··· ,u[i]
k+nc−1/k}
{
ρi Ji(x[i]k/k,u
[i]
t/k) +
N∑
j=1
j 6=i
{ρj Jj(x[j]k/k,u
[j]
t/k)
}}
(3.42)
Subject to, ∀t = {k, k + 1, · · · , k + nc − 1}, k ≥ 0
x[i]t+1/k = Aiix
[i]
t/k + Biiu
[i]
t/k +
N∑
j=1
j 6=i
{Aijx[j]t/k + Biju
[j]
t/k}
x[i]t+1/k ∈ X[i] ⊂ Rn
i
x , x[i]k+nc ∈ S [i]max
u[i]t/k ∈ U[i] ⊂ Rn
i
u
The parameters ρ1,··· ,ρi, · · · , ρN in (3.42) are used to specify the relative emphasis of each
subsystem in the systemwide cost. Also, the convex combination of local costs requires that
N∑
j=1
ρi = 1. With a few algebra steps, it can be shown that the cost function of (3.42) is
equivalent to the centralised cost of (3.8) if the following definitions are considered:
Q =

ρ1Q11
. . .
ρiQii
. . .
ρNQNN

, R =

ρ1R11
. . .
ρiRii
. . .
ρNRNN

In general, a cooperative DMPC could provide a better performance than noncooperative
schemes if the algorithm is allowed to converge at each sample time. However, cooperative
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schemes generally require that each subsystem supplies its dynamic model to the other sub-
ystems, and this may not be practicable especially when the subsystems are owned by different
entities.
3.4.3 Typical attributes of a DMPC scheme
DMPC schemes, because of they are inherently modular, possess some of the positive attributes
offered by the decentralised MPC scheme. Examples of the positive attributes are flexibility
in maintenance of a subsystem within the larger system without a complete interruption of all
local MPC schemes, fault tolerance and good structural adaptability [103, 211]. The compu-
tational requirements of DMPC and DeMPC schemes are similar since in both schemes, each
local MPC optimises a cost over its local inputs [204].
Moreover, because the couplings between subsystems are explicitly modelled in the DMPC
and local MPCs exchange state and input trajectories, the DMPC can provide a better control
performance than the DeMPC, although not as good as the CMPC which is commonly used
as a control performance benchmark. However, the key challenge in DMPC schemes is how
to design the communication and coordination strategy between the local MPC schemes, and
this would vary from one control application to another [207].
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the fundamentals of model predictive control necessary to comprehend the
load frequency control designs proposed in thesis have been presented. Specifically, three MPC
architectures, namely CMPC, DeMPC and DMPC have been discussed and mathematical de-
scriptions of each of these architectures have been provided. The attributes of the different
architectures, in terms of advantages and disadvantages, are highlighted and a summary is
provided in Table 3.1. From a control performance perspective, the best performance can be
obtained from a CMPC as it has a global view of systemwide information, and the worst per-
formance can be expected from a DeMPC since it ignores the interactions between subsystems;
control performance comparisons of the three MPC architectures, each considered as the LFC
scheme in a deregulated power network, are provided in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
The model predictive control technique is particularly suitable for power system LFC for the
following reasons. The simplicity of the underlying concept of MPC indicates that MPC
schemes can be easily understood and maintain, and thus have good reliability properties, and
this is fundamentally important to any practical LFC [12]. Also, because of its constraints
handling capability, equipment constraints such as generation rate constraints (GRC) and the
limits on governor setpoints (also known as the limits on the control effort from a load frequency
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Table 3.1: Attributes comparison of centralised, decentralised and distributed MPC
MPC architecture Advantage Disadvantage
CMPC
Provides the best performance
and serves as a natural
performance benchmark against
DeMPC and DMPC. Explicit
and systematic constraints
handling and the underlying
concept is simple.
Relatively high
computation/communication
requirements due to centralised
computation/centralised
information gathering. Low
structural adaptability
properties (for possible system
expansion or reduction), low
tolerance to faults in control
system and poor flexibility in
subsystem maintenance.
DeMPC
Low computational
requirements and almost
insignificant communication
requirements. Good structural
adaptability, fault tolerance
endowment and flexibility in
subsystem maintenance.
Handles constraints and simple
concept.
Control performance is generally
lower than that of CMPC and
DMPC. Usage of DeMPC Could
result in instability when
subsystems are strongly coupled.
DMPC
Handles constraints and simple
underlying concept. Provides
better performance than
DeMPC. Computational
requirements similar to DeMPC.
DMPC schemes have good
tolerance to faulty control
system components. A
subsystem can be shut-down for
maintenance without a complete
interruption of all local MPCs,
lower communication
requirements compared to
CMPC.
Higher communication
requirements than DeMPC.
Lower control performance than
CMPC. Design of the
communication/coordination
strategy could be tricky.
controller) can be explicitly considered, and this could help reduce LFC cost associated with
equipment wear and tear and an increase in equipment lifespan.
Furthermore, distributed MPC based LFC can explicitly handle tie line interactions between
control areas of an interconnected power system, and this is particularly important in the dereg-
ulated power system environment where competitive economic pressure and a large number
of inter-area bilateral contracts is creating unpredictable flows across tie lines. Also, because
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MPC solves an online optimisation problem to generate control actions, it steers a dynam-
ical system in the most economic way, which could also result in cost savings in frequency
regulation.
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Chapter 4
The LFC of a 2-area deregulated
system based on a centralised MPC
4.1 Introduction
It was emphasised in Section 1.4 that the main aim of this thesis is to investigate the potency of
a model predictive control (MPC) based load frequency control (LFC) scheme in a deregulated
power system environment, where deregulated LFC benchmark models would be obtained via
the modification of the traditional LFC modelling framework, which was described in Section
2.1. Furthermore, the basics of model predictive control have been provided in Chapter 3,
where a mathematical description of each of the main MPC architectures, namely centralised,
decentralised and distributed MPC was presented.
It was also stated that a key strength of MPC is its ability to account for system constraints
during the design phase. Chapter 5 proposes a new generalised deregulated LFC modelling
framework for mult-area networks of any size; nonetheless, having a clear understanding of
the key modifications steps required to obtain deregulated LFC models from the traditional
framework is very important, and such transparency can be obtained by considering a small-
scale network.
Hence, to demonstrate the constraints handling capability of MPC and to provide a transparent
description of how the deregulated models considered in this thesis are developed, a centralised
MPC (CMPC) scheme is proposed in this chapter for the LFC problem of a 2-area deregulated
power system with measured (contracted) and unmeasured (uncontracted) load pertubations.
The proposed MPC based LFC scheme is designed by posing the control problem as a tracking
one with input and incremental state constraints representing limits on LFC control efforts
(also known as limits on the change in load reference setpoint) and generation rate constraints
(GRC) respectively. Finally, some comparisons are made betweeen the proposed CMPC based
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LFC and optimal linear quadratic regulator to demonstrate the potency of MPC, especially in
respect of constraints handling and disturbance rejection in the deregulated environment.
This chapter is based on the work in [34] and it is a key contribution in this thesis. The organ-
isation of the chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 provides a summary of the main contributions of
this chapter; Section 4.3 describes the developement of a 2-area deregulated LFC model; Sec-
tion 4.4 provides the key design steps of the proposed CMPC; Section 4.5 presents simulation
evidence and discussions; Section 4.6 closes this chapter with some concluding remarks.
4.2 Summary of the main contributions
This chapter makes the following contributions:
• Proposes a CMPC scheme for the LFC problem of a 2-area deregulated power system
with contracted (measured) and uncontracted (unmeasured) load pertubations. The
uncontracted load pertubation of an area represents the net load pertubations from
entities that have either violated the LM contract or did not purchase LM contracts.
• The work here employs an observer to estimate system states as well as uncontracted
load variations (which is assumed to be unmeasured) from ACE measurements, hence
the proposed CMPC is output feedback
• GRC and limits on governor setpoints are included in the MPC design and simulations.
Note that throughout this thesis, it is assumed that there are no restrictions on the amount of
incremental power each GenCo can provide at steady state.
Area 1 Area 2
Tie line11GenCo , 12
GenCo , 2 3GenCo , 2 4GenCo ,
11DisCo , 1 2DisCo , 2 3DisCo , 2 4DisCo ,
Figure 4.1: Single line diagram of a 2-area deregulated system
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4.3 Deregulated LFC model of a 2-area system
This section presents the modification required in the traditional LFC model to incorporate the
various power transactions in the deregulated environment. The formulation here is focused
on a 2-area system whose single line diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. It is assumed, as in [29],
that area 1 has two GenCos and two DisCos; the same applies to area 2. GenCoi,k represent
the kth GenCo in the ith area, while DisCoi,l represents the lth DisCo in the ith area. The
2-area deregulated LFC framework is based on the transfer function block representation of
Figure 4.2, which is a modification of Figure 2.9.
The equations presented in this section are based on Figure 4.2. In the deregulated environ-
ment, the total load change in each area, as shown in Figure 4.2, is:
∆PD1 = ∆PL1,1 + ∆PL1,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Contracted
+ ∆PU1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uncontracted
(4.1)
∆PD2 = ∆PL2,3 + ∆PL2,4︸ ︷︷ ︸
Contracted
+ ∆PU2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uncontracted
(4.2)
The uncontracted load changes in each area (∆PU1 and ∆PU2 ) take a zero value if the total
load changes in each area are supplied through bilateral LM contract only with no contract
violations. From (2.14), the rated area capacity ratio between any two CAs linked by a tie line
is αij =
Pri
Prj
. In the context of the 2-area deregulated system studied here, equal area rated
capacities are assumed, that is, the value of α12 in Figure 4.2 is taken to be unity.
The swing equations (4.3) and (4.4) presented the following section are slightly different from
(2.8) as the load changes are separated into a contracted part ∆PLi,l and an uncontracted part
∆PUi . Also the change in the output of each GenCo in an area ∆PMi,k is considered separately
rather the total change in power generation in a given control area, ∆PMi .
4.3.1 Modified swing equation
The swing equation governs the dynamic changes in frequency that occur in a control area,
when there is an active power imbalance. A modified form of the swing equation of (2.8) for
each area in the deregulated environment is:
˙∆f1 =
1
H1
(
∆PM1,1 + ∆PM1,2 −∆PL1,1 −∆PL1,2 −∆PU1 −∆P tie1 −D1∆f1
)
(4.3)
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˙∆f2 =
1
H2
(
∆PM2,3 + ∆PM2,4 −∆PL2,3 −∆PL2,4 −∆PU2 −∆P tie2 −D2∆f2
)
(4.4)
Here, ∆PLi,l pu denotes the contracted load change of lth DisCo in the ith control area; ∆PUi pu
represents the total uncontracted load changes in the ith control area, which a TSO handles;
∆PMi,k pu is the change in the output power of the kth GenCo in the ith CA; ∆fi Hz and ∆P tiei
pu are the frequency and the net tie line flow deviations in the ith CA respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Transfer function block of a 2-area model of a deregulated power system.
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4.3.2 Contracted LM signal
As emphasised earlier, a DisCo can opt to self-provide LFC via a bilateral LM contract with
any GenCo, where in this case, a DisCo can send a contracted signal directly to any GenCo that
has subscribed to the LM contract. The contracted signal from a DisCo to any GenCo based
on the contracted load changes can be modelled using the concept of a DisCo participation
matrix (DPM) proposed in [29]:

S1,1
S1,2
S2,3
S2,4
 =

η1,1 η1,2 η1,3 η1,4
η2,1 η2,2 η2,3 η2,4
η3,1 η3,2 η3,3 η3,4
η4,1 η4,2 η4,3 η4,4


∆PL1,1
∆PL1,2
∆PL2,3
∆PL2,4
 = DPM

∆PL1,1
∆PL1,2
∆PL2,3
∆PL2,4
 (4.5)
The number of rows and columns of the DPM are equal to the number of GenCos and DisCos
in the multi-area deregulated system respectively. The sum of the elements in each column
of the DPM should be unity, that is
4∑
k=1
ηk,l = 1 ∀l = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The entry in the DPM ηk,l
represents the fraction of the lth DisCo’s total LM requirement contracted to the kth GenCo;
the entries of the DPM are known as a contract participation factors. If ηk,l = 0, then there is
no LM contract between GenCo k and DisCo l. Also, 0 ≤ ηk,l ≤ 1.
The variable Si,k is the total LM contractual obligation of the kth GenCo in the ith CA, e.g.,
S2,3 is the LM contractual obligation of GenCo 3 in Area 2. The Si,k of each GenCo is shown
as the red dotted lines of Figure 4.2. Note that the information Si,k is absent in the traditional
LFC model. Thus with the contracted load change of each DisCo known, (4.5) can be used
to compute the contracted incremental power each GenCo on LM contract must generate at
steady state.
4.3.3 Modified speed governor dynamics
The speed governor, in the new framework, receives setpoints in the form of a raise or lower
control pulse from a TSO as well as contracted signal from DisCos that have purchased LM
contracts (red dotted lines in Figure 4.2 ) for LFC. The modified dynamics of the speed
governing system of each GenCo based on the new information Si,k, is
˙∆PVi,k =
1
TGi,k
(
γi,k∆PCi −∆PVi,k −
1
Ri,k
∆fi + Si,k
) ∀(i, k) ∈ P (4.6)
P ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4)} (4.7)
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The governor model considered here is the General Electric Electro-hydraulic governor without
steam feedback [42]. The variable ∆PVi,k pu is the change in governor output of the kth GenCo
in the ith CA; ∆PCi is the ith area control signal from a TSO to cater for uncontracted load
changes, ∆PCi = 0 if the entire load changes in the ith area are compensated for via bilateral
LM contracts, with no violation of contract. Also, γi,k is the area participation factor of the
kth GenCo in the ith CA. The area participation factor specifies the extent to which a GenCo
can contribute in handling uncontracted load variations in its CA. Area participation factors
of GenCos committed to supplying uncontracted load changes are known after the balancing
market where incremental/decremental powers are traded have been cleared. See Table 4.1 for
the definition of other parameters used in this section.
Within a control area, the participation factors of GenCos committed to providing reserve for
uncontracted load variation must sum to unity. As an example from Figure 4.2, the following
must hold:
γ1,1 + γ1,2 = 1, γ2,3 + γ2,4 = 1, 0 ≤ γi,k ≤ 1 (4.8)
The turbine equation (4.9) presented in the following section has the same form as the one
presented in (2.2). However,(4.9) is written for a specific GenCo k in an area i and the set P
which contains the pair (i, k) for the 2-area system is written alongside.
4.3.4 Turbine dynamics
The dynamics of the turbine of each GenCo is maintained as presented in (2.2), and it is
restated here:
˙∆PMi,k = sat ˙∆PMi,k
{ 1
TTi,k
(
∆PVi,k −∆PMi,k
)} ∀(i, k) ∈ P (4.9)
where the set P is as defined in (4.7). The turbine equation represents a nonreat steam turbine
[42], and the saturation nonlinearity sati ˙PMi,k
() represents turbine GRC.
4.3.5 Net tie line flow deviation
The net tie line deviation dynamics is maintained as given in (2.15), and it is restated in the
context of Figure 4.2 here:
˙∆P tie1 = T12(∆f1 −∆f2) (4.10)
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Since each area is assumed to have equal capacity rating, that is α12 = 1, ˙∆P tie2 = − ˙∆P tie1 ;
T12 is the synchronising coefficient between area 1 and 2.
4.3.6 Scheduled net incremental tie line flow
For a given control area, the net scheduled incremental tie line flow, ∆P tie,shi is determined
by the magnitude of the inter-area bilateral LM contracts (from the DPM (4.5)) between
the GenCos in one area and the DisCos in another area. For the 2-area deregulated system
considered,
∆P tie,sh1 =
{contracted incremental demands of DisCos
in area 2 from GenCos in area 1
}
−
{contracted incremental demands of DisCos
in area 1 from GenCos in area 2
}
= (η1,3 + η2,3)∆PL2,3 + (η1,4 + η2,4)∆PL2,4
−(η3,1 + η4,1)∆PL1,1 − (η3,2 + η4,2)∆PL1,2 (4.11)
∆P tie,sh2 =
{contracted incremental demands of DisCos
in area 1 from GenCos in area 2
}
−
{contracted incremental demands of DisCos
in area 2 from GenCos in area 1
}
= (η3,1 + η4,1)∆PL1,1 + (η3,2 + η4,2)∆PL1,2
−(η1,3 + η2,3)∆PL2,3 − (η1,4 + η2,4)∆PL2,4 (4.12)
It is important to state that ∆P tie,sh1 = −∆P tie,sh2 because α12 = 1. The flow convention
assumed for each positive ∆P tie,shi (as well as ∆P tiei ) throughout this thesis is due to power
flow out of the control area. An objective of LFC in the new environment is to ensure that
∆P tiei converges to ∆P
tie,sh
i at steady state.
4.3.7 Modified area control error
The modified ACE in the deregulated environment is
ACEi = βi∆fi + ∆P tiei −∆P tie,shi ∀i ∈ {1, 2} (4.13)
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Note that the definition of ACE in the deregulated environment (4.13) is different from the
traditional version of ACE (2.17).
4.3.8 State space model
A continuous time (CT) state space representation of the 2-area deregulated system can be
written by collecting the following key expressions (4.3),(4.4),(4.6),(4.9),(4.10) and (4.13):
x˙ = Acx + Bcu + Bdcd + Bbcb
y = Cx + Dd (4.14)
x =
 x1∆P tie1
x2
 ; x1 =

∆f1
∆PM1,1
∆PV1,1
∆PM1,2
∆PV1,2
 ; x2 =

∆f2
∆PM2,3
∆PV2,3
∆PM2,4
∆PV2,4

u =
[
∆PC1
∆PC2
]
; d =

∆PL1,1
∆PL1,2
∆PL2,3
∆PL2,4
 ; b =
[
∆PU1
∆PU2
]
; y =
[
ACE1
ACE2
]
where x the vector of system states; u is the vector of control inputs (governor setpoints); d is
the vector of contracted load changes; b is the vector of uncontracted load changes; y is the
vector of area control error. The matrices Ac, Bc, Bdc, Bbc, C and D are available in Section
A.1.
4.3.9 Summary
In summary, the procedure required to develop a deregulated LFC model from the traditional
version has been described using the 2-area power system of Figure 4.1. The 2-area deregulated
model developed in this section assumes that the rated capacity of area 1 is equal to that of
area 2, that is, the value of α12 in Figure 4.2 was taken to be unity. The model will be used
for the CMPC design (as prediction model) and also as a benchmark system to demonstrate
the efficacy of the CMPC.
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4.4 CMPC design for LFC
In this section, a description of the main design steps involved in developing a centralised MPC
for the 2-area deregulated power system is provided. The target is to design an LFC scheme
capable of coordinating contracted load changes, rejecting uncontracted disturbances, while
accounting for GRC and input constraints. The key expressions needed in formulating a linear
CMPC problem will be repeated here for convenience; Section 3.2 contains further details.
4.4.1 CMPC Prediction
To design the CMPC, consider a discrete time (DT) version of CT state space model (4.14)
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + Bddk + Bbbk
yk = Cxk + Ddk (4.15)
The DT model (4.15) can be obtained from the CT model (4.14) using the zero-order hold
method. Note the difference between k (index of a GenCo) and k (a sampling instant). To
present (4.15) in the standard state space form of (3.1), consider the following steady state
equivalent of (4.14):
xss = Axss + Buss + Bddss + Bbbss
yss = Cxss + Ddss (4.16)
Substracting (4.16) from (4.15), and assuming dk = dss, bk = bss, gives:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk; yk = Cxk (4.17)
where xk = xk − xss; uk = uk − uss; yk = yk − yss. The state space model (4.17) represents a
deviation from steady state targets, and it is now in the form stated in (3.1). The deviation
model serves to convert the MPC design problem from setpoint tracking into a regulation
problem. Thus, similar to (3.15) of Section 3.2, a state prediction can be written:
x¯
→k
= Pxxk + Hu u¯→k−1 (4.18)
The following x¯
→k
, Px , Hu and u¯→k−1 are defined in Section 3.2.
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4.4.2 CMPC Cost function
An open loop dual mode CMPC cost, and the corresponding standard quadratic compact form
(after a series of algebra), similar to (3.10) and (3.34) respectively, are
J(xk,uk) =
nc − 1∑
t=0
1
2 {x¯
T
k+t+1Q x¯k+t+1 + uTk+tR uk+t}+
1
2 x¯
T
k+ncPf x¯k+nc (4.19)
J(xk, u¯→k−1) =
1
2 u
T
→k−1
Sf u→k−1 +H
T
f u→k−1 (4.20)
where Q , R and Pf are the state weighting matrix, input weighting matrix and terminal
weight respectively; nc is the prediction horizon. See Section 3.2 for the definition of the other
terms Pf Sf , HTf .
4.4.3 Constraints
An economic operating point of most industrial systems are typically located at constraint
boundaries and thus, a controller that can drive a system close to the constraint boundaries
without violating them is often a preferred choice [28]. Online constraint handling is one of
the most important features of the model predictive control. In the context of the 2-area LFC
problem, input constraints and GRC are considered, and this is a key contribution in this
chapter.
Input constraints
The input constraints are imposed to prevent excessive LFC actions, and can be stated as
[
∆PC,min1
∆PC,min2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
umin
≤
[
∆PC1
∆PC2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
uk
≤
[
∆PC,max1
∆PC,max2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
umax
(4.21)
With the definitions of umin, umax and uk in (4.21), the input constraints can be written similar
to (3.3):
[
I
−I
]
uk ≤
[
umax − uss
uss − umin
]
(4.22)
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Generation rate constraints
In computing LFC signals, it should be considered that there is a limit to the rate at which
generating units can change their output. This is notably critical for steam generating units
where rapid changes in power outputs could have damaging effect on turbines due to thermal
and mechanical stresses. Another reason for GRC consideration, especially in thermal units,
is rapid power demands would allow steam to exceed the volume that is required at steady
state, to flow from the boiler system, resulting in a pressure reduction and formation of water
droplets within the high velocity steam. These droplets, impinging on the turbine blades, could
result in a gradual blade erosion, and can also create safety concerns [120, 221]. In the 2-area
deregulated system, the GRC can be stated in CT format as:

˙∆PM,min1,1
˙∆PM,min1,2
˙∆PM,min2,3
˙∆PM,min2,4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
˙∆PM,min
≤

˙∆PM1,1
˙∆PM1,2
˙∆PM2,3
˙∆PM2,4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
˙∆PM
≤

˙∆PM,max1,1
˙∆PM,max1,2
˙∆PM,max2,3
˙∆PM,max2,4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
˙∆PM,max
(4.23)
Here, it is assumed that the four GenCos in the 2-area system are participating in the TSO
supplementary LFC to address uncontracted load changes, that is, each GenCo has its γi,k > 0.
In practice, not all GenCo participates in a TSO’s LFC; some GenCos may choose to participate
in bilateral LM contracts only (bilateral LFC); some may choose to participate in a TSO’s
LFC (poolco LFC); some may have bilateral LM contracts with DisCos as well as participate
in providing uncontracted load changes via a TSO’s LFC action. In the case where only a
selected GenCos participate in a TSO’s LFC, GRC are only considered for those GenCos1;
such a case is considered in Chapters 6 and 7. In DT, (4.23) can be expressed as
ts
˙∆PM,min ≤
(
∆PMk+1 + ∆P
M
ss
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆PM
k+1
−
(
∆PMk + ∆P
M
ss
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆PM
k
≤ ts ˙∆PM,max (4.24)
where ˙∆PM,max and ˙∆PM,min are vectors of limits on incremental generation rate and decre-
mental generation rate respectively; ∆PMk is a deviation from steady state incremental gener-
ation target (similar to xk since ∆PMk is a system state); ∆PMss is the steady state target value
of the generation change (similar to xss). The scalar ts is the sampling time; ts is also used in
obtaining the DT model (4.15) from the CT model (4.14). A relationship between ∆PMk and
the vector of the complete system states and input can be written:
1The model predictive control scheme acts as the load frequency controller that would run on the TSO
computer and in principle, the MPC only considers constraints on units under the TSO’s control.
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∆PMk+1 = A
gxk + Bguk; ∆PMk = Γ
gxk (4.25)
where (4.25) is similar to the deviation model (4.17), and ∆PMk represents a deviation from a
steady state generation target; Ag ∈ R4×11 and Bg ∈ R4×4 are matrices formed by extracting
the rows corresponding to ∆PM1,1, ∆PM1,2, ∆PM2,3, and ∆PM2,4 from the A and B in (4.15) respec-
tively. The matrix Γg ∈ R4×11 is available in Section A.1. Thus, (4.24) can be stated as a
single inequality:
[
Ag − Γg
Γg −Ag
]
xk +
[
Bg
−Bg
]
uk ≤
[
ts
˙∆PM,max
−ts ˙∆PM,min
]
(4.26)
GRC and input constraints combined
The input constraints (4.22) and GRC (4.26) can be combined to obtain a compact inequality
representation of both constraints (see Section 3.2.2):
Gcxk + Fcuk ≤ hc (4.27)
Similar to the operation performed in (3.17), the constraints (4.27) can be recursively calculated
nc steps into the future to obtain an expression similar to (3.19):
Fc u→k−1 ≤ hc (4.28)
4.4.4 Observer design and steady state calculator
In the proposed CMPC based LFC, it is assumed that the system states xk and uncontracted
load changes bk are unmeasurable and thus, an observer is employed, making the proposed
CMPC output feedback; most predictive control based LFC assume perfect states and dis-
turbance knowledge. In this current work, the estimates b̂k, and x̂k are obtained using ACE
measurements. To design the observer, bk is modelled as integrated white noise and augu-
mented with the state equation of (4.15) to obtain the expression:
ˆξk+1 = Aoξˆk + Bouk + Bdodk − L(yk − Coξˆk −Ddk) (4.29)
Ao =
[
A Bb
0 1
]
; Bo =
[
B
0
]
; Bdo =
[
Bd
0
]
; Co =
[
C 0
]
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where ξˆk=
[
x̂Tk b̂Tk
]
T ; L is an observer gain computed such that ρ(Ao − LCo) < 1. The zero
matrix 0 is context dependent. The steady state pair (xss,uss) can be computed at every
sampling instant when the observer provides the estimate of the uncontracted load changes
b̂k, using the following consistency equation obtained from (4.16)
[
xss
uss
]
=
[
I −A −B
C 0
]−1 [ Bddss + Bbbss
yss −Ddss
]
; bss = b̂k (4.30)
In (4.30), the following variables are known: yss is the vector of desired ACE value, which is
zero for each area; dss = dk is the vector of contracted load changes which DisCos that have
purchased LM contracts must supply to the TSO.
4.4.5 CMPC problem
Thus, the centralised MPC problem solved by the TSO (similar to (3.35)) at sampling instant
k ≥ 0 is stated as follows:
PCMPC : minu
→k−1
{1
2 u
T
→k−1
Sf u→k−1+H
T
f u→k−1
}
(4.31)
Subject to
Fc u→k−1 ≤ hc
The constrained minimisation problem PCMPC is convex and thus can be solved easily using
any suitable quadratic optimisation tool. The actual input to the benchmark system is uk =
u∗k + uss, where u∗k is the first control move of the optimal sequence u→k−1 computed at k ≥ 0.
Figure 4.3 shows the structure of the proposed scheme. Note that terminal constraints are not
considered in this thesis.
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the 2-area deregulated power system
Area 1 Area 2
GenCo1,1 GenCo1,2 GenCo2,4 GenCo2,4
Governor time constant TGi,k (s) 0.085 0.1 0.09 0.075
Turbine time constant TTi,k (s) 0.54 0.375 0.28 0.45
Droop Ri,k (Hz/pu) 3 3.9 4.2 3.5
Area participation factor γi,k 0.55 0.45 0.5 0.5
Frequency bias βi (pu/Hz) 0.532 0.495
Equivalent inertia constant Hi (pu s) 0.21 0.24
Equivalent damping Di (pu/Hz) 0.008 0.007
Observer
MPC
Target calculator
System
bk
yk
uk
ssy
)u,(x ssss
bk
ˆ
xkˆ
TSO
Figure 4.3: Block overview of the MPC scheme
4.5 Simulation and discussion
In this section, simulation evidence and some discussions are provided to demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed CMPC based LFC. The parameters of the 2-area deregulated power
system are shown in Table 4.1; the selection of these parameters are guided by the ones used
in [22]. Other parameters are: T12 = 0.765 pu/Hz; ts = 0.2 s;
∣∣∣ ˙∆PMi,k∣∣∣ ≤ 0.003 pu/s (the same
GRC for all GenCos);
∣∣∣∆PCi ∣∣∣ ≤ 0.018 (the same input constraints for each area). Both GRC
and input constraints constraints are taken as hard constraints, and are imposed on the system
during simulation. The state and input weightings of the MPC cost are Q = 100Ix and R = Iu
respectively, where Ix is an identity matrix whose size is equal to the number of system states,
and Iu is an identity matrix whose size is equal to the number of system inputs.
A prediction horizon nc = 50 is used in (4.18) to obtain (4.20). To obtain the inequality
constraint (4.28), the constraint at the current sample (4.27) is calculated ny steps into the
future, where ny = 5nc, and the input sequence u→k−1 is truncated after nc steps, making Fc
in (4.28) a ’tall and thin’ matrix. The choice ny is to ensure recursive feasibility in some sense,
since nc was selected via tuning. Furthermore, for comparison purposes, an infinite horizon
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Figure 4.4: Frequency deviations ∆fi Hz and area control errors ACEi pu in area 1 and 2 (case
1).
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is also simulated, with the same Q , R, and initial states
as the CMPC, and the results are presented alongside. Details of the LQR formulation are
omitted as it is standard in the literature.
In the simulation, two cases are considered. The first considers the scenario where LFC is
supplied through bilateral LM contract only with no contract violation. The second case
considers the scenario where LFC is initially supplied via LM contract and then uncontracted
load changes occur. The magnitudes of contracted and uncontracted load changes considered
in this chapter and throughout the thesis are guided by the values utilised in [22, 222].
4.5.1 Case-1: Bilateral LFC with no uncontracted load changes
This section demonstrates the scenario where all DisCos self-provide LFC via bilateral trans-
action with no uncontracted load changes in the network. Under this condition, ∆PU1 and
∆PU2 in (4.1) and (4.2) respectively are zero and the control signals from the TSO (∆PC1 and
∆PC2 ) are expected to have a zero steady state value. The considered DPM in this case is
DPM=

0.4 0.25 0.1 0.3
0.2 0.25 0.2 0.25
0.1 0.25 0.5 0.2
0.3 0.25 0.2 0.25
 (4.32)
Assuming each DisCo in area 1 has a contracted load change of 0.0035 pu and each DisCo in
area 2 has a contracted load change of 0.002 pu. Using (4.5), the desired incremental generation
of each GenCo at steady state can be calculated. Figure 4.4 shows the frequency deviations
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(top) and ACE (bottom) of each control area. As expected, they both converged to zero since
the DisCos catered for their total load changes via the bilateral LM contract and no violation
of contracts.
Moreover, Figure 4.5 shows the change in the power output of each GenCo; the desired gener-
ation of each GenCo has been calculated and represented in Figure 4.5 as a black dotted line.
It can be seen that each GenCo fulfilled their contractual obligation by tracking the desired
incremental generation.
The generation rate of each GenCo is shown in Figure 4.6, where the black dotted lines are
limit on incremental generation rate (upper bound) and decremental generation rate (lower
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Figure 4.5: Change in the output power ∆PMi,k pu of GenCos in area 1 and 2 (case 1). Black
dotted lines are the desired generation based on the DPM and contracted load changes.
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Figure 4.6: Generation rate of GenCos ˙∆PMi,k pu/s in area 1 and 2 (case 1). The black dotted
lines are the constraint bounds.
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Figure 4.7: Control inputs ∆PCi in area 1 and 2, and net tie line deviation in area 1 ∆P tie1
pu (case 1). Left dotted lines: bounds on control inputs. Right dotted line: scheduled net
incremental tie line flow of area 1 ∆P tie,sh1 pu based on inter-area bilateral LM contract.
Table 4.2: Uncontracted load changes in each area
Uncontracted change in area 1, ∆PU1 0.0107 pu 0 pu -0.012 pu 0 pu
Time occurred in area 1 from 0 s 8.6 s 18.4 s 27.4 s 36 s
Uncontracted change in area 2, ∆PU2 -0.0107 pu 0 pu 0.012 pu 0 pu
Time occurred in area 2 from 0 s 9.6 s 18.8s 27.2s 36.2 s
bound). It can be seen that in most cases, LQR provided a more sustained saturation than the
CMPC scheme. Finally, Figure 4.7 shows the control inputs in each area (left) and net tie line
deviation in area 1 (right); the black dotted lines in the ∆PCi plots are the input constraints
bounds, while the black dotted line in the ∆P tie1 plot is the scheduled net incremental tie line
flow computed using (4.11) and its value is -0.00252 pu.
The control inputs converged to zero because no uncontracted load changes occurred; the area
participation factors in Table 4.1 only affected the system behaviour during transients. Also,
unlike in the traditional power system where the net tie line deviation is required to converge
to zero (see Figure 2.11), ∆P tie1 in Figure 4.7 converged to a nonzero value. This is because
DisCos in a CA can procure LFC in the form of LM bilateral contract from GenCos in another
area. Note that ∆P tie1 =−∆P tie2 since equal area capacity is assumed. The negative value of
∆P tie1 (-0.00252 pu) indicates that area 1 is importing power. In general, there is no glaring
advantage of using MPC over LQR in this case as the input constraints are not active and this
is because the magnitudes of the contracted load changes are small; however, from Figure 4.5,
LQR causes some undershoots and this is because of the more sustained saturation it exhibited
in the GRC.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency deviations ∆fi Hz and area control errors ACEi pu in area 1 and 2 (case
2).
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Figure 4.9: Change in the output power ∆PMi,k pu of GenCos in area 1 and 2 (case 2). Black
dotted lines are the desired generation based on contracted load changes (computed using the
DPM) and uncontracted load changes (computed using area participation factors)
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Figure 4.10: Generation rate of GenCos ˙∆PMi,k pu/s in area 1 and 2 (case 2). The black dotted
lines are the constraint bounds.
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Figure 4.11: Control inputs ∆PCi in area 1 and 2, and net tie line deviation in area 1 ∆P tie1
pu (case 2). Left dotted lines: bounds on control inputs. Right dotted line: scheduled net
incremental tie line flow of area 1 ∆P tie,sh1 pu based on inter-area bilateral LM contract.
4.5.2 Case-2 : Bilateral LFC with uncontracted load change
This section demonstrates the scenario were bilateral LM contracts exist between GenCos and
DisCos and then uncontracted load changes occured. The same DPM and contracted load
change assumed as in case-1 is used here. Under this condition, ∆PU1 and/or ∆PU2 in (4.1)
and (4.2) are/is nonzero at some point. As previously stated, uncontracted load changes are
handled by GenCos in the area where load changes occurred, and therefore, the net tie line
deviation in this scenario is expected to be the scheduled value of case-1 ( -0.00252 pu).
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Furthermore, it is expected that GenCos would take up the excess power (uncontracted) ac-
cording to their γi,k values stated in Table 4.1. Assume uncontracted load changes occurred
in each area whose values and time of occurrence is shown in Table 4.2. The desired change in
generation of each GenCo has been calculated using the relationship in (4.5) as well as the area
participation factor of each GenCo in Table 4.1. As an example, the desired value of ∆PM1,1 is
given as:
∆PM1,1(desired) =
4∑
l = 1
η1,l∆PL1,l + γ1,1∆PU1 (4.33)
The frequency deviations (top) and ACE (bottom) of each area, under case-2, are shown in
Figure 4.8. As expected, ∆f1, ∆f2, ACE1 and ACE2 converged to zero. Moreover, LQR
resulted in more undershoots and overshoots and this is because it lacks systematic constraints
handling. The change in power output of each GenCo is presented in Figure 4.9, where the
black dotted lines are used to specify the desired generation of each GenCo. It can be seen from
the change in power outputs that the CMPC tracks the desired generation more effectively as
compared to the LQR; this is because, CMPC accounted for the generation rate constraints of
each GenCo.
The generation rate of each GenCo is shown in Figure 4.10. It can be seen that the LQR spends
more time in saturation than the CMPC, and this justifies the constraint handling capability
of CMPC. Finally, the control inputs in each area (left) and net tie line deviation (right) in
area 1 are shown in Figure 4.11. It can be seen that at the times when the uncontracted load
change in each area is nonzero (see Table 4.2), the control signals are nonzero. Furthermore,
CMPC performs better in terms of handling the input constraints.
For the net tie line deviation, the black dotted line is used to specify the scheduled net incre-
mental tie line flow ∆P tie,sch1 . The net tie line deviation ∆P tie1 always settles at the scheduled
value (-0.00252 pu) at steady state, after uncontracted changes have been rejected, and this
shows that each control area handled its own uncontracted load variations.
4.6 Conclusion
The main duty of a multi-area LFC (to eliminate active power imbalance in networks) is
preserved in the deregulated environment, however with key modifications to the age-long tra-
ditional LFC framework. The basics of such modifications, which primarily consist of account-
ing for bilateral load matching contracts between GenCos and DisCos based on the concept of
DisCo participation matrix, can be understood when a 2-area system is considered. Moreover,
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this chapter has demonstrated via simulation, for a 2-area deregulated system, that by explic-
itly incorporating GRC and input constraints into a LFC design, a better LFC performance
can be achieved, and that a predictive control technique may be a better choice for LFC in
that respect. Also, it has been shown that predictive control can effectively reject uncontracted
load changes and coordinate the transient behaviour of a system when contracted load changes
occur.
It is vital to mention that the results presented in this thesis have not be compared with
the integral control LFC scheme used in the industry. This is as a result of the difficulty in
obtaining a suitable integral gain that can offer a sensible response for the deregulated LFC
case. In a traditional power system structure, an equivalent machine model is used in each CA
to represent generating units within that territory. Hence the load frequency control problem
in a control area is SISO, as demonstrated in Section 2.1.6 using integral control. However,
in the deregulated case, each generating unit in a CA (known as a GenCo and consists of a
governor and a turbine model) is considered separately as opposed to an equivalent machine.
Furthermore, local and cross-border bilateral contracts signals are introduced into the LFC
model and thus, load disturbances impact on CAs not only through the tie-lines, but also
through various possible bilateral load matching (LM) contracts. Consequently, the control
problem considered in each area is multivariable (highly interactive) and obtaining integral
gains using classical control method is difficult. No work in the literature has considered
designing classical integral control scheme for deregulated LFC problems and the PI-based
deregulated LFC schemes in the literature are largely based on intelligent methods [85, 170].
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Chapter 5
Generalised LFC model in the
deregulated framework
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, it was emphasised that a 2-area benchmark system is a good choice of
multi-area system to gain insights into the key modifications required to obtain a deregulated
load frequency control (LFC) model from the traditional model described in Chapter 2. Thus,
the previous chapter demonstrated the potency of predictive control based LFC on a 2-area
deregulated benchmark system. However, realistic power system interconnections may consist
of several (more than two) control areas (CAs) linked by tie lines. Furthermore, while the
CAs within practical interconnections usually have unequal rated capacities, equal ratings
were assumed for the 2-area system in the previous chapter. Hence, deregulated LFC studies
involving more than 2-areas, where unequal area ratings are considered, are required.
While the 2-area study provided good insight into the key modifications required to develop
a deregulated model, some steps presented in Section 4.3 such as determining the total LM
contractual obligation of a GenCo Si,k, the net tie line flow dynamics of each area (4.10)
and scheduled net incremental tie line flow (4.11) and (4.12) for large scale interconnections
with several CAs, having numerous GenCos and DisCos in each CA that are making local
and cross-border transactions may be burdensome. Moreover, accounting for the difference in
rated capacities of control areas in deregulated LFC models, especially in a large scale type,
might be tricky; previous works often assumed that CAs have equal rated capacities. Thus, it
is necessary to develop a generic framework that provides a systematic procedure to develop
realistic deregulated LFC benchmark models for interconnections of any size.
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Therefore, in reference to the third objective of this thesis as stated in Section 1.4, this chapter
proposes a novel generalised model for load frequency control studies in a deregulated envi-
ronment. The key advantage of this formulation is that it can accommodate LFC studies
in the more pragmatic case, where interconnected control areas (CAs) having different rated
capacities, or when equal CA ratings are considered. The significance and effectiveness of
this formulation is demonstrated using a 7-area deregulated network. The test network is a
modification of the CIGRE-7 machine test system. The 7-area deregulated network will be
used in Chapters 6 and 7 for control design studies. Moreover, an additional 4-area deregu-
lated benchmark model is developed to demonstrate, further, the usefulness of the generalised
formulation and to provide more insight into how one can utilise the generalised formulation
to develop a LFC model for any choice of network. The 4-area model is used as one of the
case study models in Chapter 7 to provide more evidence on the benefit of a distributed MPC
scheme.
This chapter is based on the work in [35] and a part of [36] and its a key contribution in this
thesis. The organisation of the chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 provides a summary of the main
contributions of this chapter; Section 5.3 presents the generalised deregulated LFC framework;
Section 5.4 applies the generalised framework to develop a 7-area deregulated benchmark
model; Section 5.5 presents simulation evidence and discussions; Section 5.6 develops a 4-area
deregulated benchmark model; Section 5.7 provides some concluding remarks.
5.2 A summary of the main contributions
The main contributions in this chapter are summarised below:
• Proposes a generalised formulation of a deregulated LFC model for an N control area
network, which can accommodate studies where control areas either have unequal rated
capacities or equal rated capacities.
• Develops a 7-area deregulated benchmark model by applying the proposed generalised
model, and provides simulation evidence to demonstrate the importance of considering
the difference in area rated capacities.
• A 4-area deregulated benchmark model is also developed to further demonstrate the use-
fulness of the generalised formulation, and to provide more insight into how the LFC
model of any deregulated power network can be developed from the generalised formu-
lation.
Note that the main reason for considering the difference in rated capacities is that in power
system analysis, power quantities are usually expressed in their per-unit (pu) equivalent, that
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is, they are expressed as a fraction of a base value. At the interconnection level of power
systems, the rated capacity of a CA may be considered as the base in that area, and this value
is likely to vary from one CA to the other. Thus, when there is bilateral LM contracts across
CA boundaries, a change of base should be applied. If the difference in the rated capacities
is not considered in the contract information, a GenCos on a LM contract may generate an
incorrect amount of incremental power when it contracts with DisCos outside its CA leading
to a power imbalance and consequently, frequency offsets in each area of the interconnected
system. It is vital to emphasise that if GenCos contract with DisCos in their CA only (no
contractual power flow across tie lines), or if power quantities are expressed in their actual
megawatt values rather than in pu values, neglecting the difference in area rated capacities in
LFC would not create a power imbalance in the network.
5.3 Generalised model
This section proposes a new generalised formulation for LFC studies in a deregulated power
system; the generalised formulation is one contribution in this chapter. GenCos and DisCos
within and across CA boundaries can bilaterally make a LM contract, and they are also
responsible for having data channels to exchange the necessary contract data/information
and measurements required to perform load matching functions. In theory, GenCos in LM
contracts are obliged to regulate their power output to follow DisCos’ contracted load changes,
and DisCos are to monitor their load continuously to avoid contract violations [55, 56]. The
entire contract data are used to build the DPM which is available to the TSO for supervision,
and also for supplementary control purposes when uncontracted load changes occur [29]. The
nomenclature used in this section is defined in Table 5.1.
5.3.1 DisCo participation matrix
The DPM of an interconnected power system with n GenCos (DPM rows) and m DisCos
(DPM columns) is
DPM =

η1,1 η1,2 · · · η1,m
η2,1 η2,2 · · · η2,m
...
...
...
...
η(n−1),1 η(n−1),2 · · · η(n−1),m
ηn,1 ηn,2 · · · ηn,m
 ;
n∑
k=1
ηk,l = 1 (5.1)
where η is a contract participation factor; ηk,l represents the fraction of the lth DisCo’s total
LM requirements contracted to the kth GenCo; ηk,l = 0 if there is no LM contract between
GenCo k and DisCo l , or GenCo k and DisCo l belong to a different CA with no tie line
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Table 5.1: Nomenclature
A Index set of the CAs in the network {1, 2, · · · ,N}
Ad Index set of CAs with independent tie line flows, Ad ⊆ A
ANei Index set of CAs connected to the ith CA, ANei ⊆ A
G Index set of GenCos in the network, {1, 2, · · · , n}
Gi Index of GenCos in the ith CA, Gi ⊆ G
D Index set of DisCos in the network, {1, 2, · · · ,m}
Di Index set of DisCos in the ith CA, Di ⊆ D
GNei Index set of GenCos in the CA(s) connected to the ith CA
∆fi Deviation in frequency in the ith CA [Hz]
∆P tiei Deviation in net interchange power in the ith CA [pu]
∆PLi Total contracted load change of DisCos in the ith CA [pu]
∆PUi Total uncontracted load change in the ith CA [pu]
Hi Equivalent inertia constant in the ith CA [pu s]
Di Equivalent damping coefficient in the ith CA [pu/Hz]
∆P tie,shi Net scheduled incremental tie-line flow in the ith CA
ACEi Area control error in the ith CA
βi Frequency bias setting in the ith CA
∆PMi Total change in power output in the ith CA [pu]
∆PMi,k change in power output of GenCo k in the ith CA [pu]
∆PLi,l Contracted load change of DisCo l in the ith CA
TTi,k Turbine time constant ofGenCo k in the ith CA [s]
TGi,k Governor time constant of GenCo k in the ith CA [s]
∆PVi,k Change in governor output, of GenCo k in the ith CA [pu]
Ri,k Droop characteristic of GenCo k in the ith CA [Hz/pu]
Si,k Contracted demands of GenCo k in the ith CA
γi,k Area participating factor of GenCo k in the ith CA
Pri Rated capacity of the ith CA
connections. Also, each contract participation must satisfy the condition 0 ≤ ηk,l ≤ 1. The
entries of the DPM are the contract information. The block diagram of the ith CA is shown
in Figure 5.1.
5.3.2 Swing equation
For the ith CA, assuming small deviations from nominal, the linearised swing equation is:
∆f˙i =
1
Hi
(
∆PMi −Di∆fi −∆P tiei −∆PLi −∆PUi
)
∀i ∈ A (5.2)
where
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∆PMi =
∑
k∈Gi
∆PMi,k; ∆PLi =
∑
l∈Di
∆PLi,l (5.3)
Note that it is assumed that all generators in a CA form a coherent group, i.e., they all swing
in unison when the CA is subjected to a small disturbance, hence, the reason to define a single
frequency ∆fi for the ith CA.
The tie line equations (5.4), (5.5a) and (5.5b) presented in the following section were extracted
from Section (2.1.3.4) and the only additions are the index sets A and Ad appended to (5.4)
for the generalised case; the expressions (5.5a) and (5.5b) and descriptions are included for
readability.
5.3.3 Net tie line flow deviation
The net tie line deviation ∆P tiei in the ith CA, based on DC power flow equation, is
∆P tiei =
∑
j∈ANei
∆P tieij ∀i ∈ A
˙∆P tiei =
∑
j∈ANei
˙∆P tieij ∀i ∈ Ad (5.4)
where
∆P tieij = Yij
(
∆δi −∆δj
)
; ˙∆P tieij = Tij
(
∆fi −∆fj
)
(5.5a)
∆P tieji = −
Pri
Prj
∆P tieij = −αij∆P tieij (5.5b)
Here, Tij = 2piYij ; δi rad is the equivalent rotor swing angle of the ith CA (assuming coherency
within a CA); ∆P tieij pu, Tij pu/Hz, Yij pu/rad and αij are the deviation in tie line flow, tie
line synchronizing coefficient, line admittance and rated capacity ratio between the ith and jth
CAs respectively; αij = 1 if the rated capacities of the ith and jth CAs are equal . Note that in
reality, no two CAs are equal in rated capacity, and this is considered in this new formulation.
In network analysis, a convention for the direction of power flow between two connected nodes
(CAs) is usually chosen. Hence, (5.5b) is used to adjust the direction of tie line flow between
two connected areas to reflect the convention chosen in the interconnected CAs.
For an N-area system, there would be N net tie line power flows
{
∆P tie1 ,∆P tie2 , · · · , P tieN
}
, and
only N − 1 net tie line flows can be independently controlled. Hence only N − 1 independent
net tie line deviations are considered as system states, and the Nth dependent tie line flow is
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automatically controlled once the N− 1 independent net flows are regulated to their scheduled
(contracted) value. An uncontrollability problem may arise if one attempts to regulate the N
net tie line flows to their respective contracted values. The dependence property can be verified
by evaluating the rank of the network admittance matrix, which depends on the network
topology [223]. The N net tie line deviations can be collectively expressed as:

∆P tie1
∆P tie2
...
∆P tieN
 =

∑
j∈ANe1
Y1j −Y12 · · · −Y1N
−Y21 ∑
j∈ANe2
Y2j · · · −Y2N
...
... . . .
...
−YN1 −YN2 · · · ∑
j∈ANeN
YNj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

∆δ1
∆δ2
...
∆δN
 (5.6)
where Y ∈ RN×N is the network admittance matrix, entry Yij = 0 if there is no connection
between area i and j. The rank of the admittance matrix indicates the number of net tie line
flows that can be controlled independently, and it is usually N− 1 .
5.3.4 Turbine dynamics
The turbine equation (5.7) in this section has the same form as the one presented in (4.9).
However, (5.7) has the index sets A and Gi written alongside to have the generalised case. For
small deviations around nominal settings, the turbine dynamics of the kth GenCo in the ith
CA is:
˙∆PMi,k = sat
i
˙∆PMi,k
(( 1
TTi,k
(
∆PVi,k −∆PMi,k
))) ∀i ∈ A, ∀k ∈ Gi (5.7)
5.3.5 Governor dynamics
The governor equation (5.8) in this section has the same form as the one presented in (4.6).
However, (5.8) has the index sets A and Gi written alongside to have the generalised case. The
description provided immediately after (5.8) is to aid readability. The governor dynamics of
the kth GenCo in the ith CA is
˙∆PVi,k =
1
TGi,k
(
γi,k∆PCi −∆PVi,k −
1
Ri,k
∆fi + Si,k
)
∀i ∈ A,∀k ∈ Gi (5.8)
Note that in the deregulated environment, TSOs secure LFC commitments in advance from
GenCos to cater for uncontracted load variations in their CA, and each participating GenCo
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would provide information on how much they can contribute in compensating for the total
uncontracted variations that may occur in their CA; the magnitude of γi,k determines how
much each GenCo participating in a TSO’s supplementary control is ready to contribute. For
the ith CA, a vector of the area particpating factors, γi, is:
γi =
[
γi,1 γi,2 · · · γi,ni
]T
;
ni∑
k=1
γi,k = 1; 0 ≤ γi,k ≤ 1 (5.9)
Here, for clarity, it is assumed that GenCos the ith CA are indexed from 1 to ni, that is,
Gi = {1, 2, · · · , ni}, and ni is the total number of GenCos in the ith CA. Note that a different
indexing (not necessarily serial) can be used and the concept here remains unchanged. In (5.9),
the area participation factor of a GenCo not participating in TSO’s supplementary control is
set to zero.
5.3.6 Contracted signal
The contracted signal, Si,k, in the generalised form, accounting for the difference in rated
capacities of CAs is
Si,k =
∑
l∈Di
ηk,l∆PLi,l +
∑
j∈ANei
{∑
l∈Dj
ηk,lαji∆PLj,l
}
∀i ∈ A,∀k ∈ Gi (5.10)
The signal, Si,k, consist of the lumped LM requirements of DisCos in the ith CA and DisCos
in CAs connected to area i (neighbouring CAs). Si,k is zero if GenCo k in area i is not
committed to a LM contract. The desired output of a GenCo k in area i participating in both
a LM contract and TSO’s supplementary control ∆PMi,k(desired) can be calculated using
∆PMi,k(desired) = Si,k + γi,k∆PUi
∆PMi (desired) =
∑
k∈Gi
∆PMi,k(desired) (5.11)
If a GenCo k in area i subscribed to LM contract only, γi,k in (5.11) is zero; if the GenCo
subscribed to TSO’s supplementary control only (to handle uncontracted load changes), Si,k
is set to zero. Note that (5.11) is not part of the system model, but can serve as a reference
to check that a GenCo is fulfilling its LFC obligations.
The expression (5.12) in the following section is exactly the same as (4.11) but included for
readability.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of ith CA in the deregulated framework. Diagram assumes GenCos
in the ith CA are indexed {1, 2, · · ·ni}, and ni is the total number of GenCos in the ith CA. The
red dash-dot lines indicates contractual information, and this is absent in the VIU framework.
5.3.7 Scheduled net incremental tie line flow
The scheduled (contracted) net incremental tie line flow of the ith CA ∆P tie,schi is
∆P tie,shi =
{contracted incremental demands of DisCos
in other areas from GenCos in area i
}
−
{contracted incremental demands of DisCos
in area i from GenCos in other areas
}
(5.12)
A generalised form of the scheduled net incremental tie line flow, accounting for the difference
in rated capacities of CAs is
∆P tie,shi =
∑
j∈ANei
∑
g∈Gi
∑
l∈Dj
ηg,lαji∆PLj,l −
∑
g∈GNei
∑
l∈Di
ηg,l∆PLi,l ∀i ∈ A (5.13)
Note that ∆P tiei should be equal to ∆P
tie,sh
i at steady state, even when uncontracted load
changes are present. Also, because DisCos can purchase LFC in the form of LM contracts
within and across their CA boundaries, ∆P tiei could be nonzero at steady state. The non-zero
∆P tiei means that contract data/information and measurements must be incorporated in the
traditional area control error calculation. This is a departure from the VIU framework where
one of the control objectives is to regulate ∆P tiei to zero. Note that (5.10) and (5.13) are the
new information in the deregulated environment, and they have been expressed as a function
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of αji to account for the different CA ratings, which has been largely ignored in the previous
works.
The area control error (5.14) presented in the following section is exactly the same as (4.13)
except for the index set A that was included in (5.14) to have the generalised form.
5.3.8 Area control error
The area control error (ACE) of the ith CA in the new framework is
ACEi = βi∆fi + ∆P tie,erri ; ∆P
tie,err
i = ∆P tiei −∆P tie,shi ∀i ∈ A (5.14)
With the modification of the ACE to include ∆P tie,erri instead of using the net tie line deviation
∆P tiei used in the traditional LFC formulation (see (2.17)) , the primary objective of regulating
ACE to zero is retained in the deregulated scenario.
5.3.9 Summary
A generalised power system model for LFC studies in a deregulated power system has been
developed based on the DPM concept. This formulation can handle interconnected CAs with
equal and unequal ratings, making it more versatile than the previous formulations. The key
equations needed to develop a deregulated LFC model are (5.1), (5.2), (5.4), (5.7), (5.8), (5.10),
(5.13) and (5.14).
5.4 7-area LFC deregulated model
This section presents one of the contributions of this chapter, which is to develop a 7-area
deregulated benchmark system; the benchmark system is required to show the significance and
effectiveness of the generalised formulation. The 7-area model is also needed to demonstrate
the efficacy of the predictive control schemes proposed in Chapters 6 and 7. As stated earlier,
the 7-area network is a modification/extension of the 7-machine CIGRE test network; the
CIGRE network consists of 7 generators and 3 load buses/nodes. Most LFC studies in the
literature limit their formulations to a maximum of 4-area, where equal area rated capacities
are often assumed. A single line diagram of the partitioned 7-machine CIGRE network and
the resulting 7-area deregulated network is shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 respectively.
In this work, the extended 7 CAs network contains a total of 33 GenCos and 46 DisCos which
are distributed as shown in Table 5.2; the network also has a CA that is connected to 5 other
CAs, and another CA linked to 4 other CAs, and with the majority of the CAs connected
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Figure 5.2: 7-machine CIGRE network partitioned into 7-areas
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Figure 5.3: 7-area deregulated system having GenCos and DisCos in each area
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Table 5.2: GenCos and DisCos distribution within CAs for the 7-area network
CA index No. of GenCo & index (Gi) No. of DisCo & index (Di)
1 5 & {1, · · · , 5} 7 & {1, · · · , 7}
2 4 & {6, · · · , 9} 5 &{8, · · · , 12}
3 5 & {10, · · · , 14} 7 & {13, · · · , 19}
4 6 & {15, · · · , 20} 8 & {20, · · · , 27}
5 4 & {21, · · · , 24} 5 & {28, · · · , 32}
6 5 & {25, · · · , 29} 8 & {33, · · · , 40}
7 4 & {30, · · · , 33} 6 & {41, · · · , 46}
to two neighbours. Such level of complexity has never been considered in the deregulated
environment. Also shown in the table, are the indexes of the GenCos and DisCos, and they
are numbered serially from area 1 through 7; though they can also be indexed randomly and
would still fit into the new generalised formulation.
To develop the benchmark model, the index sets defined alongside the equations in Section 5.3
must be stated. Once these sets are specified, it can be applied appropriately in the generalised
formulation to model the 7-area interconnected system. From Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3, the
relevant index sets can be defined, and they are presented in Table 5.3; these sets are used
throughout this section.
5.4.1 Swing equation : 7-area system
For the 7-area system, the swing equations for each area can be written by applying the index
sets A, Gi, Di defined in Table 5.3 on (5.2) and (5.3):
∆f˙1 =
1
H1
(
{4PM1,1 + · · ·+4PM1,5} −∆P tie1 −D1∆f1
−{4PL1,1 + · · ·+4PL1,7} −∆PU1
)
(5.15a)
...
∆f˙7
1
H7
(
{4PM7,30 + · · ·+4PM7,33} −∆P tie7 −D7∆f7
−{4PL7,41 + · · ·+4PL7,46} −∆PU7
)
(5.15b)
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Table 5.3: Index sets of 7-area benchmark system
G1 = {1, · · · , 5}, G2 = {6, · · · , 9}, G3 = {10, · · · , 14} ,G4 = {15, · · · , 20}
G5 = {21, · · · , 24}, G6 = {25, · · · , 29} ,G7 = {30, · · · , 33}
D1 = {1, · · · , 7}, D2 = {8, · · · , 12}, D3 = {13, · · · , 19} , D4 = {20, · · · , 27}
D5 = {28, · · · , 32} , D6 = {33, · · · , 40} , D7 = {41, · · · , 46}
ANe1 = {3, 4}, ANe2 = {4}, ANe3 = {1, 4, 5, 7}, ANe4 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}
ANe5 = {3, 4}, ANe6 = {4, 7}, ANe7 = {3, 6},
A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, Ad = {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
GNe1 = G3 ∪ G4, GNe2 = G4, GNe3 = G1 ∪ G4 ∪ G5 ∪ G7,GNe7 = G3 ∪ G6
GNe4 = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 ∪ G5 ∪ G6, GNe5 = G3 ∪ G4, GNe6 = G4 ∪ G7
5.4.2 Net tie line flow deviation : 7-area system
The net tie line flows for the 7-areas based on the flow convention (direction of arrows on tie
lines) adopted in Figure 5.3, with A and Ad defined in Table 5.3, are:
∆P tie1 = ∆P tie14 − α31∆P tie31 (5.16a)
∆P tie2 = −α42∆P tie42 (5.16b)
∆P tie3 = ∆P tie37 + ∆P tie31 − α43∆P tie43 − α53∆P tie53 (5.16c)
∆P tie4 = ∆P tie45 + ∆P tie43 − α14∆P tie14 − α64∆P tie64 + ∆P tie42 (5.16d)
∆P tie5 = ∆P tie53 − α45∆P tie45 (5.16e)
∆P tie6 = ∆P tie64 − α76∆P tie76 (5.16f)
∆P tie7 = ∆P tie76 − α37∆P tie37 (5.16g)
An admittance matrix Y ∈ R7x7 can be constructed for the 7-area network by substituting
∆P tieij of (5.5a) into (5.16a)-(5.16g), and this is presented in (A.6). For any value of Yij
assumed, the admittance matrix Y of (A.6) always has a rank of 6, and therefore one of the 7
net tie line flows must be eliminated1. Here, ∆P tie2 is eliminated (any other choice of ∆P tiei is
also convenient) and expressed as:
∆P tie2 = −(α42α14∆P tie1 +
α42
α43
∆P tie3 + α42∆P tie4 +
α42
α45
∆P tie5
+α42α64∆P tie6 + α42α64α76∆P tie7 ) (5.17)
1To check that Y is always singular, replace Yij in (A.6) with any value, assume equal area capacities αij = 1
and then compute the determinant of Y . This is also true when αij 6= 1.
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Consequently, the dynamics of the net tie line deviations adopted as part of system states are:
˙∆P tie1 = (T14 + α31T31)∆f1 − α31T31∆f3 − T14∆f4 (5.18a)
˙∆P tie3 = (T31 + α53T53 + α43T43 + T37)∆f3 − T31∆f1 − α43T43∆f4
−α53∆f5 − T37∆f7 (5.18b)
˙∆P tie4 = (T42 + T45 + α14T14 + T43 + α64T64)∆f4 − α14T14∆f1 − T42∆f2
−T43∆f3 − T45∆f5 − α64T64∆f6 (5.18c)
˙∆P tie5 = (T53 + α45T45)∆f5 − T53∆f3 − α45T45∆f4 (5.18d)
∆ ˙P tie6 = (T64 + α76T76)∆f6 − T64∆f4 − α76T76∆f7 (5.18e)
∆ ˙P tie7 = (T76 + α37T37)∆f7 − α37T37∆f3 − T76∆f6 (5.18f)
5.4.3 Turbine dynamics : 7-area system
The turbine dynamics of the 7-area system can be written by applying the sets A and Gi
defined in Table 5.3 on (5.7):
˙∆PM1,1 =
1
TT1,1
(
∆PV1,1 −∆PM1,1
)
, · · · , ˙∆PM1,5 =
1
TT1,5
(
∆PV1,5 −∆PM1,5
)
(5.19a)
...
˙∆PM7,30 =
1
TT7,30
(
∆PV7,30 −∆PM7,30
)
, · · · , ˙∆PM7,33 =
1
TT7,33
(
∆PV7,33 −∆PM7,33
)
(5.19b)
The saturation in (5.7), representing generation rate constraint, has been omitted for conve-
nience. It will be considered in the design of model predictive controllers in Chapters 6 and
7.
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5.4.4 Governor dynamics : 7-area system
The governor dynamics of the 7-area system can be written by applying the sets A and Gi
defined in Table 5.3 on (5.8):
˙∆PV1,1 =
1
TG1,1
(
γ1,1∆PC1 −∆PV1,1 −
∆f1
R1,1
+ S1,1
)
, · · · , ˙∆PV1,5 =
1
TG1,5
(
γ1,5∆PC1 −∆PV1,5
−∆f1
R1,5
+ S1,5
)
(5.20a)
...
˙∆PV7,30
1
TG7,30
(
γ7,30∆PC7 −∆PV7,30 −
∆f7
R7,30
+ S7,30
)
, · · · , ˙∆PV7,33 =
1
TG7,33
(
γ7,33∆PC7
−∆PV7,33 −
∆f7
R7,33
+ S7,33
)
(5.20b)
5.4.5 Contracted signal : 7-area system
For the 7-area network, the contracted signal Si,k of each the 33 GenCos is derived using (5.10)
and the defined sets A, Gi, Di and ANei , and they are substituted in the governor dynamics of
Section 5.4.4. For GenCo 1 in area 1, the contracted signal S1,1 is
S1,1 =
∑
l∈D1
η1,l∆PL1,l +
∑
j∈ANe1
{∑
l∈Dj
η1,lαj1∆PLj,l
}
=
(
η1,1∆PL1,1 + · · ·+ η1,7∆PL1,7
)
+
∑
l∈D3
η1,lα31∆PL3,l +
∑
l∈D4
η1,lα41∆PL4,l
= η1,D1∆P L1 + α31η1,D3∆P L3 +
1
α14
η1,D4∆P L4 (5.21)
∆P L1 =

∆PL1,1
...
∆PL1,7
 ,∆P L3 =

∆PL3,13
...
∆PL3,19
 ,∆P L4 =

∆PL4,20
...
∆PL4,27

η1,D1 =

η1,1
...
η1,7
 ; η1,D3 =

η1,13
...
η1,19
 ; η1,D4 =

η1,20
...
η1,27

where ∆P Li and ηk,Di are a column vector of contracted load changes of DisCos in the ith CA
and row vector of the contract particpation factors of DisCos in the ith CA having contract
with GenCo k respectively. A more compact form of (5.10) can be written:
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Si,k = ηk,Di∆P Li +
∑
j∈ANei
ηk,Djαji∆P Lj (5.22)
For example, for GenCo 33 in area 7, the contracted signal S7,33 using the compact from (5.22)
is:
S7,33 = η33,D7∆P L7 + η33,D3α37∆P L3 + η33,D6α67∆P L6 (5.23)
∆P L6 =

∆PL6,33
...
∆PL6,40
 ; ∆P L7 =

∆PL7,41
...
∆PL7,46

η33,D7 =

η33,41
...
η33,46
 ; η33,D3 =

η33,13
...
η33,19
 ; η33,D6 =

η33,33
...
η33,40

Note that (5.23) can also be obtained using (5.10). The Si,k for the other GenCos can be
derived using (5.23) and the derivations are omitted.
5.4.6 Scheduled net incremental tie line flow : 7-area system
The scheduled net incremental tie line flows for the 7-area system can be derived using (5.13)
and the following defined sets A, ANei , Gi, GNei and Di in Table 5.3:
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∆P tie,sh1 =
∑
j∈ANe1
{∑
g∈G1
{∑
l∈Dj
ηg,lαj1∆PLj,l
}}
−
∑
g∈GNe1
{∑
l∈D1
ηg,l∆PL1,l
}
=
∑
g∈G1
{∑
l∈D3
ηg,lα31∆PL3,l
}
+
∑
g∈G1
{∑
l∈D4
ηg,lα41∆PL4,l
}
−
∑
g∈GNe1
{∑
l∈D1
ηg,l∆PL1,l
}
=
∑
l∈D3
η1,lα31∆PL3,l +
∑
l∈D3
η2,lα31∆PL3,l +
∑
l∈D3
η3,lα31∆PL3,l +
∑
l∈D3
η4,lα31∆PL3,l
+
∑
l∈D3
η5,lα31∆PL3,l +
∑
l∈D4
η1,lα41∆PL4,l +
∑
l∈D4
η2,lα41∆PL4,l +
∑
l∈D4
η3,lα41∆PL4,l
+
∑
l∈D4
η4,lα41∆PL4,l +
∑
l∈D4
η5,lα41∆PL4,l −
∑
l∈D1
η10,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η11,l∆PL1,l
−
∑
l∈D1
η12,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η13,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η14,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η15,l∆PL1,l
−
∑
l∈D1
η16,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η17,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η18,l∆PL1,l −
∑
l∈D1
η19,l∆PL1,l
−
∑
l∈D1
η20,l∆PL1,l
= α31
(
η1,D3 + η2,D3 + η3,D3 + η4,D3 + η5,D3
)
∆P L3 +
1
α14
(
η1,D4 + η2,D4 + η3,D4
+η4,D4 + η5,D4
)
∆P L4 −
(
η10,D1 + η11,D1 + η12,D1 + η13,D1 + η14,D1 + η15,D1
+η16,D1 + η17,D1 + η18,D1 + η19,D1 + η20,D1
)
∆P L1 (5.24)
A more compact form of (5.13) can be written:
∆P tie,schi =
∑
j∈ANei
{∑
r∈Gi
ηr,Djαji∆P Lj
}
−
∑
r∈GNei
ηr,Di∆P Li (5.25)
∆P tie,sh7 =
∑
r∈G7
{
ηr,D3α37∆P L3 + ηr,D6α67∆P L6
}
−
{∑
r∈G3
ηr,D7 +
∑
r∈G6
ηr,D7
}
∆P L7
= α37
(
η30,D3 + η31,D3 + η32,D3 + η33,D3
)
∆P L3 +
1
α76
(
η30,D6 + η31,D6 + η32,D6
+ η33,D6
)
∆P L6 −
(
η10,D7 + η11,D7 + η12,D7 + η13,D7 + η14,D7 + η25,D7 + η26,D7
+ η27,D7 + η28,D7 + η29,D7
)
∆P L7 (5.26)
Similar to how ∆P tie,sh1 and ∆P
tie,sh
7 are derived, ∆P
tie,sh
2 , ∆P
tie,sh
3 ,∆P
tie,sh
4 ,∆P
tie,sh
5 and
∆P tie,sh6 can be derived using either (5.13) or (5.25); the details are omitted.
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5.4.7 The Area Control Error : 7-area system
The area control error (5.14) can be written for each area, given the set A and the expressions
∆P tie,shi :
ACE1 = β1∆f1 + ∆P tie1 −∆P tie,sh1 (5.27)
ACE2 β2∆f2 + ∆P tie2 −∆P tie,sh2 (5.28)
...
ACE7 = β7∆f7 + ∆P tie7 −∆P tie,sh7 (5.29)
Note that ∆P tie2 in (5.28) is replaced by (5.17) since ∆P tie2 is eliminated in the development
of the 7-area deregulated model.
5.4.8 State-space representation
Collecting the expressions in Sections 5.4.1 - 5.4.7 (as well as the expressions omitted), a
continuous time (CT) state space representation of the 7-area system can be expressed in a
compact form as:
x˙ = Acx + Bcu + Bdcd + Bbcb; y =Ccx + Dcd (5.30)
where
x =

x1
∆P tie1
x2
x3
∆P tie3
...
x7
∆P tie7

; d =

∆P L1
∆P L2
...
∆P L7
 ; u =

∆PC1
∆PC2
...
∆PC7
 ; b =

∆PU1
∆PU2
...
∆PU7
 ; y =

ACE1
ACE2
...
ACE7

x1 =

∆f1
∆PM1,1
∆PV1,1
...
∆PM1,5
∆PV1,5

; x2 =

∆f2
∆PM2,6
∆PV2,6
...
∆PM2,9
∆PV2,9

; · · · , x7 =

∆f7
∆PM7,30
∆PV7,30
...
∆PM7,33
∆PV7,33

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Table 5.4: Contracted load changes ∆PLi,j of each DisCo
∆PL1,1 ∆PL1,2 ∆PL1,3 ∆PL1,4 ∆PL1,5 ∆PL1,6 ∆PL1,7
0 0 0 0.04 0 0.04 0
∆PL2,8 ∆PL2,9 ∆PL2,10 ∆PL2,11 ∆PL2,12
0.04 0 0.02 0.02 0.02
∆PL3,13 ∆PL3,14 ∆PL3,15 ∆PL3,16 ∆PL3,17 ∆PL3,18 ∆PL3,19
0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0.04
∆PL4,20 ∆PL4,21 ∆PL4,22 ∆PL4,23 ∆PL4,24 ∆PL4,25 ∆PL4,26 ∆PL4,27
0.02 0 0.02 0 0 0.02 0 0.02
∆PL5,28 ∆PL5,29 ∆PL5,30 ∆PL5,31 ∆PL5,32
0.02 0.04 0 0.02 0
∆PL6,33 ∆PL6,34 ∆PL6,35 ∆PL6,36 ∆PL6,37 ∆PL6,38 ∆PL6,39 ∆PL6,40
0.04 0 0.04 0.02 0 0.04 0.02 0
∆PL7,41 ∆PL7,42 ∆PL7,43 ∆PL7,44 ∆PL7,45 ∆PL7,46
0 0 0 0.02 0 0.02
∆P L1 =

∆PL1,1
∆PL1,2
...
∆PL1,7
 ,∆P L2 =

∆PL2,8
∆PL2,9
...
∆PL2,12
 , · · · ,∆P L7 =

∆PL7,41
∆PL7,42
...
∆PL7,46

and Ac ∈ R79×79, Bc ∈ R79×7, Bdc ∈ R79×46, Bbc ∈ R79×7, Cc ∈ R7×79, Dc ∈ R7×46. Note that
the state-space form of (5.30) is exactly the same as the one stated in Chapter 4; however the
definition of the various system matrices and the vector of states, input and load changes are
different.
In summary, a state space model in CT has been developed for a 7-area deregulated power
system, and this benchmark system is needed to demonstrate significance and effectiveness
of the proposed generalised formulation. The test system is a modification of the 7-machine
CIGRE network, where the network was partitioned into 7-areas, and each area was populated
with a number of GenCos and DisCos.
5.5 Simulation and discussion
In this section, three case studies are presented to establish the significance and effectiveness
of the proposed generalised modelling framework for deregulated LFC studies. As stated in
Section 5.2, the difference in capacity ratings of the control areas can only create an imbalance
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Figure 5.4: Frequency deviations (left) and area control error (right) in each CA (case-1).
when inter-area bilateral power transaction exists. Thus, in this chapter, it is assumed that
LFC is procured via bilateral LM transactions only, where inter-area transaction is possible
and no uncontracted load variations.
Moreover, the key message in this chapter is not to argue the superiority of a control design
technique for LFC, but to show that the generalised framework proposed can be utilised for LFC
studies. Thus, an unconstrained centralised model predictive control is used to coordinate the
transient behaviour of the 7-area benchmark model and its details are omitted. The parameters
of the 7-area system are shown in Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3. The DPM ∈ R33×46 considered is
given in (A.7). Also, the CT state space representation (5.30) is discretised with a sampling
time ts = 0.05 s to obtain a discrete time equivalent.
5.5.1 Case-1: Equal rated capacities
This section presents the scenario where interconnected control areas are assumed to have
equal rated capacities, that is, in Section 5.4.2 the net tie line deviations, Section 5.4.5 con-
tracted signal to each GenCo, Section 5.4.6 scheduled net incremental tie line flows, αij = 1.
This is the common assumption in the LFC literature and this section is to show that the
proposed generalised formulation can accommodate such an assumption. Also, uncontracted
load variations are not considered, that is, ∆PUi = 0.
The assumed contracted load change of each DisCo is presented in Table 5.4. Figure 5.4 shows
the frequency deviations ∆fi and area control error ACEi in each area. As expected, both
∆fi and ACEi converged to zero since it is assumed that load changes in the network are
completely supplied via LM contracts and no uncontracted load variations. The net tie line
flow deviation in each area ∆P tiei is shown in Figure 5.5, where the black dotted lines are the
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scheduled net incremental tie line flows ∆P tie,shi calculated using the expressions in Section
5.4.6; ∆P tie5 is skipped. From Figure 5.5, it can be seen that each ∆P tiei tracks the scheduled
(contracted) value. Note that a negative ∆P tiei indicates that an area is importing power. Note
that although ∆P tie2 was eliminated from system states, it automatically tracked its scheduled
value.
Also, Figure 5.6 shows the total change in power output ∆PMi in each area, with areas 2, 4 and
6 omitted; the dotted lines in the figure are the total desired change in power output in each
area. The total change in power output in each area was obtained by summing the individual
changes in power output ∆PMi,k of the GenCos in each area using the first expression in (5.3),
while the total desired output change is calculated using (5.11). It can be seen from Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.5: The net tie line deviation in each CA (case-1). The back dotted lines indicate the
scheduled (contracted) net incremental tie line flows ∆P tie,shi of each area. ∆P tie5 is omitted
as it behaviour is similar to the others.
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Figure 5.6: Total change in power output ∆PMi in each CA (case-1). The black dotted lines
indicate the desired value in each CA. ∆PMi in area 2, 4 and 6 are not shown as their behaviour
is similar to the ones presented.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency deviations (left) and area control error (right) in each CA (case-2).
that the total power output of each area tracks its desired values, and this is the reason why
∆fi and ACEi converged to zero and ∆P tiei settles at its scheduled value.
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Figure 5.8: The net tie line deviation in each CA (case-2). The back dotted lines indicate the
scheduled (contracted) net incremental tie line flows ∆P tie,shi of each area assuming equal area
capacities as in case-1. ∆P tie3 is omitted as it behaviour is similar to the others.
5.5.2 Case-2: Unequal rated capacities but neglected in the contract (or
new) information
This section considers the scenario where each control area has different rated capacities, that
is, αij 6= 1 in the net tie line expressions of Section 5.4.2. The following area rated capacities
are assumed for each area: {Pr1 , Pr2 , · · · , Pr7} = {5500, 4800, 5000, 6200, 4500, 5800, 5600}.
Also, the ∆PUi = 0 scenario is considered. To demonstrate the effect of not incorporating
the difference in rated capacities of the CAs in the contract information, the different αij in
Section 5.4.5 contracted signals and Section 5.4.6 contracted/scheduled net incremental flows
are set to unity.
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Figure 5.9: Total change in power output ∆PMi in each CA (case-2). The black dotted lines
indicate the desired value in each CA assuming equal area capacities as in case-1. ∆PMi in
area 2, 4 and 6 are not shown as their behaviour is similar to the ones presented.
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Figure 5.10: Frequency deviations (left) and area control error (right) in each CA (case-3)
Assume the same contracted load changes of each DisCo as in case-1. Figure 5.7 shows fre-
quency deviations ∆fi (left) and area control error ACEi (right) in each area. The ACE of
each area converged to zero, similar to case-1. However, the frequency deviation of each area
experienced some offset. The fact that each ACE converged to zero could be misleading as an
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Figure 5.11: The net tie line deviation in each CA (case-3). The back dotted lines indicate the
scheduled (contracted) net incremental tie line flows ∆P tie,shi of each area assuming unequal
area capacities. ∆P tie7 is omitted as it behaviour is similar to the others.
operator monitoring the ACE of its local area may assume that the LFC objective has been
met. Nonetheless, according to (5.14), zeroing the ACE of each area can be accomplished in
two ways [2]: (i) It can be achieved when ∆P tiei = ∆P
tie,sch
i and ∆fi = 0. This is the situation
in case-1 and it represents a more appropriate outcome. (ii) It can also be achieved when
βi∆fi = ∆P tie,schi −∆P tiei , that is, when a compromise exists between the frequency error and
tie line error. This is the situation in case-2.
Furthermore, the net tie line flow deviation in each area ∆P tiei (∆P tie3 is omitted ) and total
change in power output in each area ∆PMi (areas 2, 4 and 6 omitted) are shown in Figures 5.8
and 5.9 respectively. The unconstrained MPC, whose objective is to zero each ACE, regulates
the total generation change in each area, see Figure 5.9, as well as the net tie line flow deviation
in each area, see Figure 5.8, to achieve a βi∆fi = ∆P tie,schi − ∆P tiei , and thus eliminate the
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Figure 5.12: Total change in power output ∆PMi in each CA (case-3). The black dotted lines
indicate the desired value in each CA assuming unequal area capacities. ∆PMi in area 2, 4 and
6 are not shown as their behaviour is similar to the ones presented.
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Figure 5.13: Single line diagram of a four-area network
ACE in each area, see Figure 5.7 (right). However, in addition to frequency deviation offsets,
each ∆PMi and ∆P tiei ends without tracking the desired values (indicated by black dotted
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lines). This is because, the difference in rated capacities was not considered in the contract
information.
5.5.3 Case-3: Unequal rated capacities and included in contract information
This section presents the scenario where the rated capacities of the CAs are different, i.e.
αij 6= 1, and this fact is also considered in the contract information. The rated capacities
assumed in case-2 are used here. Also, the ∆PUi = 0 scenario is considered. The contracted
load changes assumed in case-1 are used here.
Figure 5.10 shows the frequency deviations ∆fi (left) and area control error ACEi (right)
in each area. Both ∆fi and ACEi converged to zero indicating that the difference in rated
capacities of each area was correctly incoroporated in the contract information (Section 5.4.5
contracted signals and Section 5.4.6 contracted/scheduled net incremental flows) .
Moreover, Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the net tie line flow deviations (∆P tie7 is omitted) and
total change in power output (areas 2, 4 and 6 omitted) in each area respectively. It can
be seen that each ∆PMi tracks the desired value (black dotted lines) and each ∆P tiei settles
at the scheduled value (black dotted lines). It is vital to note that each ∆PMi and ∆P tiei
settles at values different from what was obtained in case-1, even though both cases use the
same contracted load changes (hence the total contracted load changes in the 7-area network
are the same in case-1, case-2 and case-3) and DPM. This happens because the different αij
incorporated in the new information redistribute the LM commitment of each GenCo.
5.6 Four-area deregulated state space model
This section presents one of the contributions of this chapter, which is to develop a deregulated
benchmark model for a 4-area power network. This is important to give the reader more insight
into how to build deregulated LFC models from the generalised formulation proposed in Section
5.3, and to further show the benefits of the generalised framework. The 4-area model is used
in Chapter 7, in addition to the 7-area model, to provide more evidence on the benefits of a
distributed MPC scheme. Figure 5.13 shows the single line diagram to the benchmark network.
The next thing that is required is to state the elements of the various index sets associated
with the generalised framework as it will differ from one network to another.
Table 5.5 shows the distribution of GenCos and DisCos within each CA for the 4-area network;
the index sets Gi and Di with their entries are also provided in the table . From Table 5.5, the
index set of the CAs in the network is: A = {1, 2, 3, 4}; this indicates that the network has
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Table 5.5: GenCos and DisCos distribution within CAs for the 4-area network
CA index No. of GenCos & index (Gi) No. of DisCos & index (Di)
1 3 & {1, 2, 3} 4 & {1, 2, 3, 4}
2 2 & {4, 5} 3 & {5, 6, 7}
3 3 & {6, 7, 8} 4 & {8, 9, 10, 11}
4 2 & {9, 10} 3 & {12, 13, 14}
4 areas. Moreover, the index sets of CAs connected to the ith area ANei , as seen from Figure
5.13, are: ANe1 = {2, 3, 4}, ANe2 = {1, 3}, ANe3 = {1, 2, 4}, ANe4 = {1, 3}. Also, the index set of
GenCos in the CAs connected to the ith area GNei are: GNe1 = G2 ∪ G3 ∪ G4, GNe2 = G1 ∪ G3,
GNe3 = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G4, GNe4 = G1 ∪ G3. With the elements of the necessary index sets being
defined, the swing equations in Section 5.4.1, dynamics of turbines in Section 5.4.3, dynamics
of governors in Section 5.4.4 and area control errors in Section 5.4.7, which were presented for
the 7-area network, can be easily written for the 4-area system; the details are not repeated
here.
The net tie line flows dynamics in Section 5.4.2, contracted signals in Section 5.4.5 scheduled
net incremental tie line flows in Section 5.4.6, derived for the 7-area network, are dependent on
the topology and size of the power interconnection; hence they need to be derived specifically
for the 4-area network. Their derivations are briefly described in the following sections.
5.6.1 Net tie line flow deviation : 4-area system
For a 4-area network, there would be four net tie line power flows
{
∆P tie1 ,∆P tie2 ,∆P tie3 , P tie4
}
and only three out of the four net flows can be controlled independently, and one of the net
flows must be eliminated from system’s states and expressed as a linear combination of the
others. In this study, the deviation in net tie line flow in area 3 ∆P tie3 is eliminated and the
index set of independent net flows is: Ad = {1, 2, 4}. Therfore, from Figure 5.13, ∆P tiei of the
different areas, given the sets ANei , A and Ad and using the generalised form (5.4), are:
∆P tie1 = ∆P12 + ∆P13 − α41∆P41 (5.31a)
∆P tie2 = ∆P23 − α12∆P12 (5.31b)
∆P tie3 = ∆P34 − α23∆P23 − α13∆P13 (5.31c)
∆P tie4 = ∆P41 − α34∆P34 (5.31d)
Expressing ∆P tie3 as a linear combination of the other net tie line flows gives:
∆P tie3 = −(α13∆P tie1 + α23∆P tie2 +
1
α34
∆P tie4 ) (5.32)
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and the dynamic equations of the independent net flows are:
˙∆P tie1 =
(
T12 + T13 + α41T41
)
∆f1 − T12∆f2 − T13∆f3 − α41T41∆f4 (5.33a)
˙∆P tie2 =
(
T23 + α12T12
)
∆f2 − α12T12∆f1 − T23∆f3 (5.33b)
˙∆P tie4 =
(
T41 + α34T34
)
∆f4 − T14∆f1 − α34T34∆f3 (5.33c)
5.6.2 Contracted signal : 4-area system
The contracted signals, ten in number, required in the 4-area benchmark system are:
S11, S12, S13 (area 1), S2,4, S2,5 (area 2), S3,6, S3,7, S3,8 (area 3) and S4,9, S4,10 (area 4). How-
ever, two out of the ten will be described here. From the compact generalised representation
of the contracted signal (5.22),
S2,4 = η4,D2∆P L2 +
∑
j∈ANe2
η4,Djαj2∆P Lj (5.34)
Substituting ANe2 = {1, 3} into (5.34) gives:
S2,4 = η4,D2∆P L2 + η4,D1α12∆P L1 + η4,D3α32∆P L3 (5.35)
S3,6 = η6,D3∆P L3 +
∑
j∈ANe3
η6,Djαj3∆P Lj (5.36)
Substituting ANe3 = {1, 2, 4} into (5.36) gives:
S3,6 = η6,D3∆P L3 + η6,D1α13∆P L1 + η6,D2α23∆P L2 + η6,D4α43∆P L4 (5.37)
See Section 5.4.5 for the definition of ∆P Li and ηk,Di
5.6.3 Scheduled net incremental tie line flow : 4-area system
There are four scheduled net incremental tie line flows
{
∆P tie,sh1 ,∆P
tie,sh
2 ,∆P
tie,sh
3 , P
tie,sh
4
}
;
here the expression for only one will be derived. From the compact generalised representation
of ∆P tie,shi (5.25),
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∆P tie,sch1 =
∑
j∈ANe1
{∑
r∈G1
ηr,Djαj1∆P Lj
}
−
∑
r∈GNe1
ηr,D1∆P L1 (5.38)
Substituting ANe1 , G1 and GNe1 = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} into (5.38) gives:
∆P tie,sch1 =
∑
r∈G1
ηr,D2α21∆P L2 +
∑
r∈G1
ηr,D3α31∆P L3 +
∑
r∈G1
ηr,D4α41∆P L4 −
(
η4,D1 + η5,D1
+ · · ·+ η10,D1
)
∆P L1
=
(
η1,D2 + η2,D2 + η3,D2
)
α21∆P L2 +
(
η1,D3 + η2,D3 + η3,D3
)
α31∆P L3
−
(
η4,D1 + η5,D1 + · · ·+ η10,D1
)
∆P L1 (5.39)
The other scheduled net tie line flows ∆P tie,sh2 ,∆P
tie,sh
3 , P
tie,sh
4 can be derived in the same
way as ∆P tie,sch1 . Thus, similar to the 7-area benchmark, a continuous time (CT) state space
representation of the 4-area system is:
x˙ = Acx + Bcu + Bdcd + Bbcb; y =Ccx + Dcd (5.40)
The form (5.40) is exactly the same as the ones stated in (5.30); however key difference comes
in the definition of the various system matrices, vector of states, input, and load changes.
x =

x1
∆P tie1
x2
∆P tie2
x3
x4
∆P tie4

∈ R27; x1 =

∆f1
∆PM1,1
∆PV1,1
∆PM1,2
∆PV1,2
∆PM1,3
∆PV1,3

; x2 =

∆f2
∆PM2,4
∆PV2,4
∆PM2,5
∆PV2,5
 ; x3 =

∆f3
∆PM3,6
∆PV3,6
∆PM3,7
∆PV3,7
∆PM3,8
∆PV3,8

; x4 =

∆f4
∆PM4,9
∆PV4,9
∆PM4,10
∆PV4,10

u =

∆PC1
∆PC2
∆PC3
∆PC4
 ∈ R4; d =

∆P L1
∆P L2
∆P L3
∆P L4
 ∈ R14; b =

∆PU1
∆PU2
∆PU3
∆PU4
 ∈ R4; y =

ACE1
ACE2
ACE3
ACE4
 ∈ R4
Note that the dashed lines partitioned the centralised system (5.40) into four subsystem models
(the LFC model of each control area in the multi-area system) and system decomposition will
be carried out along the dashed lines to obtain subsystem models needed for distributed MPC
designs in Chapter 7. This is applicable to the 7-area system developed in Section 5.4. In
summary, this section developed the 4-area deregulated benchmark model which will be used
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as one of the case study models to test decentralised and distributed MPC algorithms proposed
in Chapter 7.
5.7 Conclusion
Most modern day large-scale deregulated interconnections comprise of numerous control areas,
and a great number of intra-area and inter-area bilateral power transactions/contracts exist
between the various GenCos and DisCos; currently, an increasing amount of new contracts
are being entered by these entities. Hence, with regards to developing benchmark models for
large-scale LFC studies, the size of the DisCo participation matrix (DPM) is expected to be
large, and incorporating the entries of the DPM into the traditional LFC framework may be
an arduous task and prone to errors.
The generalised framework proposed in this chapter provides a relatively straightforward and
systematic approach to developing any large-scale LFC model in the deregulated environ-
ment and represents a more efficient method of handling a large-sized DPM encountered when
studying LFC in large scale multi-area systems with numerous GenCos and DisCos making LM
contracts. The framework is also effective irrespective of the topology of the interconnection
and number of links to a given control area.
Furthermore, by incorporating CA rated capacity ratios in the generalised framework, the pro-
posed framework offers the flexiblity to study LFC in large interconnections with equal CAs
ratings or the more realistic unequal CAs ratings. A 7-area benchmark model was developed
to illustrate how one could utilise the generalised formulation, and was also used in simulation
studies, where it was shown that neglecting the difference in rated capacities of interconnected
control areas in the contract information, where in reality the areas have unequal rated capac-
ities, can result in the frequency deviation not converging to zero, even in the presence of an
adequate supplementary LFC scheme. This chapter also developed a deregulated benchmark
model for a 4-area network to demonstrates the versatility of the generalised framework.
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Chapter 6
A 7-area deregulated LFC based on
centralised MPC
6.1 Introduction
In the 2-area centralised model predictive control (CMPC) based load frequency control (LFC)
scheme proposed in Chapter 4, the primary drive was to provide a lucid description of the
procedure involved in developing deregulated LFC models, and also to show, via simulation,
the constraints handling capability of MPC stated in Chapter 3. However, the proposal in
Chapter 4 fall short of some key ingredients in most realistic power system interconnections;
these drawbacks are stated below:
• Realistic systems may consist of more than 2-areas, where each area would normally
have different rated capacities. Also, the number of GenCos and DisCos within an area
may be higher than that considered in Chapter 4, and some GenCos may choose not
to participate in the supplementary control service offered by a transmission system
operator (TSO). Note that the CMPC scheme represents the LFC controller that would
normally run on a TSO’s computer in practice.
• Also in Chapter 4, a single (lumped) supplementary control signal ∆PCi was generated
for each control area (CA), and the lumped signal is distributed to the GenCos within
that area in proportion to their individual area participation factors γi,k (see Figure 4.2).
Deregulated LFC schemes in the literature [79–87] also adopted this approach. Thus,
the CMPC scheme proposed in Chapter 4 considered the constraints on lumped inputs
∆PC1 and ∆PC2 rather than the constraints on the input to the individual generating
units1 in area 1 (∆PC1,1, ∆PC1,2) and area 2 (∆PC2,3, ∆PC2,4). The key point here is that
1A single generating unit represents a GenCo in this thesis.
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imposing constraints on the lumped inputs may not translate to constraint satisfaction
on the individual inputs of the GenCos.
• Finally, the control scheme proposed in Chapter 4 is centralised and this architecture
may be unrealistic for large scale interconnections where CAs have large geographical
separations and each CA belonging to a different organisation. Other drawbacks of a
CMPC for large scale interconnectiions are stated in Table 3.1.
In respect of the first item above, the previous chapter presented a new generalised multi-area
LFC modelling framework where unequal area capacities and an arbitrary number of CAs,
GenCos and DisCos can be accommodated. A 7-area deregulated benchmark model was also
developed. The third item is addressed in Chapter 7.
This chapter, therefore, extends the work in Chapter 4 by proposing a more general CMPC
based LFC scheme for a multi-area deregulated power system interconnection. It is assumed
that the deregulated system is subjected to measured (contracted) and unmeasured (uncon-
tracted) load changes (disturbances), and the CMPC scheme is designed to reject uncon-
tracted disturbances and coordinate the transient behaviour of the system when contracted
load changes are acting. The generation rate constraints of each GenCo is incorporated in
the CMPC design. Furthermore, the scheme takes into account the individual constraints on
the inputs of the generating units rather than the lumped input for each area by incorpo-
rating the area participation factors of the GenCos explicitly in its cost function; including
the area participation factors in the CMPC cost ensures that input constraints are satisfied
during transient. Moreover, the CMPC scheme uses an output feedback, where a discrete time
Luenberger observer is used to estimate uncontracted load changes and system states. The
proposed CMPC scheme is tested on the 7-area benchmark model developed in Chapter 5 and
compared with an infinite horizon linear quadratic regulator (LQR) to demostrate its efficacy.
This chapter is based on the work in [36] and its a key contribution in this thesis. The
organisation of the chapter is as follows: Section 6.2 summarises the main contributions of this
chapter; Section 6.3 briefly re-introduced the 7-area deregulated model and state some slight
modification made to it; Section 6.4 presents the key parts of the proposed CMPC scheme;
Section 6.5 shows simulation results and discussions; Section 6.6 gives some concluding remarks.
6.2 Summary of main contributions
This chapter extends the contributions itemised in Section 4.2 by making the following addi-
tions summarised below:
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• Proposes a CMPC scheme for a deregulated LFC problem where CAs have unequal rated
capacities, large scale network with a more complex topology considered (network houses
33 GenCos and 46 DisCos), some GenCos do not participate in serving uncontracted load
changes in their area, and not all DisCos purchase a load matching (LM) contract (zero
contracted demands). This represents a more appropriate power system setting.
• Incorporates the area participation factor of each GenCo in the CMPC cost function to
ensure that the individual input constraints of each GenCo is satisfied during transients.
6.3 7-area benchmark model
The 7-area deregulated benchmark model used in this chapter has been developed in Chapter
5 and this is presented in Section 5.4; hence, the details of the model are not repeated here.
However, in order to be able to account for the input constraints of each generating unit, a
modification is made to the general form of the governor dynamics (5.8) and this is described
in Section 6.3.1
6.3.1 Modified governor dynamics : 7-area system
The modified dynamics of the governor is:
˙∆PVi,k =
1
TGi,k
(
∆PCi,k −∆PVi,k −
1
Ri,k
∆fi + Si,k
)
∀i ∈ A, ∀k ∈ Gi (6.1)
Observe that the term γi,k∆PCi in (5.8) has been replaced by the input to the individual
generating unit ∆PCi,k in (6.1); ∆PCi,k is the LFC or supplementary control input to the kth
GenCo in the ith CA. Thus, the governor dynamics of each GenCo Section 5.4.4, and can be
rewritten as:
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˙∆PV1,1 =
1
TG1,1
(
∆PC1,1 −∆PV1,1 −
∆f1
R1,1
+ S1,1
)
, · · · , ˙∆PV1,5 =
1
TG1,5
(
∆PC1,5 −∆PV1,5
−∆f1
R1,5
+ S1,5
)
(6.2a)
˙∆PV2,6 =
1
TG2,6
(
∆PC2,6 −∆PV2,6 −
∆f2
R2,6
+ S2,6
)
, · · · , ˙∆PV2,9 =
1
TG2,9
(
∆PC2,9 −∆PV2,9
−∆f2
R2,9
+ S2,9
)
(6.2b)
...
˙∆PV7,30
1
TG7,30
(
∆PC7,30 −∆PV7,30 −
∆f7
R7,30
+ S7,30
)
, · · · , ˙∆PV7,33 =
1
TG7,33
(
∆PC7,33
−∆PV7,33 −
∆f7
R7,33
+ S7,33
)
(6.2c)
6.3.2 State-space model
The continuous time (CT) state space representation of the 7-area deregulated benchmark
model is:
x˙ = Acx + Bcu + Bdcd + Bbcb; y =Ccx + Dcd (6.3)
where the dimension of the matrix Ac, Bdc, Bbc, Cc and Dc are the same as presented in
Section 5.4.8. However, in this chapter, Bc ∈ R79×33 as opposed to Bc ∈ R79×7 in Section
5.4.8. Furthermore, the definition of the input vector u is different from that presented in
Section 5.4.8, and this is given as:
u =

∆PC1
∆PC2
...
∆PC7
 ∈ R33×1, and ∆PC1 =

∆PC1,1
∆PC1,2
...
∆PC1,5
 ,∆PC2 =

∆PC2,6
∆PC2,7
...
∆PC2,9
 , · · · ,∆PC7 =

∆PC7,30
∆PC7,31
...
∆PC7,33

Using area 1 for illustration, the often assumed structure of the control input, where a lumped
control is computed for each area, is shown in Figure 6.1. The structure considered in this
chapter is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Description of lumped control to GenCos in area 1
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Figure 6.2: Description of separate control to each GenCo in area 1
6.4 Design of the CMPC based LFC scheme
In this section, the key parts of the CMPC scheme proposed for the deregulated LFC problem
is summarised. In most instances, a reference will be made to some sections in Chapters 3
and 4 to avoid repetitions, though few expressions will be restated to aid reading. Identical
to Chapter 4, the focus here is to design an LFC controller that would reject uncontracted
load changes (unmeasurable), coordinate the transient behaviour of the system when con-
tracted load changes (measurable) are acting, while accounting for GRC and control input
limits/constraints of each GenCo.
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6.4.1 Model prediction
This section is similar to Section 4.4.1 but included for readability. The discrete time (DT)
form of (6.3) in terms of deviation variables and the corresponding nc − step state prediction
are:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk; yk = Cxk (6.4)
x¯
→k
= Pxxk + Hu u¯→k−1 (6.5)
Here, xk = xk − xss; uk = uk − uss; yk = yk − yss. Refer to Section 4.4.1 for further details.
6.4.2 Design of observer and steady state target calculator
Similar to the proposal in Chapter 4, the proposed scheme here is output feedback. The details
of the observer design is skipped here as it is similar to what was presented in Section 4.4.4.
For the steady state target pair (xss,uss) calculation, like (4.30), the consistency expression is
given as:
[
I −A −B
C 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MC
[
xss
uss
]
=
[
Bddss + Bbbss
yss −Ddss
]
(6.6)
The matrix MC, as presented in (6.6) is nonsquare since yk ∈ R7×1 and uk ∈ R33×1. However,
MC can be reduced to a square matrix by performing the following algebra2:
2Recall that the area participation factors of the GenCos in any control area sum up to 1; see (5.9).
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I −A −bc1,1 · · · −bc1,5 −bc2,6 · · · −bc2,9 · · · −bc7,30 · · · −bc7,33
C 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0


xss
γ1,1u1ss
...
γ1,5u1ss
γ2,6u2ss
...
γ2,9u2ss
...
γ7,30u7ss
...
γ7,33u7ss

=
Bddss + Bbbss
yss −Ddss

(6.7)
where each bci,k represents a column of the matrix B which has 33 columns. The term uiss is the
lumped steady state input target of the ith CA. The expression (6.7) can be further expressed
as:
I −A
∑
k∈G1
γ1,kbc1,k
∑
k∈G2
γ2,kbc2,k · · ·
∑
k∈G7
γ7,kbc7,k
C 0 0 · · · 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MS

xss
u1ss
u2ss
...
u7ss

=
 Bddss + Bbbss
yss −Ddss
 (6.8)
bss = b̂k, dss = dk, yss = 0
The matrix MS of (6.8) is a square matrix, hence the state targets xss and the lumped input
targets u1ss, u2ss, u3ss, · · · , u7ss can be computed repeatedly as an estimate of an uncontracted load
change (provided by the observer) becomes available. Finally, the vector of steady state input
targets of each GenCo can be obtained using:
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uss =

γ1,1 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
γ1,5 0 · · · 0
0 γ2,6 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
0 γ2,9 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · γ7,30
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · γ7,33


u1ss
u2ss
...
u7ss

6.4.3 Cost function
The CMPC cost, incorporating the area participation factor of each GenCo can be expressed
as:
J =
∞∑
t= k
1
2
{
xTt+1Q xt+1 +
∑
i ∈ A
{ ∑
k ∈ Gi
(
ui,kt − γi,kuiss
)2}}
(6.9)
where the definition of the index sets A and Gi can be found in Table 5.1. Note the difference
between k (sampling instant) and k (GenCo index). ui,kt is the control input of a GenCo k in
area i at a given sampling instant t, and it is the DT equivalent of ∆PCi,k = ui,k. Utilising the
elements of A for the 7-area network stated in Table 5.3, the cost function (6.9) can be further
expressed as:
J =
∞∑
t= k
1
2
{
xTt+1Q xt+1 +
∑
k ∈ G1
(
u1,kt − γ1,ku1ss
)2
+
∑
k ∈ G2
(
u2,kt − γ2,ku2ss
)2
+ · · ·
+
∑
k ∈ G7
(
u7,kt − γ7,ku7ss
)2}
(6.10)
Let ui,kt = u
i,k
t − γi,kuiss represent the deviation from the steady state input target of a GenCo
k in area i at a given sampling instant t. Thus, (6.10) becomes:
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J =
∞∑
t= k
1
2
{
xTt+1Q xt+1 +
∑
k ∈ G1
(
u1,kt
)2
+
∑
k ∈ G2
(
u2,kt
)2
+ · · ·
+
∑
k ∈ G7
(
u7,kt
)2}
(6.11)
Furthermore, with the elements of the index sets G1, G2, · · · , G7 known (see Table 5.3), the
expression (6.11) can be written as:
J =
∞∑
t= k
1
2
{
xTt+1Q xt+1 +
{(
u1,1t
)2
+ · · ·+
(
u1,5t
)2}
+
{(
u2,6t
)2
+ · · ·+
(
u2,9t
)2}
+ · · ·+
{(
u7,30t
)2
+ · · ·+
(
u7,33t
)2}
(6.12)
The cost function (6.12) can be written compactly as:
J =
∞∑
t= k
1
2
{
xTt+1Q xt+1 + uTt ut
}
(6.13)
where
ut =
[
u1,1t · · · u1,5t u2,6t · · · u2,9t u3,10t · · · u3,14t · · · u7,30t · · · u7,33t
]T ∈ R33×1
The cost function (6.13) is in the form presented in (3.8) with R taken as an identity matrix;
hence the standard quadratic form (4.20) is valid here.
6.4.4 Generation rate and input constraints.
The GRC and input limit in CT for the kth GenCo in the ith CA are respectively:
˙∆PM,mini,k ≤ ˙∆PMi,k ≤ ˙∆PM,maxi,k (6.14a)
∆PC,mini,k ≤ ∆PCi,k ≤ ∆PC,maxi,k (6.14b)
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For notational convenience, let ˙∆PMi,k = ˙gi,k and ∆PCi,k = qi,k. The DT time representation of
the GRC and input limits ∀t = {k, k + 1, · · · , k + nc − 1}, k ≥ 0 are respectively:
ts
˙∆PM,mini,k ≤ gi,kt+1/k − gi,kt/k ≤ ts
˙∆PM,maxi,k ∀i ∈ A, ∀k ∈ GCi (6.15a)
∆arePC,mini,k ≤ qi,kt/k ≤ ∆PC,maxi,k ∀i ∈ A,∀k ∈ GCi (6.15b)
where ts is the sampling time. Note that in these studies, GRC and input constraints are
considered for GenCos participating (GenCos with a nonzero area participation factors) in
supplementary control, that is, GenCos in each area that have made commitments to com-
pensate for uncontracted load changes. Hence GCi ⊆ Gi is the index set of GenCos with a
nonzero area participation factor in the ith CA. Identical to what was presented in Section
4.4.3, the generation rate constraints (6.15a) and input limits (6.15b) can be collected into a
single compact matrix inequality:
Gcxk + Fcuk ≤ hc (6.16)
and the corresponding matrix inequality obtained by advancing (6.16), ny steps into the future,
is:
Fc u→k−1 ≤ hc (6.17)
Note that (6.16) and (6.17) are exactly the same as (4.27) and (4.28); however, the dimensions
of matrices Gc , Fc, and hc, and thus Fc and hc, are different from that in (4.27) and (4.28).
Section (4.4.3) contains more details.
6.4.5 The CMPC problem
The statement of the CMPC problem is exactly that presented in Section 4.4.5 and can be
skipped by a reader. However, it is duplicated here for readability:
PCMPC : minu
→k−1
{1
2 u
T
→k−1
Sf u→k−1+H
T
f u→k−1
}
(6.18)
Subject to
Fc u→k−1 ≤ hc
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Table 6.1: DisCos’ contracted load changes ∆PLi,j .
∆PL1,1 ∆PL1,2 ∆PL1,3 ∆PL1,4 ∆PL1,5 ∆PL1,6 ∆PL1,7
0 0 0 0.005 0 0.005 0
∆PL2,8 ∆PL2,9 ∆PL2,10 ∆PL2,11 ∆PL2,12
0.01 0 0.005 0.005 0.005
∆PL3,13 ∆PL3,14 ∆PL3,15 ∆PL3,16 ∆PL3,17 ∆PL3,18 ∆PL3,19
0.01 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.005 0 0.01
∆PL4,20 ∆PL4,21 ∆PL4,22 ∆PL4,23 ∆PL4,24 ∆PL4,25 ∆PL4,26 ∆PL4,27
0.005 0 0.005 0 0 0.005 0 0.005
∆PL5,28 ∆PL5,29 ∆PL5,30 ∆PL5,31 ∆PL5,32
0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0
∆PL6,33 ∆PL6,34 ∆PL6,35 ∆PL6,36 ∆PL6,37 ∆PL6,38 ∆PL6,39 ∆PL6,40
0.01 0 0.01 0.005 0 0.01 0.005 0
∆PL7,41 ∆PL7,42 ∆PL7,43 ∆PL7,44 ∆PL7,45 ∆PL7,46
0 0 0 0.005 0 0.005
6.4.6 Summary
Section 6.4 provided a description of the key components in the proposed CMPC design for the
LFC of the 7-area deregulated network. Some expressions in this section were drawn directly
from Section 4.4.
6.5 Simulation and discussion
In this section, simulation results obtained from utilising the proposed CMPC scheme as the
LFC controller of the 7-area deregulated benchmark model are presented; discussions of the
results are also provided. The system parameters considered in Chapter 5 are also used here,
and they are presented in Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3. Also, the same DPM employed in Chapter
5 is used and this is given in (A.7). The capacity ratings considered for each control area here
are the same as that used in case-2 and case-3 in Chapter 5. A sampling time ts = 0.1 s is
used. Note that the model utilised in the CMPC design is also used to represent the 7-area
system.
In the CMPC, the input weighting R = 0.01Iu, where Iu is an indentity matrix of dimension 33
(total number of GenCos). The state weighting Q ∈ R79×79 is a postive semi-definite matrix
that penalises each ∆fi, ∆P tiei and ∆PMi,k of GenCos participating in supplementary control;
these GenCos are the ones with a nonzero γi,k in Table A.1. The number of degrees of freedom
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in control used, nc = 30, and the constraints are checked ny = 5nc steps into the future; the
reason behind the choice of ny is is stated in Section 4.5. Similar to the results in Chapter 4,
an infinite horizon LQR is also simulated here, with the same Q , R, and initial states as the
CMPC, and the results presented alongside.
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Figure 6.3: Uncontracted load changes in each area
The case-1 in Section 4.5 focused on the scenario where DisCos self-provide LFC via intra-area
and inter-area bilateral LM contracts (only contracted load changes) with no uncontracted
load changes present, that is ∆PUi = 0. This is similar to what was considered in Section 5.5
and thus the strictly-bilateral-LM contracts scenario is not considered here. Similar to case-2
Section 4.5, the simulation here focuses on the scenario where both contracted load changes
(mostly procured, in practice, by DisCos via bilateral LM contract) and uncontracted load
changes (commonly procured by a TSO from GenCos that submitted incremental power/energy
bids in the poolco market) are acting.
The contracted load change of each DisCo is assumed to be fixed over the simulation time
considered (65 s) and it is presented in Table 6.1. Some DisCos have a zero contracted demand
and they represent DisCos that have not purchased an LM contract; it is assumed here that
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Figure 6.4: Frequency deviation ∆fi Hz in each control area; ∆f5 is omitted as its trend is
similar to the frequency deviations shown. The frequency deviations are expected to converge
to zero (black dotted lines) at steady state when the load disturbances have been completely
rejected.
load changes from such DisCos form part of the uncontracted load changes. The uncontracted
load change in each area is shown in Figure 6.3.
The values of the GRC and limits on the input of GenCos under supplementary control have
been plotted as upper and lower bounds (black dotted lines) alongside the generation rates
˙∆PMi,k in Figure 6.8 and control inputs ∆PCi,k in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 signals of the GenCos. In
each area contracted load changes only occur in the first 5 s (∆PUi = 0 in the first 5 s in areas
1-7) before uncontracted changes set in; this is done to show that the net tie line flow deviation
∆P tiei in each area returns to its scheduled (contracted) value in the presence of uncontracted
load variations (which is supplied locally).
Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, respectively, show the frequency deviations (∆f5 is omitted), net tie
line flow deviations (∆P tie6 is omitted) and area control errors (ACE5 omitted) of each area.
As expected, ∆fi and ACEi settle to a zero value at steady state after a load disturbance; this
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Figure 6.5: The net tie line flow deviation ∆P tiei pu in each control area. The black dotted
lines denote the scheduled or contracted net incremental tie line flow ∆P tie,schi in each area. It
is expected that each ∆P tiei settles at ∆P
tie,sch
i since the value of ∆P
tie,sch
i is set by contracted
inter-area contracts (fixed), and any uncontracted load change in an area is supplied locally.
∆P tie6 is omitted.
indicates that the disturbance has been rejected and the balance between active power supply
and system load has been restored. Also, it can be seen that each ∆P tiei , at steady, converges
to its scheduled value (black dotted lines) even in the presence of uncontracted variations; this
shows that the uncontracted load changes in each area are supplied by GenCos in the area
where the load changes had occurred.
The change in power output of each GenCo is shown in Figure 6.7, where the ouputs of only
three GenCos are displayed for each area. The desired outputs of the GenCos have been
plotted alongide and they are shown as the black dotted lines; these are calculated using the
first expression in (5.11). The GenCos, from Figure 6.7, with a fixed desired outputs are on
bilateral LM contracts only (supplies contracted demands only) while the other GenCos supply
both contracted and uncontracted load changes. It can be observed that each GenCo tracks
the desired reference.
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Figure 6.6: Area control error (ACE) in each area. It is expected that each ACE converges
to zero (black dotted lines) at steady state when load changes have been completely rejected.
ACE5 also converged to zero but omitted.
The generation rate of the GenCos (one generation rate shown for each area) and the control
signals to the GenCos (two inputs shown for each area) are shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure
6.9 - 6.10 respectively. From the ˙∆PMi,k and ∆PCi,k signals, it is seen that the CMPC handles
the constraints more effectively because it has an explicit knowledge of it while the LQR based
scheme results in more saturation of the generation rate and control input. The effect of this
can be seen in the frequency deviations (see Figures 6.4), net tie line deviations (see Figure
6.5), area control error (see Figure 6.6) and change in power outputs (see Figure 6.7) were the
magnitudes of undershoots and overshoots are larger with the LQR controller. It can also be
seen from Figures 6.9 - 6.10 that the input constraints of the indvidual units on supplementary
control are handled effectively by the CMPC scheme.
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Figure 6.7: The change in the output power ∆PMi,k pu of each GenCos in the 7-area system.
The outputs of only three GenCos in an area are displayed. Black dotted lines are the desired
generation of the GenCos whose outputs are displayed.
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Figure 6.8: Generation rate of GenCos ˙∆PMi,k pu/s. The black dotted lines are the constraint
bounds. A single ˙∆PMi,k per control area is displayed as the others behaved in a similar manner.
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Figure 6.9: The control input to each GenCo, with the input limits shown in the black dot-
ted lines. GenCos in areas 1-4 are considered here, and two inputs in each control area are
displayed.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the utilisation of a centralised MPC scheme is proposed for the accomplishment
of load frequency control in a deregulated (new) power system environment, where a more
proper setting in terms of the number of interconnected control areas, rated capacities of CAs
and the structure of control inputs to GenCos was considered. The proposed scheme, applied
to a 7-area system developed in Chapter 5, is effective with respect to the main objectives
of LFC; it works by coordinating the dynamic behaviour of the system when contracted load
changes are acting and rejects uncontracted load disturbances.
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Figure 6.10: The control input to each GenCo, with the input limits shown in the black
dotted lines. GenCos in areas 5-7 are considered here, and two inputs in each control area are
displayed.
Furthermore, it was shown that by explicitly incorporating the area participation factors of
each generating unit (GenCo) in the MPC cost, separate control inputs, satisfying constraints,
can be computed for each generating unit in an area. Hence, this addresses the limitation of
previous works where a single control input is computed for an area.
However, the scheme might not be realistic for large scale systems where CAs have large geo-
graphical separation. Hence, the next chapter will investigate a distributed MPC architecture
for deregulated LFC and the centralised scheme proposed here will serve as a benchmark to
ascertain the performance of the distributed scheme.
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Chapter 7
Distributed model predictive load
frequency control of a deregulated
power system
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 extended the CMPC proposed in Chapter 4 by applying it to the relatively large
scale system (7-area deregulated benchmark model). Also, some modifications were made to
the governor model which allowed the input constraints of each generating unit (GenCo) in an
area to be handled. However, the predictive control schemes proposed in Chapters 4 and 6 are
purely centralised and may not be practicable for the increasingly large scale power networks,
where CAs are geographically far apart and operated by different organisations.
Consequently, this chapter proposes a distributed model predictive control strategy for tracking
incremental load changes, suitable to any finite number of control areas (subsystems), and thus,
represents a more pragmatic LFC framework for large scale interconnected networks. The
proposed DMPC is non-cooperative and developed to operate using output feedback, where
distributed observers using local measurements (area control error) are designed and utilised to
estimate each subsystem’s states and unmeasured disturbances (uncontracted load changes).
The 4-area and the 7-area deregulated benchmark models developed in Chapter 5 are utilised
as case studies models to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed controller; the two models
are vital to demonstrate the scalability of the proposed DMPC and provide more evidence of
its efficacy. The control scheme accounts for the generation rate constraints and input limits of
each GenCo participating in supplementary control, and unlike other non-cooperative schemes,
is simple and devoid of extensive oﬄine parameter tuning. Some comparisons and discussions
are provided between the proposed DMPC and alternative model predictive control schemes.
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7.2 A brief summary of algorithms that will be proposed and
compared
In this chapter, three different non-centralised MPC algorithms will be proposed and compared
against a centralised MPC alogorithm serving as a benchmark. In order words, four different
MPC algorithms, which consider state and input constraints, will be compared. The centralised
MPC (CMPC) algorithm is exactly the one that was proposed in Chapter 6 and tested on the
7-area deregulated benchmark model; the CMPC algorithm can easily be adapted to the 4-area
deregulated LFC problem and thus the details will not be repeated in this chapter. Note that
in the CMPC scheme, a single model predictive controller performs the frequency regulation
task in the entire multi-area network.
For the non-centralised MPC algorithms, firstly, a DMPC algorithm is proposed where a local
MPC handle LFC tasks in each subsystem (control area), and the subsystem communicates
its previous state predictions, previous optimal input sequence, contracted load changes (mea-
sured at every sampling instant), and uncontracted load changes (estimated at every sampling
instant) to other subsystems (CAs), which are used by their local MPC schemes. Thus, we
have a fully connected DMPC algorithm and it is called dense DMPC (dDMPC) in this thesis;
the reason behind the term “dense” is described in Section 7.5. Moreover, each local subsystem
communicates once within a sampling instant and its MPC minimises a local cost function,
hence, the dDMPC belongs to the non-cooperative, non-iterative category. In addition, a local
Luenberger observer is designed to estimate local system states and uncontracted load changes
in each CA using a local area control error (ACE) measurements, and therefore the dDMPC
algorithm operates using output feedback. Each local Luenberger observer uses current states’
information, inputs and contracted load changes from all of the other CAs; thus fully connected
distributed observers operates with the dDMPC.
Next, a partially connected DMPC algorithm is proposed where each CA, with a local MPC
handling LFC tasks, communicates with their direct neighbours only, that is, each CA commu-
nicates with the CAs that it shares a tie line with only. Besides, only previous state predictions
and contracted load changes are exchanged between subsystems. This is called sparse DMPC
(sDMPC) in this thesis and the reason for the term “sparse” is described in Section 7.5. The
sDMPC algorithm is developed from the dDMPC by simply “cutting off” exchanges of previ-
ous optimal input sequences and uncontracted load changes between subsystems, and limiting
the exchange of state predictions and contracted load changes to direct neighbours. The only
exception is the subsystem or CA whose net tie line power was eliminated from the states
considered in the benchmark models, where it was expressed as a linear combination of the
net tie line flows in the other CAs; see Sections 5.3.3, 5.4.2 and 5.6.1; the CA receives previous
state predictions and contracted load change information from all of the other CAs and it is
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named “dependent CA” in here. Furthermore, the sDMPC operates with partially connected
distributed observers, each estimating subsystem’s states and uncontracted load changes within
its CA using local ACE measurements. The local observers only use current state and con-
tracted load change information from direct neighbours. An exception to this is the dependent
CA where its local observer uses the current state information from all of the other CAs. The
sDMPC algorithm belongs to the non-cooperative, non-iterative category.
The third of the non-centralised MPC paradigm is a decentralised MPC (DeMPC) algorithm.
Here, local MPCs handles LFC tasks within their CAs independently without an exchange
of information between CAs or subsystems. Moreover, the local observers also operate in a
completely decentralised fashion. The DeMPC algorithm is obtained from the dDMPC scheme
by disconnecting all forms of communication between CAs/subsystems.
This chapter has been drawn from [37, 38] and its a key contribution in this thesis. The
remaining parts of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.3 summarises the main
contributions of this chapter; Section 7.4 provides some information about the benchmark
models; Section 7.5 clarifies the concept of sparse and dense; Section 7.6 describes the main
assumptions considered in the DMPC and distributed observer designs; Section 7.7 presents
the key parts of the proposed DMPC algorithms; Section 7.8 shows simulation results from
testing the proposed DMPC on the 4-area and 7-area benchmark models, and also provides
discussions; Section 7.9 gives some concluding remarks.
7.3 A summary of the main contributions
This chapter makes the following contributions:
• Proposes DMPC (sDMPC and dDMPC) algorithms for LFC problems, and demonstrates
its efficacy on a 4-area and a 7-area benchmark systems with unequal CA ratings. It is
shown how decentralised LFC in a deregulated power network may be performed by a
simple distributed MPC scheme, without reliance on excessive oﬄine tuning of controller
parameters and prohibitively complex invariant sets (please see [218]); the price is the lack
of feasibility and stability guarantees, but the approach is shown to work effectively, with
good closed-loop performance on the representative 4-area and 7-area power systems.
• Designs and utilises distributed observers to estimate uncontracted load disturbances and
local subsystem states from area control error measurements, thus the proposed DMPC
is output feedback.
• Generation rate constraints and input limits of each of the GenCos participating in
a TSO’s supplementary control are considered individually in the DMPC design and
simulations.
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• The consideration of discretisation scheme on both performance and on system dynamics
and information sharing requirements. Note that this is an issue that is overlooked in
both the DMPC literature, and the LFC literature where the control design is model
based. The practical implications, especially in terms of what information needs to be
shared, are highly significant. This contribution relates to how discrete time subsystem
models used by local MPCs are obtained and it is clarified in Section 7.5.
• Lastly, a performance and cost comparison of centralised MPC (benchmark), decen-
tralised MPC (DeMPC), sparse DMPC (sDMPC) and dense DMPC (dDMPC) is made
(the concept of sparse and dense are clarified in Section 7.5).
7.4 Description of benchmark models
As emphasised earlier, two different deregulated LFC models will be used to test the MPC
algorithms in this chapter; these are the 4-area and the 7-area deregulated LFC models. These
models were developed in Chapter 5, hence their modelling details are skipped. In Chapter 6,
a modification was made to the general form of the governor dynamics presented in (5.8) so as
to account for the input constraints of each GenCo1; see Section 6.3. The 7-area benchmark
model considered here is the one with the modified governor dynamics used in Chapter 6. The
4-area model is considered for the first time in this chapter and its governor dynamics are
also modified; thus the input constraints of each GenCo in the 4-area deregulated network will
be accounted for separately in the MPC algorithms. The modified governor dynamics of the
4-area system have exactly the same form as the one presented in Section 6.3 for the 7-area
system; however, they are described in the following subsection for convenience.
7.4.1 Modified governor dynamics : 4-area system
The modified dynamics of the governors in the 4-area deregulated network, based on the general
form in (6.1) and the index set information in Section 5.6 and Table 5.5 are:
1A GenCo is represented by a single generating unit whose model consists of a governor and a turbine model.
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˙∆PV1,1 =
1
TG1,1
(
∆PC1,1 −∆PV1,1 −
∆f1
R1,1
+ S1,1
)
, · · · , ˙∆PV1,3 =
1
TG1,3
(
∆PC1,3 −∆PV1,3
−∆f1
R1,3
+ S1,3
)
(7.1a)
˙∆PV2,4 =
1
TG2,4
(
∆PC2,4 −∆PV2,4 −
∆f2
R2,4
+ S2,4
)
, ˙∆PV2,5 =
1
TG2,5
(
∆PC2,5 −∆PV2,5
−∆f2
R2,5
+ S2,5
)
(7.1b)
...
˙∆PV4,9
1
TG4,9
(
∆PC4,9 −∆PV4,9 −
∆f4
R4,9
+ S4,9
)
, ˙∆PV4,10 =
1
TG4,10
(
∆PC4,10
−∆PV4,10 −
∆f4
R4,10
+ S4,10
)
(7.1c)
7.4.2 State space representation
A generic continuous time (CT) state space equation can be written as:
x˙ = Acx + Bcu + Bdcd + Bbcb; y =Ccx + Dcd (7.2)
The state space form in (7.2) is exactly the same as the ones presented in previous chapters; it
is restated for completeness. It also covers for the 4-area and 7-area benchmark models. Due
to the modification made to governor dynamics of the 4-area model, the dimension of its input
vector is changed, and the new vector of inputs is:
u =

∆PC1
∆PC2
∆PC3
∆PC4
 ∈ R10; ∆PC1 =
∆P
C
1,1
∆PC1,2
∆PC1,3
 ,∆PC2 =
[
∆PC2,4
∆PC2,5
]
,∆PC3 =
∆P
C
3,6
∆PC3,7
∆PC3,8
 ,∆PC4 =
[
∆PC4,9
∆PC4,10
]
Obserse that in Section 5.6, u ∈ R4 and for the modified governor case (4-area system), u ∈ R10.
The dimensions of other vectors in (7.2) remain unchanged.
Remark 7.4.1. The model of the LFC function in the multi-area system leads to state space
models coupled via states in both the state equation and the output equation, and, hence, coupled
control and coupled estimation problems.
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7.5 Clarification of the concept of sparse and dense
The discussion presented in this section is applicable to the 4-area and 7-area deregulated
networks. To illustrate the concept of sparse and dense, consider a hypothetical system which is
made up of of three subsystems, shown in Figure 7.1a. Assuming that the system is represented
by a CT state space expression given as:
 ζ˙1ζ˙2
ζ˙3
 =
 −2 1 −6−4 −3 0
9 0 −3

 ζ1ζ2
ζ3
+
 4 0 00 6 0
0 0 2

 ω1ω2
ω3
 (7.3a)
 Υ1Υ1
Υ1
 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

 ζ1ζ2
ζ3
 (7.3b)
where ζi, ωi and Υi are the state, input and output of the ith subsystem respectively. Clearly it
can be seen from Figure 7.1a and the system model in (7.3a) and (7.3b) that the input signals
to the system are decoupled, that is, there are no input interactions between each subsystem.
Furthermore, it can be seen that there are no interactions between the states of subsystems 2
and 3. We refer to this system as a sparse one. Assuming the CT system, (7.3a) and (7.3b),
is decomposed to obtain three CT subsystem models given as:
ζ˙1 = −2ζ1 + 4ω1 + ζ2 − 6ζ3; Υ1 = ζ1 (7.4a)
ζ˙2 = −3ζ2 + 6ω2 − 4ζ1; Υ2 = ζ2 (7.4b)
ζ˙3 = −3ζ3 + 2ω3 + 9ζ1; Υ3 = ζ3 (7.4c)
Applying zero-order hold method to discretise each of the subsystems, (7.4a), (7.4b), and
(7.4c), separately using a sampling time of 1 s yields:
ζ1,k+1 = 0.135ζ1,k + 1.729ω1,k + 0.432ζ2,k − 2.594ζ3,k (7.5a)
ζ2,k+1 = 0.050ζ2,k + 1.900ω2,k − 1.267ζ1,k (7.5b)
ζ3,k+1 = 0.050ζ3,k + 0.634ω3,k + 2.851ζ1,k (7.5c)
It can be seen that the discrete time (DT) expressions, (7.5a), (7.5b) and (7.5c) preserved the
sparsity of the CT system and this is shown in Figure 7.1b; hence they are called a DT sparse
subsystem models. A DMPC algorithm developed where the subsystem model used by each
local MPC is obtained by decomposition of the CT centralised system before discretisation is
called sDMPC in this thesis. Now consider the case where the CT centralised system, (7.3a)
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and (7.3b), is discretised directly by applying zero-order hold method and sampling time of 1
s. The resulting centralised DT state space expression is given as:
 ζ1,k+1ζ2,k+1
ζ3,k+1

 0.023 0.011 −0.063−0.042 0.047 0.014
0.094 0.005 0.018

 ζ1,kζ2,k
ζ3,k
+
 0.221 0.089 −0.179−0.238 1.786 0.229
0.536 0.257 0.119

 ω1,kω2,k
ω3,k

(7.6)
Now, assuming the DT system, (7.6) is decomposed into three subsystems; the resulting DT
models for the subsystems are:
ζ1,k+1 = 0.023ζ1,k + 0.221ω1,k + 0.011ζ2,k − 0.063ζ3,k + 0.089ω2,k − 0.179ω3,k (7.7a)
ζ2,k+1 = 0.047ζ2,k + 1.786ω2,k − 0.042ζ1,k + 0.014ζ3,k − 0.238ω1,k + 0.229ω3,k (7.7b)
ζ3,k+1 = 0.018ζ3,k + 0.119ω3,k + 0.094ζ1,k + 0.005ζ2,k + 0.536ω1,k + 0.257ω2,k (7.7c)
From the DT subsystems, (7.7a), (7.7b) and (7.7c), it can be seen that the sparsity of the
original CT centralised system is lost; see Figure 7.1c for the resulting system interconnections.
A fully connected system has been obtained where each subsystem is coupled via states and
input to all other subsystems. We call this new model a dense model. A DMPC algorithm
developed were each subsystem model used by a local MPC is obtained by first discretising
the centralised CT model before decomposition/partitioning is called a dDMPC in this thesis.
Clearly, dense subsystem models are more accurate than sparse subsystem models, and thus will
provide more accurate predictions in the MPC scheme. However, the amount of information
that each subsystem will communicate (also receive) in the dense DMPC algorithm would be
higher as compared to the sDMPC scheme; this is a very important aspect of DMPC schemes
and also LFC, where models are required for the control system design.
7.5.1 Linking the concept of spare and dense to the benchmark models
The CT benchmark models of the 4-area and the 7-area deregulated networks consist of ma-
trices Ac and Bdc where Ac is made up of block submatrices Acii (local system matrix) and
Acij (state interaction or coupling matrices) and Bdc is made up of Bdcii (local) and Bdcij
(coupling). Because not all areas are connected (see Figures 5.3 and 5.13), some Acij and
Bdcij are zero block matrices (when area i is not connected to area j), and therefore, Ac and
Bdc are sparse matrices. Furthermore, Bc and Bbc are block diagonal matrices, that is, only
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2
1
3
1 2
3 1
2
3
11
2
3
(a) CT system (sparse)
2 ,k
1,k
3,k
1,k 2 ,k
3,k 1,k
2 ,k
3,k
1,k1
2
3
(b) DT system (sparse)
2 ,k
1,k
3,k
1,k
2 ,k
3,k
1,k
2 ,k
3,k
1,k1
2
3
(c) DT system (dense)
Figure 7.1: An illustration of the concept of sparse and dense
Bcii and Bbcii are present in CT. Hence the supplementary control signals and uncontracted
load changes of each CA (subsystem), in the CT, are decoupled.
If the CT centralised model represented by the state space expression in (7.2) is decomposed
to obtain subsystem models and each of the CT subsystem models is subsequently discretised
separately; the sparsity of the CT system is preserved. In this thesis, a DMPC algorithm is
developed with subsystem models that preserve the centralised system sparsity and as stated
earlier, it is termed as a sDMPC algorithm. This approach also introduces a model mismatch
with respect to the DT centralised system.
One the other hand, if the CT centralised model (7.2) is discretised before decomposition
into subsystems, the sparsity in Ac, Bc,Bdc, and Bbc is lost and the resulting DT subsystems
are fully connected (dense), that is, each subsystem model is coupled through state, input,
contracted and uncontracted disturbances to other subsystem models; the original structure
of the CT centralised models (and hence the topologies of the 4-area and 7-area networks) is
not preserved. In this chapter, a DMPC algorithm will be developed using subsystem models
obtained after the discretisation of the centralised systems (applicable to the 4-area and 7-
area) and as stated earlier, is termed as a dDMPC algorithm. Moreover, the centralised model
in discrete time is used as the plant (power system) and therefore, there are no mismatches
between the dense subsystem models and the plant.
The following section will describe the requirements for the development of the DMPC scheme
and the main assumptions that should hold; DeMPC scheme is not discussed as its algorithm,
as stated in Section 7.2, can be obtained by disconnecting all forms of communication between
local subsystems.
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7.6 Requirements and key assumptions in DMPC design
From Section 7.3, it can be gathered that the complete DMPC scheme for LFC problems in the
deregulated environment would require a local MPC in each CA performing the disturbance
rejection tasks (regulating generating units on LFC to track uncontracted load changes based
on their individual area participation factors), and a local observer that estimates the states
and uncontracted load changes (unmeasured disturbances) associated with its subsystem and
supply them to its local MPC; these tasks are performed online. Also, the local MPC and its
observer will utilise some information received from other CAs. Consider the DT state space
equivalent of (7.2), given as:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + Bddk + Bbbk, yk = Cxk + Ddk (7.8)
where xk ∈ Rnx , uk ∈ Rnu and yk ∈ Rny . Assuming that (7.8) can be partitioned and expressed
in the form presented in (3.36) and (3.37), then the ith subsystem model can be expressed as:
x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k + B
d
iid
[i]
k + B
b
iib
[i]
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local subsystem
+
∑
j∈A
i6=j
{Aijx[j]k + Biju[j]k + Bdijd[j]k + Bbijb[j]k }
︸ ︷︷ ︸
coupling
(7.9a)
y[i]k = Ciix
[i]
k + Diid
[i]
k +
∑
j∈A
i6=j
Cijx[j]k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
coupling
(7.9b)
where x[i]k ∈ Rn
i
x , u[i]k ∈ Rn
i
u , b[i]k ∈ Rn
i
b and y[i]k ∈ Rn
i
y . Note that, with respect to the 4-area
and 7-area benchmark models, Bijand Bbij are zero matrices for the sparse subsystem model
form. Some of the block matrices Aij and Bdij are also zero for the sparse case (CAs not
linked by tie lines). For the decentralised paradigm, the form of the ith subsystem model is
such that coupling terms in (7.9a) and (7.9b) do not exist. Thus, (7.9a) represents a more
general ith subsystem and the development of the DMPC schemes will be based on this generic
representation. Moreover, there is a Cij term in (7.9b) because ∆P tie3 in (5.32) is a linear
combination of the deviation in net tie line powers in other areas (areas 1,2, and 4) and this
goes into the ACE calculation in area 3. This is also applicable to the 7-area system where
∆P tie2 in (5.17) is expressed as a linear combination of the deviation in net tie line powers in
other areas (areas 1,3,4,5,6 and 7). Hence, for the 4-area scenario, only the third row of Cij is
nonzero and for the 7-area case, only the second row of Cij is nonzero. Thus, state couplings
exist in the output equation, resulting in a coupled estimation problem. Expressing the triple
(x[i]k , y
[i]
k , u
[i]
k ) in (7.9a) and (7.9b) as a deviation from steady state targets (x
[i]
ss , y[i]ss ,u[i]ss ):
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x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k +
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
{Aijx[j]k + Biju[j]k } (7.10a)
y[i]k = Ciix
[i]
k +
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
Cijx[j]k (7.10b)
x[i]k = x
[i]
k − x[i]ss ; u[i]k = u[i]k − u[i]ss ; y[i]k = y[i]k − y[i]ss (7.10c)
where the triple (x[i]ss , y[i]ss ,u[i]ss ) is introduced to achieve offset free tracking of uncontracted load
changes; x[i]k , u
[i]
k and y
[i]
k represents a deviation of the variables from a steady state value; this
is commonplace in the MPC literature and it is a strategy to introduce integral action in MPC
problems [132]; A is the index set of the CAs (subsystems) in the network (global system)
and it is expressed as A = {1, 2, · · · ,N} ; N = 4 for the 4-area network and N = 7 for the
7-area network. Note that the centralised DT model (7.8) in terms of deviation variables can
be obtained from (7.10a) and (7.10b) by aggregation; it takes the same form as (4.17) and its
given as:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk; yk = Cxk (7.11)
To successfully design an output feedback DMPC scheme (local MPC and observer) for fre-
quency regulation, it is required that the benchmark models (representing the power systems)
fulfil two key assumptions:
• One dwells on the existence of local fixed state feedback gains Kii, each of which sta-
bilises the subsystem given in (7.10a) assuming the coupling term ∑
j∈A
i 6=j
{Aijx[j]k +Biju[j]k } is
absent, and when these feedback gains are aggregated into a block diagonal gain matrix
K (decentralised stabilsing control for a coupled system), it should stabilise the global
(centralised) system given in (7.11) which embeds the couplings in A and B matrices.
• The other is the dual of the decentralised control and it dwells on the existence of local
stabilising observer gains Lii whose aggregation into a block diagonal observer gain matrix
L stabilises a centralised observer (decentralised stabilising observer gain for a coupled
system).
These gains (Kii and Lii) are determined via oﬄine calculations. In addition, each local MPC
would require a terminal weight Pf ii = Pf
T
ii  0 which when aggregated gives Pf = Pf T  0,
where Pf = blkdiag(Pf 11, · · · ,PfNN) is the CMPC terminal weight; see Section 3.3.2. These
assumptions are considered formally in the following subsections.
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7.6.1 Stabilising local feedback gains Kii and terminal weight Pfii(oﬄine)
The following assumption on decentralised stabilisation of the centralised system (7.11) is based
on the work in [218] and it is key requirement for the design of DMPC algorithms proposed
in this thesis. Before the assumption is stated, it is important to point out that that the
local feedback gain Kii is a key component of the control signal u[i]k computed for the ith
subsystem/CA; see the ith control law in (7.24).
Assumption 7.1. There exists a fixed block diagonal gain matrix K = blkdiag(K11, · · · ,KNN),
N = |A| and Kii ∈ Rniu×nix, ∀i ∈ A such that: (i) ρ(A + BK) < 1, (ii) ρ(Aii + BiiKii) < 1
∀i ∈ A.
In Assumption 7.1, |•| denotes set cardinality and ρ(•) denotes the spectral radius of a square
matrix. If the different subsystems/CAs in the power network are decoupled, that is Aij and
Bij are zero matrices, then it is easy to fulfil Assumption 7.1, that is, each Kii can easily
be obtained by using the standard LQR or pole placement methods. However, since Aij and
Bij are nonzero (A and/or B are/is not block diagonal), then Kii obtained using LQR or
pole placement methods may not stabilise the centralised system. To overcome this challenge,
the task of obtaining a stabilising decentralised control gain can be transformed into a linear
matrix inequality (LMI) optimisation problem [218]. To develop the LMI problem, the Schur
complement expression is required:
Lemma 7.1. A symmetric matrix Θ partitioned into low dimensional matrix blocks given as:
Θ =
[
Θa Θb
ΘTb Θc
]
 0, Θa = ΘTa  0, Θc  0 (7.12a)
can be represented as:
Θc −ΘTb Θ−1a Θb  0, Θa  0 (7.12b)
Theorem 7.1. Let the Assumption 7.1 holds. Then the required local feedback gains matrices
Kii, ∀i ∈ A whose aggregate actions can stabilise the system (7.11), and terminal weights Pfii,
∀i ∈ A are given by:
Pfii = S−1ii , Kii = YiiS−1ii ∀i ∈ A (7.13)
and Sii and Yii are the solutions to the following LMIs:
[
Sii AiiSii + BiiYii
(AiiSii + BiiYii)T Sii
]
 0, Sii = STii  0 ∀i ∈ A (7.14a)
[
S AS + BY
(AS + BY)T S
]
 0, S = ST  0 (7.14b)
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where Y = blkdiag(Y11, · · · ,YNN), S = blkdiag(S11, · · · , SNN); Yii ∈ Rniu×nix, Sii ∈ Rnix×nix.
Proof of Theorem 7.1
Let K = blkdiag(K11, · · · ,KNN) be the stabilising decentralised state feedback gain for the
global system given in (7.11), the global system in closed-loop is:
xk+1 = (A + BK)xk (7.15a)
Employing the Lyapunov criteria for stability to system (7.15a) gives:
xTk (A + BK)TPf (A + BK)xk − xTkPfxk < 0 (7.15b)
where as stated before, Pf = blkdiag(Pf 11, · · · ,PfNN). The inequality (7.15b) holds for xk 6= 0
on condition that:
(A + BK)TPf (A + BK)− Pf ≺ 0 (7.15c)
Let Pf = S−1 and K= YS−1, where Y = blkdiag(Y11, · · · ,YNN) and S = blkdiag(S11, · · · , SNN).
By substituting these relationships into (7.15c), multiply through by -1, pre-multiplying by S
and post-multiply by S gives:
S− (AS + BY)TS−1(AS + BY)  0 (7.15d)
Applying Lemma 7.1 to (7.15d) gives:[
S AS + BY
(AS + BY)T S
]
 0, S = ST  0
The same procedure is followed to derive the LMI expression for the ith subsystem (7.14a).
The LMI problem to compute the local gains Kii and terminal weights Pfii is summarised in
Algorithm 7.1
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Algorithm 7.1 Computation of local gains Kii and terminal weights Pfii (OFFLINE)
1. Given the subsystem matrices Aii and Bii and the global system matrices A and B, and
that Assumption 7.1 holds. Define the following unknown local matrices Yii ∈ Rniu×nix ,
Sii ∈ Rnix×nix , ∀i ∈ A, where Sii = STii  0, and construct the following block diagonal ma-
trices S = blkdiag(S11, · · · , SNN), Y = blkdiag(Y11, · · · ,YNN).
2. Solve the following linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) to obtain the pair (Sii,Yii), ∀i ∈ A:[
S AS + BY
(AS + BY)T S
]
 0
[
Sii AiiSii + BiiYii
(AiiSii + BiiYii)T Sii
]
 0 ∀i ∈ A
with the added constraints:
Sii  0 ∀i ∈ A, S  0
The LMIs can be solved using the CVX package, which is compatible with matlab [224].
3. Finally, compute the local gains Kii and terminal weights Pfii using the relationships:
Pfii = S−1ii , Kii = YiiS−1ii ∀i ∈ A
The ith terminal weight Pfii is a key component of the local cost of the ith subsystem MPC,
while the local gain Kii is a component of the control law computed for the ith subsystem.
It is important to emphasise that the results presented in this section is based on the work in
[218] but adapted to the deregulated LFC problem investigated in this chapter.
7.6.2 Stabilising local observer gains Lii and distributed observer design
Before stating, explicitly, the assumption required to design each local observer, and describe
how the stabilising local observer gains Lii ∀i ∈ A, can be computed, let us first consider the
dynamics of the ith observer. In this current work, let the state variables and uncontracted
load changes estimates in the ith subsystem (control area) be xˆ[i]k and bˆ
[i]
k respectively. Also,
let us assume that measurements of the ACE in the ith control area y[i]k (a local quantity) is
available at every sampling instant. The dynamics of the ith observer are given as:
ˆ
ξ
[i]
k+1 = A
o
iiξˆ
[i]
k + B
o
iiu
[i]
k + B
do
ii d
[i]
k +
∑
j∈A
i6=j
{Aoij
ˆ
ξ
[j]
k + B
o
iju
[j]
k
+Bdoij d
[j]
k } − Lii(y[i]k − Coiiξˆ[i]k −Diidk −
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
Coij
ˆ
ξ
[j]
k ) (7.16)
Aoii =
[
Aii Bbii
0 1
]
; Aoij =
[
Aij Bbij
0 0
]
; Boii =
[
Bii
0
]
; Boij =
[
Bij
0
]
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Bdoii =
[
Bdii
0
]
; Bdoij =
[
Bdij
0
]
; Coii =
[
Cii 0
]
; Coij =
[
Cij 0
]
where ξˆ[i]k =
[
xˆ[i]Tk bˆ
[i]T
k
]T
. The stability and convergence properties of the ith observer
depends mainly on the local observer gain matrix Lii. Consider the dynamics of the global
observer obtained by the aggregation of (7.16) for all subsystems:
ˆξk+1 = Aoξˆk + Bouk + Bdodk − L(yk − Coξˆk −Ddk) (7.17)
where ξˆk =
[
ˆ
ξ
[1]
k
T
· · · ˆξ[i−1]k
T
ξˆ
[i]
k
T ˆ
ξ
[i+1]
k
T
· · · ˆξ[N]k
T
]T
Ao =

Ao11 Ao12 · · · Ao1i · · · Ao1N
Ao21 Ao22 · · · Ao2i · · · Ao2N
...
... . . .
...
...
...
Aoi1 Aoi2 · · · Aoii · · · AoiN
...
...
...
... . . .
...
AoN1 AoN2 · · · AoNi · · · AoNN

; Co =

Co11 Co12 · · · Co1i · · · Co1N
Co21 Co22 · · · Co2i · · · Co2N
...
... . . .
...
...
...
Coi1 Coi2 · · · Coii · · · CoiN
...
...
...
... . . .
...
CoN1 CoN2 · · · CoNi · · · CoNN

Now, we focus on the assumption required to design a distributed observer in this thesis. Since
observability is the dual of controllability, we extend the idea in [218] to design the distributed
observer and the required assumption for a successful design is stated next:
Assumption 7.2. There exists a fixed block diagonal observer gain matrix L =
blkdiag(L11, · · · ,LNN), N = |A| and Lii ∈ Rnix+nib×niy , ∀i ∈ A such that: (i) ρ(Ao + LCo) < 1,
(ii) ρ(Aoii + LiiCoii) < 1 ∀i ∈ A.
Similar to challenge inherent in determining local decentralised controller gains Kii using stan-
dard methods, Lii computed using the standard methods may not lead to a stabilising global
observer, that is, L = blkdiag(L11, · · · ,LNN), where each Lii is computed by appying pole
placement or LQR methods (in the dual sense) on local subsystem matrices (Aoii and Coii) may
lead to an unstable global observer. Note that if the collective actions of the local observers
do not translate to a stable global behaviour, then the estimates of system states and uncon-
tracted load changes will not converge to their true values and could diverge. Hence, we resort
to an LMI optimisation approach to compute observer gains that fulfil the Assumption 7.2
Theorem 7.2. Let the Assumption 7.2 holds. Then the required local observer gains Lii,
∀i ∈ A whose collective actions translate to a global stable observer is given as:
Lii = (Soii)−1Zii ∀i ∈ A (7.18)
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and Soii and Zii are the solutions to the following LMIs:
[
Soii SoiiAoii + ZiiCoii
(SoiiAoii + ZiiCoii)T Soii
]
 0 Soii = (Soii)T  0 ∀i ∈ A (7.19a)
[
So SoAo + ZCo
(SoAo + ZCo)T So
]
 0, So = (So)T  0 (7.19b)
where So = blkdiag(So11, · · · ,SoNN)  0, Z = blkdiag(Z11, · · · ,ZNN); Soii ∈ Rn
i
x+nib×nix+nib, Zii ∈
Rnix+nib×niy .
Proof of Theorem 7.2
From the global observer in (7.17), the augmented system without the observer gain can be
written as:
ξk+1 = Aoξk + Bouk + Bdodk (7.20a)
where ξk =
[
ξ
[1]T
k · · · ξ[i−1]Tk ξ[i]Tk ξ[i+1]Tk · · · ξ[N]Tk
]T
and ξ[i]k =
[
x[i]Tk b
[i]T
k
]T
. Let
the observer error ek = ξk − ξˆk; substracting (7.17) from (7.20a) gives:
ek+1 = (Ao + LCo)ek (7.20b)
where L = blkdiag(L11, · · · ,LNN). Employing the Lyapunov criteria for the convergence of the
error dynamics (7.20b) gives:
eTk (Ao + LCo)TSo(Ao + LCo)ek − eTk Soek < 0 (7.20c)
Here, So = (So)T = blkdiag(So11, · · · ,SoNN)  0. For ek 6= 0, the inequality (7.20c) holds on
condition that:
(Ao + LCo)TSo(Ao + LCo)− So ≺ 0 (7.20d)
Let L = (So)−1Z, where Z = blkdiag(Z11, · · · ,ZNN); substituting into (7.20d) gives:
(Ao + (So)−1ZCo)TSo(Ao + (So)−1ZCo)− So ≺ 0 (7.20e)
So − (SoAo + ZCo)T (So)−1(SoAo + ZCo)  0 (7.20f)
Applying Lemma 7.1 to (7.20f) gives:
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Algorithm 7.2 Computation of local observer gains Lii (OFFLINE)
1. Given the augmented matrices Aoii and Coii for the ith observer (see (7.16)) and the corre-
sponding global matrices Ao and Co(see (7.17)), and that Assumption 7.2 holds. Define the
following unknown local matrices Soii ∈ Rn
i
x+n
i
b×nix+nib , Zii ∈ Rnix+nib×niy , ∀i ∈ A, where
Soii = (Soii)T  0, and construct the following block diagonal matrices So = blkdiag(So11, · · · , SoNN),
Z = blkdiag(Z11, · · · ,ZNN)
2. Solve the following linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) to obtain the pair (Soii,Zii), ∀i ∈ A:[
So SoAo + ZCo
(SoAo + ZCo)T So
]
 0
[
Soii SoiiAoii + ZiiCoii
(SoiiAoii + ZiiCoii)T Soii
]
 0 ∀i ∈ A
with the added constraints:
Soii  0 ∀i ∈ A, So  0
The LMIs can be solved using the CVX package compatible with matlab [224]
3. Finally, compute the local observer gains Lii using the relationship:
Lii = (Soii)−1Zii ∀i ∈ A
[
So SoAo + ZCo
(SoAo + ZCo)T So
]
 0, So = (So)T  0
The same procedure is followed to derive the LMI expression (7.19a). The LMI problem to
compute the local gains Lii is summarised in Algorithm 7.2. In the interim, let us summarise
what has been presented in this section so far:
In section 7.6.1, it was noted that the existence of a decentralised stable control for a centralised
system (which has coupled dynamics) is a precondition to design the DMPC algorithm in this
thesis; see Assumption 7.1. Moreover, Algorithm 7.1 was provided to compute the local gains
Kii ∀i ∈ A (block diagonal components of the stable decentralised control gain matrix for the
centralised system) that satisfy Assumption 7.1. It was noted that Kii is a key component
of the control law of the ith subsystem; see the ith control law in (7.24). Also, the terminal
weights of local MPCs Pfii ∀i ∈ A naturally emerge from Algorithm 7.1.
In section 7.6.2, it was emphasised that the existence of a decentralised stable observer for
a coupled centralised dynamical system is a precondition for the design of a distributed ob-
server scheme; see Assumption 7.2. Algorithm 7.2 was provided to compute the local observer
gains Lii, ∀i ∈ A which constitute the diagonal block elements of the stabilising decentralised
observer gain matrix of a centralised observer.
An important part of the DMPC scheme in this thesis is the determination of steady state
targets for each local MPC. This is discussed in the following subsection.
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7.6.3 Determination of steady state targets
The steady state targets are used to transform the states, inputs and ouputs variables of
the dynamical system, in state space form, to deviation variables; see the systems (7.10a),
(7.10b) and (7.10c). These targets include the input target u[i]ss , the state target x[i]ss and the
output target y[i]ss . The output target is usually known and the target calculation problem
is to determine u[i]ss and x[i]ss that are consistent, given a y[i]ss . As noted previously, deviation
variables are introduced to embed an integral action in the MPC calculations to achieve offset
free tracking.
In the context of the LFC problem, the y[i]ss represents the desired ACE value of the ith area
which is zero. Moreover, the u[i]ss represents the total desired incremental/decremental control
in the ith area, in response to an uncontracted load change in the area, to achieve the LFC
objective in the area, that is, to eliminate frequency deviations and restore the area’s net
tie line power to its scheduled/contracted value. The state target vector x[i]ss contains key
targets information such as the generation change desired by each GenCo on LFC and the net
contracted tie line power in the ith area. Hence the local MPC-based LFC problem considered
by an area’s transmission system operator (TSO) in the context of this work translates to
regulating u[i]k to u
[i]
ss and x[i]k to x
[i]
ss while satisfying system constraints. Thus, the accuracy
u[i]ss and x[i]ss is key to meeting the LFC objective in the deregulated paradigm considered in
this thesis. Since the networks considered in this work translates to benchmark models with
coupled dynamics, calculating u[i]ss and x[i]ss in a decentralised or distributed fashion could give
inaccurate results, as each local target calculator would require steady state target information
from dynamic neighbours, which these neighbours are yet to calculate. Hence, the distributed
MPC algorithms and the DeMPC proposed here use a centralised approach to steady state
target determination. The approach for a centralised target calculation, described in Section
6.4.2, is used here and the main results are duplicated here for convenience:
I −A
∑
k∈G1
γ1,kbc1,k
∑
k∈G2
γ2,kbc2,k · · ·
∑
k∈G7
γ7,kbc7,k
C 0 0 · · · 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MS

xss
u1ss
u2ss
...
u7ss

=
 Bddss + Bbbss
yss −Ddss
 (7.21a)
bss = b̂k, dss = dk, yss = 0
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uss =

γ1,1 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
γ1,5 0 · · · 0
0 γ2,6 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
0 γ2,9 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · γ7,30
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · γ7,33


u1ss
u2ss
...
u7ss
 (7.21b)
where bci,k represents a column of the matrix B. The expressions (7.21a) and (7.21b) were
stated for the 7-area network; it can be easily adapted (scaled down) to fit into the 4-area
problem.
In summary, this section has described the important assumptions and developed some of the
key components that are required for a complete design of the DMPC algorithms in this thesis.
In particular, Section 7.6.1 introduced the Assumption 7.1 on a decentralised stabilisation of
the centralised coupled system, as a prerequisite for DMPC designs and provided an algorithm
to compute local gains Kii ∀i ∈ A that constitute the decentralised stabilising controller; see
Algorithm 7.1. Terminal weights of each subsystem MPCs Pfii ∀i ∈ A also emerge from
Algorithm 7.1. The gains Kii ∀i ∈ A are key components of each local MPC control law and
the terminal weights Pfii ∀i ∈ A are key components of a local MPC cost; these parameters
are computed oﬄine.
Moreover, Section 7.6.2 introduced the Assumption 7.2 on a decentralised stabilising observer
for a coupled system, as a prerequisite for the design of a distributed observer scheme. An
algorithm was provided to compute (oﬄine) the local observer gains Lii, ∀i ∈ A, Algorithm 7.2,
which are the diagonal block elements of the stabilising decentralised observer gain matrix for
the global system. Furthermore, the dynamics of the ith local observer were provided, see the
system in (7.16). Section 7.6.3 concludes the section by describing the reason why a centralised
approach to steady state target determination is adopted in this work. Note that the target
calculator uses the estimates of uncontracted load changes bˆ[i]k from the local observers; See
Figure 4.3 and Section 7.6.3.
The next section develops the main DMPC algorithm for LFC which will utilise the pair (Kii,
Pfii) in its local controllers; each local MPC would receive steady state target information (u
[i]
ss
and x[i]ss ) from the target calculator and also state estimates xˆ[i]k from its local observer.
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7.7 DMPC scheme for LFC
In this section, we propose a DMPC scheme suitable for LFC problems, and this is a vital
contribution in this chapter. The design presented in this section is summarised in Algorithm
7.3. System constraints such as GRC, and input limits are incorporated into the design and
are taken as hard constraints. The DMPC would operate alongside a distributed observer to
estimate the states of each local subsystem and uncontracted load variations and a centralised
target calculator; see Sections 7.6.2 and 7.6.3. Here, the problem for the dDMPC, which is
applicable to a fully connected system, is considered; the sDMPC algorithm can easily be
obtained from the dDMPC by disconnecting some communication links between subsystems
(described in Algorithm 7.4), while the DeMPC can be obtained by disconnecting all com-
munication links (described in Algorithm 7.5). In order to design the DMPC, supposing at a
given time, k, where k ≥ 0, the ith subsystem communicates to its dynamic neighbours, its
previous optimal open loop control sequence v[i]t ∀t ∈ {k, · · · , k + nc − 1} and corresponding
state sequence z[i]t ∀t ∈ {k, · · · , k+ nc− 1}, respectively, where nc is the number of degrees of
freedom (d.o.f) in the control and also taken as the MPC prediction horizon, then (7.10a) can
be expressed as:
x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k +
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
{Aijz[j]k + Bijv[j]k }+ w[i]k (7.22a)
where
w[i]k =
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
{A(x[j]k − z[j]k ) + Bij(u[j]k − v[j]k )} (7.22b)
Note that the summation term in (7.22a) represents a planned interaction, while (7.22b) rep-
resents an unplanned interaction. Define the nominal ith subsystem model associated with
(7.22a) as:
z
[i]
k+1 = Aiiz
[i]
k + Biiv
[i]
k +
∑
j∈A
i6=j
{Aijz[j]k + Bijv[j]k } (7.23)
The control law for the ith subsystem at k ≥ 0 is
u[i]k = v
[i]
k/k + u
[i]
ss + Kii(xˆ
[i]
k − x[i]ss − z[i]k ) (7.24)
Observe that the control law (7.24) includes the local gain Kii which can be determined of-
fline using Algorithm 7.1, the ith subsystem state estimates xˆ[i]k supplied by the ith observer
described in Section 7.6.2 and the target pair (x[i]ss ,u[i]ss ) supplied by a target calculator. v[i]k/k is
the first control action in the optimal control sequence v[i]t/k,∀t ∈ {k, · · · , k + nc − 1}, obtained
from the ith linear DMPC problems, Pi
(
z[i]k
)
, k = 0 and Pi(z[i]k ), k > 0, which are formally
described:
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k = 0 : z[i]0/0 = x
[i]
0
Pi
(
z[i]k
)
: min
{v[i]k/k, · · · , v
[i]
k+nc−1/k}
Ji
(
z[i]k , v
[i]
t/k
)
(7.25a)
Subject to ∀t ∈ {k, · · · , k + nc − 1}:
z
[i]
t+1/k = Aiiz
[i]
t/k + Biiv
[i]
t/k (7.25b)
x[i],min ≤
z[i]t+1/k
σ
[i]
x
+ x[i]ss ≤ x[i],max; σ[i]x ∈ (0, 1] (7.25c)
u[i],min ≤
v[i]t/k
σ
[i]
u
+ u[i]ss ≤ u[i],max; σ[i]u ∈ (0, 1] (7.25d)
k > 0 :
Pi
(
z[i]k
)
: min
{v[i]k/k, · · · , v
[i]
k+nc−1/k}
Ji
(
z[i]k , v
[i]
t/k
)
(7.26a)
Subject to ∀t ∈ {k, · · · , k + nc − 1}:
z
[i]
t+1/k = Aiiz
[i]
t/k + Biiv
[i]
t/k +
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
{Aijz[j]t/k + Bijv
[j]
t/k} (7.26b)
z[j]t/k = z
[j]
t/k−1; v
[j]
t/k = v
[j]
t/k−1 (7.26c)
x[i],min ≤
z[i]t+1/k
σ
[i]
x
+ x[i]ss ≤ x[i],max, σ[i]x ∈ (0, 1] (7.26d)
u[i],min ≤
v[i]t/k
σ
[i]
u
+ u[i]ss ≤ u[i],max, σ[i]u ∈ (0, 1] (7.26e)
In the both DMPC problems, the local cost Ji
(
z[i]k , v
[i]
t/k
)
is defined as:
Ji
(
z[i]k , v
[i]
t/k
)
=
k + nc − 1∑
t = k
1
2 {z
T
t+1Qii zt+1 + vTt Rii vt}+ zTk+ncPfiizk+nc (7.27)
Note here that the local terminal weight Pfii 0 is determined oﬄine using Algorithm 7.1.
The expression (7.25c) (the same as (7.26d)) represents the state constraints, while (7.25d)
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(the same as (7.26e)) represents the input constraints; σ[i]x and σ[i]u are tunable constraints
tightening factors [204] selected to ensure that the constraints on the actual system (7.9a) are
not violated; Qii  0 and Rii  0 in (7.27) represent weightings on the local states and input
variables in the ith subsystem respectively. The solution to Pi
(
z[i]k
)
and Pi
(
z[i]k
)
require the
online computation of the pair (x[i]ss , u[i]ss ) at every sampling instant. With y[i]ss (known) and bˆ[i]k
(online estimate of b[i]k ) available, the target pair (x
[i]
ss ,u[i]ss ), can be computed.
We now summarise the ith DMPC problem solved online under Algorithm 7.3 which is based
on the dDMPC design (fully connected):
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Algorithm 7.3 Description of the dense DMPC for the ith subsystem (ONLINE)
1. Parameters designed oﬄine: Given Kii and Pfii computed using Algorithm 7.1 and Lii
computed using Algorithm 7.2.
2. Initialisation: Set k = 0; set the following: xˆ[i]t/k= x
[i]
0 , z
[i]
t = x
[i]
0 and bˆ
[i]
t/k= b
[i]
0 ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1);
set the following coupling matrices in (7.9a) and (7.9b) to zero matrices: Aij , Bij , Bbij , Bdij and
Cij . Hence, initialisation is decentralised as each subsystem does not have any information to
communicate at the start. Note that k is a non-negative integer.
3. Centralised steady state target calculation: Solve the consistency expressions (7.21a) and
(7.21b) and extract the target pair (x[i]ss ,u[i]ss ). This is a centralised calculation; see Section 7.6.3
for the reason.
4. Decentralised control problem: Solve the optimisation problem Pi
(
z[i]k
)
to obtain the
optimal control sequence v[i]t/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1].
5. Prediction calculations (decoupled subsystem): Compute the nominal nc- step state
prediction sequence z[i]t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] by using the decoupled nominal subsystem
model (7.25b).
6. Control input to subsystem: Calculate the control input
u[i]t = v
[i]
t/k + u
[i]
ss + Kii(xˆ[i]t/k − x[i]ss − z[i]t ) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) and apply to the ith subsystem (7.9a).
Evaluate the local output y[i]k using (7.9b).
7. Estimation: Determine, using the ith observer, (7.16), the following estimates from the local
measurement y[i]k : xˆ
[i]
t+1/k and bˆ
[i]
t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1).
8. Communication: Communicate the pair (v[i]t/k, z
[i]
t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] to all of the
other subsystems j and receive the pair (v[j]t/k, z
[j]
t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] from them. Also,
communicate the following (xˆ[i]t+1/k, bˆ
[i]
t+1/k,d
[i]
t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) to all of the other subsystems
j and receive (xˆ[j]t+1/k, bˆ
[j]
t+1/k,d
[j]
t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) from them.
9. Restore subsystem model to default: Restore the couplings matrices to their default values
(nonzero matrices): Aij , Bij , Bbij , Bdij and Cij . This is because each subsystem now has an
information it can communicate.
10. System increment: Set k = k+ 1; set z[j]t/k = z
[j]
t/k−1, v
[j]
t/k = v
[j]
t/k−1 ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k+nc− 1]; set
xˆ[j]t/k= xˆ
[j]
t/k−1, bˆ
[j]
t/k = bˆ
[i]
t/k−1, d
[j]
t/k= d
[j]
t/k−1 ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1).
11. New steady state target: Repeat step 3 to obtain new a target pair (x[i]ss , u[i]ss ).
12. Distributed control problem: Solve the optimisation problem Pi
(
z[i]k
)
to obtain the optimal
control sequence v[i]t/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] .
13. Prediction calculations (coupled subsystem): Compute the nominal nc-step state predic-
tions z[i]t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] using (7.26b) and repeat steps 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13.
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7.7.1 Comments on sparse DMPC
As noted earlier, the sDMPC is based on DT subsystem models that retain the sparsity of the
CT global system. For the sparse case, the subsystems’ state equations can be expressed as:
x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k + B
d
iid
[i]
k + B
b
iib
[i]
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local subsystem
+
∑
j∈ANei
i6=j
{Aijx[j]k + Bdijd[j]k }
︸ ︷︷ ︸
coupling
∀i ∈ Ad (7.28a)
x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k + B
d
iid
[i]
k + B
b
iib
[i]
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local subsystem
+
∑
j∈A
i 6=j
Aijx[j]k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
coupling
+
∑
j∈ANei
i 6=j
Bdijd
[j]
k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
coupling
∀i ∈ A \Ad (7.28b)
where Ad is the index set of CAs with independent net tie line flows; ANei is the index set of CAs
connected to the ith CA, ANei ⊆ A. The expression (7.28a) represents subsystem models of CAs
with independent net tie line flows and they retain the structure of the interconnected power
system. Observe that (7.28a) is different from its dense counterpart (7.9a) as subsystems
are coupled via states and contracted load changes to direct neighbours only, and therefore
communications are restricted to the exchange of state predictions and contracted load changes
between neighbouring CAs. The only exception is the dependent CA whose net tie line flow
is eliminated and expressed as a linear combination of the independent net tie line flows; the
subsystem model of such an area is given in (7.28b) and it receives state predictions from all
of the other subsystems. Hence, Algorithm 7.3 can be modified slightly to obtain the sDMPC
algorithm; the modified one is presented as Algorithm 7.4 for clarity. Changes were only made
to steps 2, 8, 9 and 10 in Algorithm 7.3 (dDMPC) to obtain Algorithm 7.4 (sDMPC). See step
8 in Algorithms 7.3 (dDMPC) and Algorithm 7.4 (sDMPC) to see what information is shared
between subsystems in both schemes.
7.7.2 Comments on decentralised MPC
The DeMPC algorithm ignores the couplings between subsystems, that is, it treats the in-
terconnected network as though each CA is isolated. The ith subsystem model used is given
as:
x[i]k+1 = Aiix
[i]
k + Biiu
[i]
k + B
d
iid
[i]
k + B
b
iib
[i]
k (7.29a)
y[i]k = Ciix
[i]
k + Diid
[i]
k (7.29b)
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Algorithm 7.4 Description of the sparse DMPC for the ith subsystem (ONLINE)
1. Parameters designed oﬄine: Given Kii and Pfii computed using Algorithm 7.1 and Lii
computed using Algorithm 7.2.
2. Initialisation: Set k = 0; set the following: xˆ[i]t/k= x
[i]
0 , z
[i]
t = x
[i]
0 and bˆ
[i]
t/k= b
[i]
0 ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1);
set the following coupling matrices in (7.28a) and (7.28b) to zero matrices: Aij , Bdij and Cij .
Hence, initialisation is decentralised as each subsystem does not have any information to
communicate at the start. Note that k is a non-negative integer.
3. Centralised steady state target calculation: Solve the consistency expressions (7.21a) and
(7.21b) and extract the target pair (x[i]ss ,u[i]ss ). This is a centralised calculation; see Section 7.6.3
for the reason.
4. Decentralised control problem: Solve the optimisation problem Pi
(
z[i]k
)
to obtain the
optimal control sequence v[i]t/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1].
5. Prediction calculations (decoupled subsystem): Compute the nominal nc- step state
prediction sequence z[i]t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] by using the decoupled nominal subsystem
model (7.25b).
6. Control input to subsystem: Calculate the control input
u[i]t = v
[i]
t/k + u
[i]
ss + Kii(xˆ[i]t/k − x[i]ss − z[i]t ) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) and apply to the ith subsystem (7.9a).
Evaluate the local output y[i]k using (7.9b).
7. Estimation: Determine, using the ith observer, (7.16), the following estimates from the local
measurement y[i]k : xˆ
[i]
t+1/k and bˆ
[i]
t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1).
8. Communication: Communicate z[i]t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] to direct neighbours j ∈ ANei
and also to the dependent CA, A \Ad (if it is not a direct neighbour) and receive
z
[j]
t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] from them. Also, communicate (xˆ[i]t+1/k,d[i]t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) to
direct neighbours j ∈ ANei , and also (xˆ[i]t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) to the dependent CA, A \Ad (if it
is not a direct neighbour) and receive (xˆ[j]t+1/k, d
[j]
t+1/k) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) from them.
9. Restore subsystem model to default: Restore the couplings matrices to their default values
(nonzero matrices): Aij , Bdij and Cij . This is because each subsystem now has an information it
can communicate.
10. System increment: Set k = k + 1; set z[j]t/k = z
[j]
t/k−1 ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1]; set xˆ[j]t/k= xˆ[j]t/k−1
∀t ∈ [k, k + 1).
11. New steady state target: Repeat step 3 to obtain new a target pair (x[i]ss , u[i]ss ).
12. Distributed control problem: Solve the optimisation problem Pi
(
z[i]k
)
to obtain the optimal
control sequence v[i]t/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1], replacing Bij in (7.26b) with a zero matrix.
13. Prediction calculations (coupled subsystem): Compute the nominal nc-step state predic-
tions z[i]t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] using (7.26b) with Bij taken as a zero matrix, and repeat
steps 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13.
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Algorithm 7.5 Description of the decentralised MPC for the ith subsystem (ONLINE)
1. Parameters designed oﬄine: Given Kii and Pfii computed using Algorithm 7.1 and Lii
computed using Algorithm 7.2.
2. Initialisation: Set k = 0; set the following: xˆ[i]t/k= x
[i]
0 , z
[i]
t = x
[i]
0 and bˆ
[i]
t/k= b
[i]
0 ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1).
Note that k is a non-negative integer.
3. Centralised steady state target calculation: Solve the consistency expressions (7.21a) and
(7.21b) and extract the target pair (x[i]ss ,u[i]ss ). This is a centralised calculation; see Section 7.6.3
for the reason.
4. Decentralised control problem: Solve the optimisation problem Pi
(
z[i]k
)
to obtain the
optimal control sequence v[i]t/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1].
5. Prediction calculations (decoupled subsystem): Compute the nominal nc- step state
prediction sequence z[i]t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, · · · , k + nc − 1] by using the decoupled nominal subsystem
model (7.25b).
6. Control input to subsystem: Calculate the control input
u[i]t = v
[i]
t/k + u
[i]
ss + Kii(xˆ[i]t/k − x[i]ss − z[i]t ) ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1) and apply to the ith subsystem (7.9a).
Evaluate the local output y[i]k using (7.9b).
7. Estimation: Determine, using the ith observer, (7.16), the following estimates from the local
measurement y[i]k : xˆ
[i]
t+1/k and bˆ
[i]
t+1/k ∀t ∈ [k, k + 1).
8. System increment: Set k = k + 1 and repeat steps 3,4,5,6,7,8.
In the ith DeMPC problem, no information exchange is carried out between subsystems; it is
synonymous with solving a centralised MPC problem within a CA. Algorithm 7.5 summarises
the DeMPC steps.
Remark 7.7.1. The DMPC algorithms here was adapted from the centralised tube-based MPC
in [204], and theoretical results on stability and recursive feasibility were not considered. With
proper oﬄine selection of tuning paramaters such as gain matrices, weighting matrices and
invariant sets, apriori stability and recursive feasibility can be guaranteed [225]. However,
this current work considered a simple DMPC scheme which can easily be applied to practical
systems.
7.7.3 Generation rate and input constraints.
The DMPC proposed here considers the GRC and input limits of each GenCo participating in
a supplementary control, that is, GenCos whose area participation factors are nonzero. The
description of the GRC and input limits expressions can be found in Section 6.4.4.
In summary, this section presented three different non-centralised MPC algorithms for multi-
area deregulated LFC problems, namely dDMPC, sDMPC and DeMPC. These three algorithms
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Table 7.1: Contracted load changes (case-1).
∆PL1,1 ∆PL1,2 ∆PL1,3 ∆PL1,4 ∆PL2,5 ∆PL2,6 ∆PL2,7
0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0 0.0065 0.0065 0
∆PL3,8 ∆PL3,9 ∆PL3,10 ∆PL3,11 ∆PL4,12 ∆PL4,13 ∆PL4,14
0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0 0.0065 0.0065 0
differ in respect of the amount of information that is shared between subsystems. In dDMPC,
each subsystem communicates its previous state and input sequences, contracted and uncon-
tracted load changes to all other subsystems. In sDMPC, only direct neighbours (control areas
with a tie line link) communicate with each other and they only exchange state predictions
and contracted load changes. In the DeMPC, subsystems do not exchange any information.
7.8 Simulation and Discussion
This section presents and discusses the simulation results obtained by implementing the pro-
posed DMPC (sparse and dense) based LFC schemes on two different multi-area deregulated
benchmark models. Firstly, the 4-area benchmark model developed in Chapter 5 is consid-
ered and the results are presented under case-1 Section 7.8.1. Furthermore, the efficacy of the
DMPC schemes are also demonstrated on the 7-area benchmark model developed in Chapter
5; the 7-area problem is presented under case-2 Section 7.8.2. In both case studies, a cen-
tralised MPC (benchmark control scheme) and the DeMPC scheme described in this chapter
(interactions ignored in the ith DMPC problem) are implemented alongside the sDMPC and
dDMPC.
7.8.1 Case-1: 4-area deregulated power system
In this section, the efficacy and applicability of the DMPC is illustrated on a 4-area network.
The parameters of the 4-area model are shown in Table A.4 and A.5. The GenCos with
a nonzero area participation factor are on supplementary control (to cater for uncontracted
load changes) while the entire GenCos are assumed to have bilateral contracts with DisCos
(for contracted load changes) within and outside their control areas. The DisCo participation
matrix (DPM) that contains the contract data is given in (A.8). The rated capacities of
the different control areas are {Pr1 , · · · , Pr4} ={5500, 4800, 5000, 6200}. The contracted load
change of each DisCo and uncontracted load changes in each area is shown in Table 7.1 and
7.2 respectively.
In the ith DMPC, the number of d.o.f in control nc = 20 and this is used as the prediction
horizon ny; a sampling time ts = 0.1 s is used throughout the simulation. Also, the constraint
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Figure 7.2: Uncontracted load changes (case-1).
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Figure 7.3: Frequency deviation in each control area (case-1). Note that the frequency devia-
tions at steady state should be zero.
tightening factors are used in the three non-centralised schemes are σ[i]x = 0.9 and σ[i]u = 0.95;
these values were chosen by trial and error to ensure that feasibility is achieved for sDMPC,
dDMPC and DeMPC. The benchmark model developed is used as the plant. The weighting
used in the ith DMPC are Qii = 10I [i]x and Rii = I [i]u , where I [i]x and I [i]u are identity matrices
of appropriate sizes. The input constraints and GRC of GenCos on supplementary control are
plotted as black dotted lines (upper and lower bounds) alongside their generation rates and
inputs signals.
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Figure 7.4: Deviation in net tie-line outflow in CA (case-1)
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Figure 7.5: Area control error (4-area case)
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Figure 7.6: Change in power output of GenCos in area 1 and 2 ∆PMi,k pu (case-1).
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Table 7.2: Total cost of regulation (case-1).
Algorithm CMPC dDMPC sDMPC DeMPC
Regulation cost 5.9638 6.7483 6.8840 14.8356
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Figure 7.7: Change in power output of GenCos in area 3 and 4 ∆PMi,k pu (case-1).
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Figure 7.8: Generation rate of GenCos (case-1). Only GRC of GenCos with nonzero area par-
ticipation factors (on supplementary control) are shown as they are the only ones constrained.
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Figure 7.9: Control input of each GenCo (case-1). Only the input signals of GenCos on
supplementary control are shown.
The frequency deviations, the deviations in net tie line power and the area control error in
each area are shown in Figure 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 respectively, for the four different control
architectures. It is seen that the DeMPC has the the worst performance. This is because,
each ith DeMPC scheme neglects the coupling effects from neigbouring subsystems. This also
justifies what was stated in Section 2.3 that one of the causes of high frequency fluctuations
recently [113] is due to the completely decentralised frequency control framework in operation
in most interconnected power networks.
Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 that the performance of CMPC, sDMPC
and dDMPC are comparable, with CMPC, in some instances, giving a better performance.
This is because, the CMPC has full knowledge of available system information. However, as
stated earlier, CMPC may not be realistic for large scale multi-area system, where control
areas have large geographical separations.
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For this 4-area case, the performance between sDMPC and dDMPC are almost indistinguish-
able; however, the total regulation cost incured by applying each scheme has been calculated
and presented in Table 7.2. The expression (7.30a) was utilised to calculate the total cost
incured for the sDMPC,dDMPC and DeMPC while (7.30b) was used to compute the total
cost based on the centralised scheme.
Jc =
∑
i∈A
{ Ls∑
t=1
{
(x[i]t+1 − x[i]ss )TQii(x[i]t+1 − x[i]ss ) + (u[i]t − u[i]ss )TRii(u[i]t − x[i]ss )
}}
(7.30a)
Jd =
Ls∑
t=1
{
(xt+1 − xss)TQ(xt+1 − xss) + (ut − uss)TR(ut − xss)
}
(7.30b)
where Ls is the simulation length.
The CeMPC has the lowest regulation cost as expected while DeMPC has the highest cost.
The total regulation cost incurred by dDMPC is lower compared to sDMPC. This is because,
each ith dDMPC uses a more accurate model than the sDMPC. However, each local dDMPC
requires far more information than the sDMPC. The ith dDMPC requires the control v[j]t/k
and state z[j]t+1/k sequence, contracted d
[j]
k and uncontracted b
[j]
k load changes from every CA,
while the ith sDMPC requires the state sequence z[j]t+1/k and contracted load changes d
[j]
k of its
neighbours in the CT representation.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the change in the power output of each GenCo based on the four
MPC architectures; only one GenCo on supplementary control in each area is presented as the
others showed a similar pattern. The black dotted lines are the desired generation changes and
are included as a reference. The GenCos whose desired generation changes are constant are
the ones on bilateral LM contract only, while the ones with a piecewise constant (rectangular)
generation reference are on bilateral LM contract and supplementary control. Similar to what
was seen in Figure 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, DeMPC results in the worst performance and CeMPC
generally provided better regulation that the other MPC schemes.
The generation rate and control input signal of each GenCo on supplementary control is shown
in Figure 7.8 and 7.9 respectively, with their bounds shown as black dotted lines. The figures
clearly illustrate the importance of communication and exchange of information between the
LFC controller in each area as DeMPC results in oscillations and more saturation in the gener-
ation rates and input signals. Feasible cooperation DMPC proposed in [102] was implemented,
but not included in the plots as the optimisation gave infeasibility at some sampling instants;
this is because of the state rate constraints (GRC) .
A summary of the key observations from case-1 is provided in Table 7.3 to help a reader.
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Table 7.3: Summary of key observations from results obtained in case-1 (4-area network)
Figures Key observations (CMPC, DeMPC, sDMPC and dDMPC)
Figure 7.3 shows frequency
deviations ∆fi; Figure 7.4
shows deviation in net tie
line power ∆P tiei ; Figure
7.5 shows ACE signals.
Large fluctuations in ∆fi, ∆P tiei and ACE signals are ob-
served with DeMPC algorithm; this is because, system cou-
plings are neglected. CMPC, sDMPC and dDMPC give
comparable performances in ∆fi, ∆P tiei and ACE signals,
with CMPC offering a better performance in some instances.
Also, CMPC leads to a greater undershoots and overshoots
in some instances as compared to sDMPC and dDMPC,
and CMPC deliberately allowed that (no constraints on fre-
quency, ACE and tie line power) to meet system constraints
requirements since it has more information about the sys-
tem. dDMPC slightly outperforms sDMPC because it uses
a more accurate subsystem model, but this comes at the
expense of more information exchange.
A regulation cost comparison between the schemes is pro-
vided in Table 7.2, where CMPC has the lowest and DeMPC
has the highest regulation cost. dDMPC cost is lower than
sDMPC cost.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show
the change in power out-
puts of GenCos ∆PMi,k
The DeMPC results in a poor tracking of the desired gen-
eration; this is also because system couplings are neglected.
CMPC results in best tracking performance, with about the
right rate of generation change. sDMPC and dDMPC algo-
rithms gave almost similar performance, but dDMPC pro-
vides a slightly better tracking performance.
Figure 7.8 shows the gen-
eration rates ˙∆PMi,k of Gen-
Cos
The DeMPC algorithm results in more saturations and gen-
eration rates oscillates without settles to zero. This con-
tributed to the large fluctuations in ∆fi, ∆P tiei and ACE
signals observed and also poor tracking of the desired gen-
eration ∆PMi,k. CMPC, having a complete knowledge of the
system, handled the GRC better than sDMPC and dDMPC.
sDMPC and dDMPC gave almost identical performance
with respect to GRC handling.
Figure 7.9 shows the con-
trol input signals to Gen-
Cos ∆PCi,k.
Again, ∆PCi,k signals from the DeMPC algorithm saturates
most of the time and oscillate continuously. sDMPC and
dDMPC give almost indistinguishable behaviour in terms on
input constraints handling. The CMPC algorithm provide
the best input constraints handling.
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Table 7.4: Contracted load change of each GenCo(case-2).
∆PL1,1 ∆PL1,2 ∆PL1,3 ∆PL1,4 ∆PL1,5 ∆PL1,6 ∆PL1,7
0 0 0 0.007 0 0.007 0
∆PL2,8 ∆PL2,9 ∆PL2,10 ∆PL2,11 ∆PL2,12
0.0105 0 0.0052 0.0052 0.0052
∆PL3,13 ∆PL3,14 ∆PL3,15 ∆PL3,16 ∆PL3,17 ∆PL3,18 ∆PL3,19
0.0091 0.0091 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0 0.0091
∆PL4,20 ∆PL4,21 ∆PL4,22 ∆PL4,23 ∆PL4,24 ∆PL4,25 ∆PL4,26 ∆PL4,27
0.007 0 0.007 0 0 0.007 0 0.007
∆PL5,28 ∆PL5,29 ∆PL5,30 ∆PL5,31 ∆PL5,32
0.0091 0.0091 0 0.0091 0
∆PL6,33 ∆PL6,34 ∆PL6,35 ∆PL6,36 ∆PL6,37 ∆PL6,38 ∆PL6,39 ∆PL6,40
0.0091 0 0.0091 0.0046 0 0.0091 0.0046 0
∆PL7,41 ∆PL7,42 ∆PL7,43 ∆PL7,44 ∆PL7,45 ∆PL7,46
0 0 0 0.007 0 0.007
Table 7.5: Total cost of regulation (case-2).
Algorithm CMPC dDMPC sDMPC DeMPC
Regulation cost 2518 2568 2620 3081
7.8.2 Case-2: 7-area deregulated power system
This section presents the results obtained by implementing the proposed DMPC on a 7-area
system to further demonstrate its effectiveness and suitability for LFC. The area participation
factors of GenCos and the DPM used in Chapter 6 is also used here. Other parameters of the
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Figure 7.10: Uncontracted load changes in each area (case-2).
7-area system are provided in Tables A.6, A.7 and A.8. The rated capacities assumed for each
area are {Pr1 , Pr2 , · · · , Pr7} = {5500, 6750, 5000, 6200, 4500, 5800, 5600}.
The ith DMPC uses the same number of d.o.f in control nc and sampling time as in case-1 of
Section 7.8.1. The constraints tightening factors used are σ[i]x = 0.95 and σ[i]u = 0.95. The state
and input weighting used in Chapter 6 are partitioned according to the dimensions of each
subsystem and used here. As the benchmark system used here is a much larger one (7-area with
33 GenCos and 46 DisCos), not all results are displayed. Nevertheless, the undisplayed results
are similar in pattern to the ones shown in this section. Assuming the contracted load change
of each DisCo is as shown in Table 7.4 and the uncontracted load variations that occurred in
each area is as shown in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.11: Frequency deviation and net tie line power deviation in area 1 (case-2).
The frequency deviation ∆fi and the deviation in net tie line power ∆P tiei in areas 1, 2, 4
and 7 are shown in Figures 7.11, 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 respectively. The plots showing the
area control error (ACE) signals in each area are not provided since from Section 5.4.7, ACEi
converges to zero when ∆fi converged to zero and ∆P tiei settles at the scheduled (contracted)
value ∆P tie,shi ; hence the signals ∆fi, ∆P tiei and ∆P
tie,sh
i are enough to conclude about the
area control errors. Similar to what was seen in case-1, DeMPC results in more oscillations in
∆fi and ∆P tiei signals in each area and thus give the worst performance.
The change in power output of some GenCos (two selected from each control area, and power
outputs of GenCos in area 5 and 6 are omitted) are presented in Figures 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17.
A reduced performance is also observed for the DeMPC scheme. The generation rates of some
GenCos are shown in Figure 7.18 with the bounds indicated as black dotted lines. The input
signals to a few generating units are shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20.
Furthermore, the overall regulation cost of each MPC scheme has been computed and is pre-
sented in Table 7.5. As expected, the DeMPC scheme incurred the highest cost of regulation
while the CMPC (benchmark) resulted in the lowest cost. As obtained in case-1, sDMPC give
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Figure 7.12: Frequency deviation and net tie line power deviation in area 2 (case-2).
rise to a higher regulation cost than the dDMPC scheme. These discussions are summarised
in Table 7.6 to help a reader.
7.8.3 Summary
To summarise, this section illustrated the dynamic responses obtained by implementing DMPC
algorithms proposed on a 4-area and 7-area deregulated benchmark models developed in Chap-
ter 5. In particular, four MPC architectures namely, CMPC, dDMPC, sDMPC and DeMPC
were simulated, in the presence of GRC, input constraints, and their performances were com-
pared.
7.9 Conclusion
Achieving a tight control of frequency in modern deregulated power interconnections, as it
were in the past, will require more efficient control strategies, as a result of the overlap of
market transactions with control mechanisms and the physics of power grids, coupled with
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Figure 7.13: Frequency deviation and net tie line power deviation in area 4 (case-2).
high interactions between control areas in networks. Centralised MPC based LFC can bring
some benefits in terms coordinating power transactions, cope with the interactions between
CAs and honour physical system constraints. However CMPC is not realistic in general.
Thus this chapter investigated the use of non-centralised MPC algorithms for LFC problems
in a deregulated power system. In particular, three non-centralised MPC algorithms were
developed, namely a dense DMPC (dDMPC), sparse DMPC (sDMPC) and a decentralised
MPC (DeMPC). These algorithms differ in respect of the subsystem model used in a local MPC
regulator design, which also dictated the amount of information shared between subsystems.
The DeMPC utilised discrete time (DT) subsystem models which are completely decoupled.
Moreover, sDMPC and dDMPC utilised DT subsystem models obtained from the global system
model via different discretisation approach: the sDMPC was developed to use subsystem
models obtained by decomposing the global continuous time (CT) model into subsystems
and then discretising each CT subsystem model separately, and this discretisation scheme
preserved the sparsity of the CT global system; the dDMPC was based on subsystem models
realised by first discretising the CT global model before decomposition, and thus the sparsity
of the original CT global model is lost. As a consequence, subsystems do not communicate
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Figure 7.14: Frequency deviation and net tie line power deviation in area 7(case-2).
in the DeMPC scheme. Direct neighbours shared a limited amount of information between
themselves in the sDMPC whereas in the dDMPC, all available information are shared between
all subsystems.
Furthermore, local Luenberger observers were designed to estimate local system states and
uncontracted load changes from local measurements and these estimates are used by local
MPC regulators; hence the proposed schemes use output feedback. Each local observer uses
a local stabilising gain designed by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities. Moreover, local
observers do not communicate in the DeMPC case, shared a limited amount of information
with direct neighbours in the sDMPC case, and shared all available information with the other
local observers in the dDMPC case.
The proposed non-centralised MPC algorithms, developed for deregulated LFC problems, were
tested on a 4-area and 7-area system, where control areas are unequally rated and compared
with a CMPC benchmark. The results obtained, in the presence of GRC and input constraints,
reveal the following:
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Figure 7.15: Change in power output of GenCos in area 1 and 2 (case-2).
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Figure 7.16: Change in power output of GenCos in area 3 and 4 (case-2)
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Figure 7.17: Change in power output of GenCos in area 7 (case-2)
• The amount of information shared between control areas (subsystems) in an intercon-
nected power system can have an impact on overall system performance. Specifically,
when the couplings between subsystems are neglected and therefore information are not
shared between subsystems, poor system performance can result. This is seen from the
large fluctuations in frequency, tie line power and ACE, and poor tracking of a desired
generation, oscillatory generation rates and constraint saturations associated with the
DeMPC algorithm. Furthermore, a better performance, comparable to a CMPC scheme,
can be obtained if subsystems (CAs) share some information and coordinate themselves,
as seen in the sDMPC and dDMPC schemes.
• It was also observed that the discretisation scheme employed in obtaining subsystem
models (control area models) can effect the LFC performance. This is seen from the
results and also from the total regulation cost where dDMPC give a slightly better
performance when compared with the sDMPC algorithm.
Thus, the proposed DMPC algorithms could bring benefits in LFC in a practical deregulated
power system environment.
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Table 7.6: Summary of key observations from results obtained in case-2 (7-area network)
Figures Key observations (CMPC, DeMPC, sDMPC and dDMPC)
Each of Figures 7.11, 7.12,
7.13 and 7.14 shows the
frequency deviations ∆fi
(top) and deviation in net
tie line power ∆P tiei (bot-
tom) in areas 1, 2, 4 and
7
Similar to the trends observed in case-1, the DeMPC algo-
rithm leads to oscillations in ∆fi and ∆P tiei due to the cou-
pling effects that were ignored. CeMPC, the benchmark,
is observed to offer the best performance. A close observa-
tion of the results also shows that dDMPC performs slightly
better than the sDMPC.
The total cost of regulation for each of the schemes in
presented in Table 7.5, where CMPC has the lowest and
DeMPC has the highest. sDMPC incured a higher cost than
dDMPC.
Figures 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17
show the change in power
outputs ∆PMi,k of selected
GenCos.
Again, DeMPC results in a poor tracking of desired genera-
tion changes. The benchmark algorithm (CMPC) achieved
a better tracking as compared to sDMPC and dDMPC in
some instances; some other times, their performances are
almost indistinguishable.
Figure 7.18 shows the gen-
eration rates ˙∆PMi,k of Gen-
Cos
The generate rate resulting from the DeMPC algorithm os-
cillates continuously and never converged to zero as desired.
This contributed to the poor performance it displayed in ∆fi
and ∆P tiei signals in Figures 7.11, 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 and
also poor tracking of the desired generation ∆PMi,k. More-
over, a close observation will reveal that CMPC handled
GRCs better than sDMPC and dDMPC and this is ex-
pected.
Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show
the control input signals to
GenCos ∆PCi,k.
The ∆PCi,k signals from the DeMPC algorithm shows some
oscillation. CeMPC, sDMPC and dDMPC displayed almost
identical behaviour for the input signals.
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Figure 7.18: Generation rate of GenCos; one is selected from each control area and displayed
(case-2).
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Figure 7.19: Control input of GenCos in areas 1-4 (case-2). One output per control area is
shown.
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Figure 7.20: Control input of GenCos in areas 5-7 (case-2). One output per control area is
shown.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future work
This chapter concludes the thesis and consists of the following: Section 8.1 presents overall
concluding remarks on the work in the thesis; Section 8.2 pools the main contributions in the
relevant chapters for convenience; Section 8.3 discusses some possible future work.
8.1 Conclusions
The work presented in this document focused on some technical concerns inherent in load
frequency control (LFC) in interconnected power systems, which have arisen because of the
ongoing deregulation being experienced by electric industries around the world. Deregula-
tion has led to the emergence of private entities such as generation companies (GenCos) and
distributed companies (DisCos) which sell (GenCos) and purchase (DisCos) electricity compet-
itively. A transmission system operator (TSO) is saddled with the responsibility of providing
LFC in each control area (CA) and must procure incremental power from the competitive
power market. Furthermore, transmission companies (TranCos) in large interconnections (one
TranCo in each CA and the TranCos are also the TSOs in some jurisdictions) were compelled
by the deregulation policy to grant external entities open and unbaised access to their trans-
mission networks, as they would allow for entities within their CAs. Consequently, the number
of independent cross-border power contracts (electricity trading) between GenCos and DisCos
in most deregulated interconnections has increased dramatically. Unpredicted flows are now
being experienced by TSOs in their local networks as traded electricity does not necessarily
flow via contract paths, and this has resulted in recurrent large frequency deviations globally
[19, 21]. Note that a DisCo can participate in LFC in the form of load matching contract by
contracting independently with GenCos within or outside its CA. LFC has become complex
because the procurement of incremental power must obey the market rules.
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Some factors that have also contributed to frequency deteriorations after deregulation are
[21, 226]: (i) introduction of smaller generating units (with less inertia) and renewable energy
sources (with neglegible or absolutely no inertia) in most interconnections, leading to a reduc-
tion in the inertia per unit generation available; (ii) lack of relevant data (contract data) by the
load frequency controller in each area; (iii) poor coordination and lack of real-time information
sharing between local LFC schemes; (iv) reduced security margins and a corresponding increase
in system stress as transacting entities are driven by profit and not optimal system operations;
(v) significant coupling between the electric grid’s physics and electricity trading which has
been largely ignored in electric industries. Large frequency deviations resulting from active
power imbalance can damage turbines, reduce performance of power plants auxiliaries and
overload tie lines. Moreover, tight frequency control is important so that serious grid problems
that could lead to blackouts, masking as a normal frequency deviation, can be detected early.
As a result these issues which has hindered tight frequency control in the new environment,
there was a need for the following:
• A new modelling framework that incorporates power transactions (contracted data),
and this is important as it will enable TSOs to effectively study LFC in the market
environment; this will in turn lead to a proper planning and operation of the grid.
• Amore effective LFC strategy in each area which can handle large number of transactions,
share information and coordinate with LFC schemes in neigbouring areas to achieve
acceptable overall system performance.
This thesis addressed the needs itemised above by setting six key objectives, presented in
Section 1.4, which broadly fall into (i) an extensive literature review to evaluate the research
contributions available towards addressing LFC challenges in the new environment in terms of
their strengths and weaknesses, and thus to reveal the key gaps; (ii) development of a novel and
more practical generalised LFC modelling framework for studies in the deregulated environ-
ment; (iii) an effective LFC design based on model predictive control (MPC) strategy, where
both centralised, decentralised and distributed MPC architectures are investigated. Specifi-
cally, Chapter 2, firstly, described the age-long mathematical model used in traditional LFC
studies and provided a simulation example to illustrate the key concept of LFC; the traditional
model was important as it formed the basis for which the deregulated models in this work were
developed. Furthermore, a thorough survey of the LFC literature was carried out, where the
strengths and weaknesses of different control techniques that have considered for LFC, based
on some minimum specifications, were compared; see Table 2.9. The survey revealed that
no single control technique meets the minimum specification. The comparison also revealed
that MPC can bring some benefits such as simple/systematic design, effective and systematic
handling of constraints such as generation rate constraints (GRC) and limits on control in-
puts, MIMO capabilities, calculation of economically optimal control signals and distributed
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control. These benefits, thus, motivated the investigation of the MPC technique in deregu-
lated LFC problems as its potentials have not been well exploited in the new environment.
Moreover, to be able to develop an MPC based solution for deregulated LFC, there was a need
to understand the mathematical fundamentals of MPC, and thus, Chapter 3 presented the
basic concepts of MPC, where a mathematical description was provided for centralised MPC
(CMPC), decentralised MPC (DeMPC) and distributed MPC (DMPC) architectures. The key
attributes of the different architectures were discussed, where it was emphasised that CMPC
can offer the best performance but is unrealistic for large interconnections, while DeMPC, while
being much simpler, could give poor performance as the effects of coupling between subsystems
are neglected; refer to Table 3.1. The key qualities of MPC strategies and how they match
some vital requirements of a practical LFC were reiterated. The possibility of deriving benefits
from MPC in a deregulated LFC problem was investigated in Chapter 4 using a small-scale
deregulated benchmark network in state-space form.
In particular, Chapter 4 began by providing a clear and step-by-step description of the key
modifications required in a traditional LFC model to incorporate bilateral load matching (LM)
transactions between GenCos and DisCos in a 2-area deregulated network, where the ratio of
the total LM requirement of a DisCo contracted to a GenCo was represented as the entries of a
DisCo participation matrix (DPM). The 2-area deregulated LFC model described in Chapter 4
was initially developed in [29] where the concept of DPM was pioneered, but presented slightly
differently here. It was assumed, in the model, that a deregulated network can be subjected to
contracted (measured) load changes which have been procured by DisCos through bilateral LM
contract, and uncontracted (unmeasured) load changes are handled by a TSO who is assumed
to have secured incremental (and decremental) reserve from local GenCos bidding in a pool
and can dispatch them in real time based on their area participation factors. Furthermore, a
CMPC based LFC scheme using output feedback, where a discrete time Luenberger observer
was used to estimate uncontracted load changes and system states, was proposed for the 2-
area benchmark. Simulations were conducted under two cases - firstly the network subjected
to contracted load changes only and next contracted and uncontracted load changes - in the
presence of turbine GRC and input constraints. The results obtained, which were compared
with infinite horizon LQR based LFC, revealed that the predictive control is a promising
strategy for deregulated LFC as GRC and input constraints were handled more effectively,
leading to a better frequency regulation regarding the magnitude of overshoots and undershoots
and the time taken to eliminate frequency deviations. The CMPC algorithm also provided a
better regulation of the ouput powers of the generators leading to a more efficient rejection of
uncontracted load changes.
Some of the steps presented in Chapter 4 to developing a deregulated model, such as obtaining
the expressions for contracted LM signal 4.3.2, net tie line flow deviations 4.3.5 and scheduled
net incremental tie line flow 4.3.6 could be burdensome and prone to error for large deregulated
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networks with a complex topology and a sizeable number of control areas, GenCos and Dis-
Cos. Furthermore, the 2-area system assumed that each CA has the same rated capacity and
that is unrealistic. Thus Chapter 5 proposed a novel generalised deregulated LFC modelling
framework which can provide key benefits: (i) a relatively easy and systematic approach to
developing deregulated LFC models irrespective of the number of CA, GenCos and DisCos
and complexity of the network topology, and thus represents a more efficient method of han-
dling the increasing number of local and cross-border transactions in modern day deregulated
interconnections; (ii) incorporates the capacity ratios between neighbouring CAs and thus of-
fers the flexiblity to study LFC in large interconnections wth equal CAs ratings or the more
realistic unequal CAs ratings. A 7-area deregulated benchmark model with 33 GenCos and
46 DisCos was developed to clearly illustrate how the generalised formulation can be used,
and also served as a simulation model to demonstrate the flexibility of the formulation in ac-
commodating equal and unequal area studies. It was revealed using unity capacity ratios in
unequal multi-area systems can result in frequency offsets. An additional 4-area deregulated
model was developed to further demonstrate the usefulness of the generalised formulation, and
to provide more insight into how the LFC model of any deregulated power network can be
developed from the generalised formulation.
The 7-area benchmark developed was used in Chapter 6 to further examine the potentials of
a predictive control solution to deregulated LFC problems. In particular, Chapter 6 extended
the work in Chapter 4 by considering a more appropriate settings where CAs have unequal
rated capacities and some GenCos do not participate in serving uncontracted load changes
in their area. Previous work on deregulated LFC, and that presented in Chapter 4 proposed
control schemes that generate lumped signals for each area which are then distributed to
GenCos according to their area participation factors (refer to Figure 4.2, 5.1 and 6.1), and this
approach may result in a violation of the input constraints of each GenCo. The proposed CMPC
scheme in this chapter considers a separate control signal for each GenCo (refer to figure 6.2)
by incorporating, explicitly, the area participation factors of each generating unit (GenCo) in
the CMPC cost function, and therefore, accounted for the input constraints of GenCos serving
uncontracted load changes in their area, in addition to their individual GRCs. This approach
also permits greater flexibility and a more efficient use of a predictive control capability on
multiple inputs coordination. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme, when
compared with LQR based LFC, also gives a more acceptable frequency and tie line control,
regulates generating units’ output more efficiently and handles the input constraints and GRC
of individual units more effectively.
The predictive control scheme proposed in Chapter 6 (and also in Chapter 4) is completely
centralised and hence scheme might not be realistic for large scale systems where CAs have
large geographical separation (refer to Section 3.2.5 and Table 3.1). Hence, the key aim of
Chapter 7 was to investigate a distributed control solution for deregulated LFC problems. To
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accomplish this, a DMPC scheme that can suitably be applied to an interconnection with a
sizeable number of CAs was proposed. The DMPC algorithm was developed to use output
feedback where local observers were designed to estimate uncontracted load changes in their
areas and local subsystem states, and make these estimates available their local MPCs. The
local observers use local measurements (area control error signals) and communicate to obtain
better estimates, hence it is distributed. The DMPC was tested on the 4-area and 7-area
systems developed earlier in the presence of GRC, input limits, contracted and uncontracted
load changes, and compared with a CMPC (benchmark) and DeMPC scheme to evaluate its
efficacy. Results revealed that communication between local MPCs (sDMPC and dDMPC)
offers a performance comparable to CMPC whereas reduced communication between local
MPCs (DeMPC) results in poor LFC performance.
As a closing remark, the novel generalised modelling framework proposed to study LFC in
the deregulated environment, that incorporates area capacity information, is one of the key
achievements in this thesis. The behaviour exhibited by the benchmark models developed from
the generalised framework, when subjected to load disturbances, conform to what would be
expected in practical systems. In light of these evidence, the generalised formulation represents
a valuable framework for power system researchers to develop their own benchmark models and
test their LFC proposals/study frequency phenomenon in the deregulated environment. Power
networks, because of their interactive nature, represent a proper system for testing distributed
control algorithms, and thus, the generalised framework, as well as the benchmark models, are
beneficial in that respect. Furthermore, the generalised model could be used in deregulated
power industries to develop simulation models, with parameters validated with actual measured
data, to study frequency phenomenon. Another key achievement is the predictive control
schemes proposed. The CMPC, though not suitable for multi-area networks, could be easily
adapted and utilised for LFC studies in isolated power networks; the model of such networks
would normally exclude tie line equations and utilise a single swing equation. More importantly,
the evidence gathered from implementing the proposed DMPC revealed that it could deal
with the increasing frequency oscillations that are being experienced globally in deregulated
interconnections. The design approach of each local MPC is pretty close to that of the widely
used industrial MPC and hence can be easily understood by power sytem operators.
8.2 Summary of key contributions
The main contributions in this thesis are pooled from the relevant chapters and presented here
for convenience.
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Chapter 2
• Presented a thorough review of the LFC literature to reveal opportunies for contributions.
Note that previous reviews [50, 61, 62] ignored MPC based LFC proposals.
Chapter 4
• Proposes a CMPC scheme for the LFC problem of a 2-area deregulated power system
with contracted (measured) and uncontracted (unmeasured) load pertubations. The
uncontracted load pertubation of an area represents the net load pertubations from
entities that have either violated the LM contract or did not purchase LM contracts.
• The work here employs an observer to estimate system states as well as uncontracted
load variations (which is assumed to be unmeasured) from ACE measurements, hence
the proposed CMPC is output feedback
• GRC and limits on governor setpoints are included in the MPC design and simulations.
Chapter 5
• Proposes a generalised formulation of a deregulated LFC model for an N control area
network, which can accommodate studies where control areas either have unequal rated
capacities or equal rated capacities.
• Develops a 7-area deregulated benchmark model by applying the proposed generalised
model, and provides simulation evidence to demonstrate the importance of considering
the difference in area rated capacities.
• A 4-area deregulated benchmark model is also developed to further demonstrate the use-
fulness of the generalised formulation, and to provide more insight into how the LFC
model of any deregulated power network can be developed from the generalised formu-
lation.
Chapter 6
• Proposes a CMPC scheme for a deregulated LFC problem where CAs have unequal rated
capacities, large scale network with a more complex topology considered (network houses
33 GenCos and 46 DisCos) , some GenCos do not participate in serving uncontracted
load changes in their area, and not all DisCos purchase a load matching (LM) contract
(zero contracted demands). This represents a more appropriate power system setting.
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• Incorporates the area participation factor of each GenCo in the CMPC cost function to
ensure that the individual input constraints of each GenCo is satisfied during transients.
Chapter 7
• Proposes a DMPC (sDMPC and dDMPC) algorithms for LFC problems, and demon-
strates its efficacy on a 4-area and a 7-area benchmark systems with unequal CA ratings.
It is shown how decentralised LFC in a deregulated power network may be performed
by a simple distributed MPC scheme, without reliance on excessive oﬄine tuning of con-
troller parameters and prohibitively complex invariant sets (please see [218]); the price
is the lack of feasibility and stability guarantees, but the approach is shown to work
effectively, with good closed-loop performance on the representative 4-area and 7-area
power systems.
• Designs and utilises distributed observers to estimate uncontracted load disturbances and
local subsystem states from area control error measurements, thus the proposed DMPC
is output feedback.
• Generation rate constraints and input limits of each of the GenCos participating in
a TSO’s supplementary control are considered individually in the DMPC design and
simulations.
• The consideration of discretisation scheme on both performance and on system dynamics
and information sharing requirements. Note that this is an issue that is overlooked in
both the DMPC literature, and the LFC literature where the control design is model
based. The practical implications, especially in terms of what information needs to be
shared, are highly significant. This contribution relates to how discrete time subsystem
models used by local MPCs are obtained and it is clarified in Section 7.5.
• Lastly, a performance and cost comparison of centralised MPC (benchmark), decen-
tralised MPC (DeMPC), sparse DMPC (sDMPC) and dense DMPC (dDMPC) is made
(the concept of sparse and dense are clarified in Section 7.5).
8.3 Future work
A number extensions from this thesis are possible. However, for completeness a few obvious
avenues are highlighted next.
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8.3.1 DMPC designs for pluralistic and hierarchical networks
The modelling framework utilised in this thesis assumes that large synchronous interconnected
networks are divided, strictly, into CAs. Each local MPC in the proposed distributed control
scheme, solely performs the LFC in its own area, and thus, centralised with respect to that area;
the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE), an association consisting
of TSOs (one TSO in a CA) in Continental Europe, defines this structure as centralised. Note
that centralised here is with respect to each CA and not the whole interconnection. Other
structures identified by UCTE within the Continental Europe interconnection is the pluralistic
and hierarchical structures [227]. These two structures arise from the fact that the European
synchronous grid consists of interconnected control blocks. A control block comprises of one
or more interconnected CAs collaborating to meet predefined LFC obligations with reference
to the adjoining control blocks. In the pluralistic structure, the TSO of a CA within a multi-
area control block, called a block coordinator, performs the LFC task of the whole block with
respect to neighbouring blocks by directly controlling generation resources in its CA, while the
other TSOs in the control block separately performs LFC functions in their control areas. In
the hierarchical structure, a block coordinator performs LFC by operating a block controller
that sends corrective signals directly to the LFC scheme of all control areas within a control
block. In order words, the block coordinator does not directly control any generation resource
to perform LFC functions in its block with respect to adjoining control blocks, but computes
the ACE of the whole block, generates a corrective signal and distributes the signal to the TSO
LFC scheme in each CA within the block based on some participation factors. These schemes
are currently decentralised. It would be an interesting future work to investigate a two-level
DMPC solution for LFC, where local MPCs within a control block exchange information and
each block coordinating LFC could be a number of MPCs communicating at the control block
level. Depending on the tologogy of the synchronous interconnection, a control area may have
tie connections with control areas outside its control block. Hence, communication between
such CAs may be necessary or such interactions could be handled by block coordinators’ MPCs.
8.3.2 Ecomomic MPC layer for updating area participation factors in dereg-
ulated LFC
The work presented in this thesis assumed that the area participation factors γi,k of GenCos
serving uncontracted load changes with their area are fixed. Also, it was implicitly assumed
that there are no constraints on the amount of incremental/decremental power reserves of each
GenCo available to a TSO to respond to uncontracted load changes in its area. However, in
practice, the reserve levels of GenCos vary throughout the day as they also sell power in other
markets (e.g energy) and not strictly the LFC market. GenCos participating in LFC can also
experience an unanticipated power plant failure, leading to a change in reserve level. Moreover,
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there has been an increased variability in the balancing requirements of most power systems
recently due to the increasing penetration of renewables. Hence it would be interesting to
consider the scenario where the area participation factors of GenCos are updated in real time
as reserve levels and/or balancing requirements change. An ecomomic MPC (eMPC) scheme
is suggested to accomplish this; the eMPC in each area, operating on a slower timescale, will
compute new γi,k as conditions change and pass it to the local MPC handling LFC.
The eMPC, using a linear cost, will minimise the overall cost of addressing a given power
imbalance, where the decision variables will be the area participation factors. GenCos bidding
to provide LFC (incremental/decremental bids) usually supply their price, reserve quantity
and duration of provison. The price information can be used as the weightings on each γi,k to
be determined in the eMPC cost function. The reserve quantity of each GenCo is represented
by set of linear inequalities, the total balancing requirements and the dynamics of the GenCos
will serve as constraints. As some generators might be low-priced and slow while others pricey
and fast, the technical characteristics such as ramp rates of the GenCos can be incorporated
into the eMPC formulation. The idea of incorporating generator technical characteristics in
selecting GenCos for LFC has been recommended by experts [226] as selecting GenCos based
on price only does not automatically promise optimal system response to disturbances.
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Appendix
A.1 2-area deregulated system
Bc =

0 0
0 0
γ1,1
TG1,1
0
0 0
γ1,2
TG1,2
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 γ2,3
TG2,3
0 0
0 γ2,4
TG2,4

; Bdc =

− 1
H1
− 1
H1
0 0
η1,1
TG1,1
η1,2
TG1,1
η1,3
TG1,1
η1,4
TG1,1
0 0 0 0
η2,1
TG1,2
η2,2
TG1,2
η2,3
TG1,3
η2,4
TG1,4
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 − 1
H2
− 1
H2
0 0 0 0
η3,1
TG2,3
η3,2
TG2,3
η3,3
TG2,3
η3,4
TG2,3
0 0 0 0
η4,1
TG2,4
η4,2
TG2,4
η4,3
TG2,4
η4,4
TG2,4

; Bbc =

− 1
H1
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 − 1
H2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

(A.1)
Cc =
 β1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 β2 0 0 0 0
 (A.2)
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Dc =
 (η3,1 + η4,1) (η3,2 + η4,2) −(η1,3 + η2,3) −(η1,4 + η2,4)−(η3,1 + η4,1) −(η3,2 + η4,2) (η1,3 + η2,3) (η1,4 + η2,4)
 (A.3)
Ac =

−D1
H1
1
H1
0 1
H1
0 − 1
H1
0 0 0 0 0
0 − 1
TT1,1
1
TT1,1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
− 1
TG1,1R1,1
0 − 1
TG1,1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 − 1
TT1,2
1
TT1,2
0 0 0 0 0 0
− 1
TG1,2R1,2
0 0 0 − 1
TG1,2
0 0 0 0 0 0
T12 0 0 0 0 −T12 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
H2
−D2
H2
1
H2
0 1
H2
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1
TT2,3
1
TT2,3
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1
TG2,3R2,3
0 − 1
TG2,3
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1
TT2,4
1
TT2,4
0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1
TG2,4R2,4
0 0 0 − 1
TG2,4

(A.4)
Γg =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

(A.5)
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
∆P tie1
∆P tie2
∆P tie3
∆P tie4
∆P tie5
∆P tie6
∆P tie7

=

Y14+
α31Y31
0 −α31Y31 −Y14 0 0 0
0 α42Y42 0 −α42Y42 0 0 0
−Y31 0
Y37 + Y31
+α43Y43
+α53Y53
−α43Y43 −α53Y53 0 −Y37
−α14Y14 −Y42 −Y43
α14Y14 + Y42
+Y43 + Y45
+α64Y64
−Y45 −α64Y64 0
0 0 −Y53 −α45Y45
Y53+
α45Y45
0 0
0 0 0 −Y64 0
Y64+
α76Y76
−α76Y76
0 0 −α37Y37 0 0 −Y76
Y64+
α76Y76

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

∆δ1
∆δ2
∆δ3
∆δ4
∆δ5
∆δ6
∆δ7

(A.6)
DPM =

DPM1 DPM2 DPM3
DPM4 DPM5 DPM6
DPM7 DPM8 DPM9

(A.7)
where
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DPM1 =

0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.03 0.03
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.03 0.03
0.1 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0 0 0
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.02

DPM2 =

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0 0
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0 0
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0 0
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01

DPM3 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.02 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

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DPM4 =

0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.02
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.03 0.03
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.02
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.07 0.08
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.07 0.07

DPM5 =

0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.25 0.25 0.24
0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.24 0.24 0.24

DPM6 =

0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.01 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.24 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

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DPM7 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.03
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.03 0.02
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.07 0.07
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.03 0.03
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 0.08 0.08
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.02 0.03

DPM8 =

0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.08
0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0
0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DPM9 =

0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
0 0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.1 0.11 0.11
0 0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
0 0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.1 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
0 0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
0 0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
0 0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
0 0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

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DPM =

0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.2 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0 0 0
0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0 0 0
0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.2 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.2 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.2
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0 0 0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.26 0.27 0.27
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0 0 0 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.13

(A.8)
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Table A.1: Time constants of Turbines and Governors and Area participation factors.
Gen1,1 Gen1,2 Gen1,3 Gen1,4 Gen1,5 Gen2,6 Gen2,7
TGi,k(sec) 0.095 0.099 0.098 0.1 0.097 0.097 0.098
TTi,k(sec) 0.59 0.58 0.51 0.55 0.5 0.55 0.5
γi,k 0.4 0.6 0 0 0 0 0
Gen2,8 Gen2,9 Gen3,10 Gen3,11 Gen3,12 Gen3,13 Gen3,14
TGi,k(sec) 0.1 0.099 0.096 0.098 0.1 0.095 0.099
TTi,k(sec) 0.58 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.51 0.55 0.59
γi,k 0.55 0.45 0 0.45 0 0 0.55
Gen4,15 Gen4,16 Gen4,17 Gen4,18 Gen4,19 Gen4,20 Gen5,21
TGi,k(sec) 0.098 0.097 0.099 0.1 0.095 0.099 0.098
TTi,k(sec) 0.57 0.55 0.5 0.57 0.53 0.59 0.57
γi,k 0.35 0 0 0.4 0.25 0 0
Gen5,22 Gen5,23 Gen5,24 Gen6,25 Gen6,26 Gen6,27 Gen6,28
TGi,k(sec) 0.097 0.099 0.1 0.1 0.098 0.099 0.099
TTi,k(sec) 0.57 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.5 0.57 0.59
γi,k 0 0.45 0.55 0.6 0 0 0.4
Gen6,29 Gen7,30 Gen7,31 Gen7,32 Gen7,33
TGi,k(sec) 0.095 0.097 0.099 0.098 0.1
TTi,k(sec) 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.53 0.59
γi,k 0 0 0.6 0 0.4
Table A.2: Equivalent inertia constants Hi pu s, droop Ri,k Hz/pu (the same for all GenCos),
frequency bias βi pu/Hz (the same for each area) and equivalent damping Di pu/Hz (the same
for each area)
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 Ri,k βi Di
0.200 0.181 0.192 0.240 0.172 0.228 0.220 14 0.531 0.014
Table A.3: Tie line synchronising coefficients Tij pu/Hz.
T14 T31 T53 T43 T37 T42 T45 T64 T76
0.8645 0.8645 0.8625 0.8615 0.8635 0.8631 0.8605 0.8675 0.8625
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Table A.4: Time constants of governors and turbines of each GenCos in the 4-area system and
their area participation factors
Gen1,1 Gen1,2 Gen1,3 Gen2,4 Gen 2,5 Gen 3,6 Gen 3,7
TGi,k(sec) 0.95 1.50 0.91 1.90 1.10 1.60 2.00
TTi,k(sec) 2.40 2.20 2.80 3.00 2.04 2.08 1.52
γi,k 0.51 0.49 0 1 0 0 0.51
Gen 3,8 Gen 4,9 Gen 4,10
TGi,k(sec) 0.90 0.91 1.93
TTi,k(sec) 1.00 2.20 2.90
γi,k 0.49 0 1
Table A.5: Equivalent inertia constant Hi, damping Di (equal for the 4 areas), droop Ri,k
(equal for each GenCo in area i) and frequency bias βi (equal for the 4 areas).
H1 H2 H3 H4 Di R1,k R2,k R3,k R4,k βi T12 T13 T41 T23 T34
0.56 0.51 0.56 0.46 0.04 13 14 12 15 0.423 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.22
Table A.6: Time constants of Turbines and Governors and Area participation factors (used for
the DMPC scheme)
Gen1,1 Gen1,2 Gen1,3 Gen1,4 Gen1,5 Gen2,6 Gen2,7
TGi,k(sec) 0.760 0.792 0.768 0.800 0.776 0.784 0.720
TTi,k(sec) 2.040 2.600 2.320 2.480 1.800 2.480 2.800
Gen2,8 Gen2,9 Gen3,10 Gen3,11 Gen3,12 Gen3,13 Gen3,14
TGi,k(sec) 0.760 0.800 0.792 0.880 0.784 0.752 0.760
TTi,k(sec) 2.080 2.360 2.600 2.880 2.800 2.640 2.360
Gen4,15 Gen4,16 Gen4,17 Gen4,18 Gen4,19 Gen4,20 Gen5,21
TGi,k(sec) 0.800 1.200 0.640 0.760 0.792 0.680 0.744
TTi,k(sec) 2.760 2.360 2.640 2.800 2.600 2.000 0.600
Gen5,22 Gen5,23 Gen5,24 Gen6,25 Gen6,26 Gen6,27 Gen6,28
TGi,k(sec) 0.960 0.792 0.760 0.760 0.616 1.200 0.704
TTi,k(sec) 0.550 0.620 0.570 2.000 2.360 2.520 2.200
Gen6,29 Gen7,30 Gen7,31 Gen7,32 Gen7,33
TGi,k(sec) 0.680 0.760 0.640 0.704 0.800
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A.3. Parameters of the different models
Table A.7: Equivalent inertia constants Hi pu s, droop Ri,k Hz/pu (the same for all GenCos)
and frequency bias βi pu/Hz (the same for each area). These parameters are used for the
DMPC scheme
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 Ri,k βi
0.39 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.42 0.46 0.42 15 0.531
Table A.8: Equivalent damping Di pu/Hz an tie line synchronising coefficients Tij pu/Hz
(equal for all tie lines). These parameters are used for the DMPC scheme
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 Tij
0.027 0.028 0.027 0.026 0.033 0.028 0.027 0.323
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